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Plato's Republic - Jowett's translation:

"... our aim in founding the State was not the disproportionate

happiness of any one Glass, but the greatest happiness of
the whole."
BP*

UHN.

Committee on Curriculum Reconstruction for the

Rural schools of Colorado.
"The chief aim. of education is to teaoh pupils

to do better the desirable things that they will do anyhow.

This is interpreted to mean both those desirable present

activities and assured future needs. " -

Agriculture is a more natural art than politics
because it cooperates with nature.
Plato.
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Education occupies one of (ha most important places
in the psychology of the individual Greek.

When the writer

of the present treatise attempted to narrow down his subject
into one phase of Hellenic education - namely, Agricultural

Education - he was compelled to recognize the limitations

under which he was laboring.

Agricultural Education was never given a place pro*
portionate to its Importance in the school system of Greece.

Even today, agricultural education as a system, is confined to
only five or six agricultural schools in Greece.

Consequently,

literature or agricultural books on the school system of the
country are not to be found anywhere in Greece.

The present

study, in its endeavor to build up a new agricultural education-

al system for Greece, has met with many difficult situations,
and has often been compelled to show a revolting spirit against

traditional pedagogical schemes In the school system of the
country.

All this, however, does not relieve the treatise from

its many limitations, in spite of great amount of research work

which has been done to maka it a workable scheme for the educational needs of the country.

Yet, the writer is satisfied that

he made the first attempt.
Greece Is em agricultural oountry, in spite of the

industrial activity of its prinoipal oitles.

But, unfortunately,

agricultural conditions in Greece at present are primitive and

vii

In ao me respects worse than that of the ancient period.

Tradition still holds its sway in Greece and primitive

agri-

cultural technique is handed down from generation to generation.
Agricultural machinery and other mechanical inventions which
have revolutionized agriculture in other countries, have not as
yet penetrated the Greek soil.

Oreeoe for the last twenty five

years has been in a state of transition between war and peace.
Consequently, the policies of the successive Governments have

entirely neglected agriculture and its related industries.

For

many years the Greek peasant labored under a heavy taxation
system, poor communication, exploitation by the middle class,

poverty and, above all, under a heavy burden of ignorance.

The

young peasants inherited the limited knowledge of their parents
and nothing more.

Even the school could not be of any help to

them and bring the necessary change which would mean growth and
development for the young generation*

One of the chief reasons

for the existing backward agricultural situation is the deficient
and imperfect elementary education in the rural section of

Greece.

Elementary education in Greece, as we

shall explain

fully in the following chapters of this treaties, is common
throughout the entire provinces of Greece with no discrimination

for the rural sections of the country.

The curriculum of the

city or town school, does not differ at all from that of the

country school.

Books and oth r elementary school literature

are the same for boys of the urban centers as well as for oauntry
boys.

Teachers change their positions from country to urban

vi ii

schools and vice versa*

'Poachers in country schools are not

required to have on agricultural training neither ao they teaoh

agricultural subjects, as they are not

provided for in the

curriculum of the sohool.

The educational system of Greece up to the present
tine, does not proved*, for a separate agricultural educational

system whiofc could be applied to
country.

tlie

rural sections of the

This reason aooounts for the ignorance of the peasant

class and consequently, for the existing backward agricultural

condition in Greece,
The writer, will attempt in this treatise to analyse
the existing educational system in Greece as it affects the

rural sections of th© country? he will show the defects of the

present system, its limitations end its inadequacies to reach
tha door of the farmhouse; and finally, he will endeavor to

furnish Greeoe with an agricultural educational system which

will provide a new curriculum for the c.ountry sohool, and a

method

o.v

supervising

agricultural education in the country

and a plan for adult education in

.the

country districts.

The proposed educational system will follow as close
as it can the American standards of organisation of rural

schools.

Particular attention will bo ?iven, also, to other
;

agricultural educational agencies working outside the rural
school.

CHAPTER
A GENERAL SURVEY 0?

I.

L10DKHN GREECE.

1. How Greece an*l its Population.

Greece gained its independence from Turkey by foroe
of arms in 1821-29 and by the protocol of London of 1330, wee

declared a kingdom, under the guarantee of the great powers,
England, France and Russia*

In the beginning Greece o oasis ted of a small area
in the Southern Balkan peninsula and did not Include the

majority of lands, where the Greek population predominated
and where the Greek mode of life was best adapted to the natural

condition*

But soon the Hellenic State under-went a progressive

process of territorial expansion,

curing the Balkan wars of

1913-13 Greek territory expended to include part of Macedonia
and Thrace end from that period until 1923 new changes were made
in the frontier, when, by the treaty of Lausanne another ex*

pension took place at the expense of Turkey,

The acquisition of

the new areas brought about many economic advantages, the most

important being the annexation of plains capable of large scale

grain production.

Greece has en area of 49,000 sq. miles with

a population of 167 per

aq..

mile*

Between 1923-24 Greeoe had

to find homes for about 1,500,000 Greek refugees ex-pat riated

2

fraa Asia Minor.

of 6,500,000,

At tha census of 1923, Greece had a population,

The various racial migrations which took place on

account of the wars from 1912 up to the present tine hare had
the effect of introducing homogeneity in the regions effected,

where great diversity previously existed.
2# Physical Features of tha Country .

Greece occupies the extreme Southeastern part of
Europe and is scantily populated on account of its mountainous
and barren nature.

It extends south of lat. 35° and in Thrace

approaches lat. 43°.

The islands constitute about one fourth

of the Greek territory.

places in Greece.

The sea is easily accessible from most

The mountains are not very high hut traverse

tha land covering most of it and isolating many parts from one

another.

The rivers are not navigable but at severe winters

they overflow producing many damages to tha crops. The physical

environment varies with the areas of Greeee and it has exerted

a distinct influence on tha character and the history of the
(1)

people.

The climate of Greece as a whole is unstable and

is liable to great extremes of heat and cold and sudden changes

during night.

The mean* temperature is 79 Fan. for the summer;

that of winter about 62.

vary in temperature.

Winters are not very severe but they

Snow is rare and transitory, except in

the mountains.

(1)

E. Robinson "Gomweroial Geography" N.Y.

s

The climate in the islands is nighty favorable to the
sailor, at least during the simmer period*

Fog is rare and the

alternation of land and sea breezes takes place with great regularity.

Attica, where Athens is located, is a very dry region
and claims about 300 sunny days in the year, while its air is

perfectly clear and the sky most of the time azure blue*

\7ater

supply is not adequate in quan tity In many a town and at the
present tine in various parts of the country, water is conveyed

from great distances*
3.

The government and Heli^ion of Greece .
Greece became independent in 1330* after a successful

insurrection against the i'urkiah government, to which the country

had been subjected since the 15th century.

Until 1924 the

Government of Greece has been a constitutional monarchy with a

hereditary King at its head*

After a succession of rulers of

the Gluoksburg dynasty, Greece was declared a Hepublio by the

constituent assembly of March 25, 1924.

The legislature consists of a Senate of 120 members
and of a ohamber of deputies elected for three years.

They

elect the President of the Republic for a tern of five years.

The Premier, according to the new constitution, cannot hold his
office for more than one year*

The members of his cabinet are,

usually, selected from his own party.

There are eleven Ministers

for: the Army, Navy, Foreign Affairs, Interior, National Eoonti

Agriculture, social insurance, Justice, Finance, education
and gommunioation.

I

,

Greeoe is divided into 9 general administration*
33 prefectures - snaller administrative units, 8© provinoes

each with a population ranging from 10,000 to 150,000, 40

municipalities and 4,749 communities each with a copulation
ranging from 50 to 10,000.
To Hellenic citizen no title of nobility is either

Given or recognized.

The freedom of person and prese are in-

Slemensary education is compulsory and free to all.

violable.

By the terns of the constitution, the Greek orthodox church was
declared the religion of the state, but complete toleration and
liberty of worship was guaranteed to all ofcher sects.

majority of

The great

inhabitants of the Republic are adherents of the

Greek Orthodox Church.

The Governineni; of the orthodox church

is at present vested in a x>e;rcuanent council, called the Holy

3ynod, consisting of the Metropolitan of Athens as President,
I

and 6 bishops residing at Athens during their term of office.
The orthodox church has 33 archbishops in the old territory,
38 archbishops end 7 bishops in the new territories.

hiiitary service in Greece is compulsory.

mences in the 20th year, and lasts up to the 51st.

It com-

The normal

term of servioe in she active army is 18 months for all arms.

The normal annual contingent of recruits is about 35,000.
Greek army is organized in 4

amy

The

corps, each of three divisions.

(lJOensus of Population 1920 - ministry of Interior.

"

The navr is not a fore© of any considerable importance,

Both

the land and aoa forces ware recognised during tho war of

1014-1918 and about 150,000 of both units fought with the Allied
Armies.
4»

gthaology and

Lajtfliuaae

*

The Modern Greeks oonaidor themselves to be predominantly of one race and to descend direotly from the ancient
Greeks,

they are an exceptionally homogeneous people*

EYen

most of the Albanians and Vlachs inhabiting Greece, are Greek
at heart and most patriotic.

The much debated question whether

modern Greeks are the 'Ureot descendants of th- ancients need
not take much of our time.

The following statement'jProfessor

V. Baker throw sufficient light upon the question under con-

sideration.
"the Greeks of antiquity, great and small alike, find

their spiritual descendants » and in a large part also theij
physical and mental descendants in the people of
Greece.....

modem

The people, too, of present day Greece both b^

their traits of character and their maimers and customs,
illustrate the nature of their predecessors.
...The Grejks have nixed with foreign elements like
all nations ^ho have a history, but the3r possessed and

possess much such wonderful elasticity that in spite of thn
most contrary fate they hare been able to absorb foreign
culture and foreign races without their national peculiarity being extinguished,

,

"..igricultural processes are largely unchanged.
The plow and other Implements are identical with those

used millenia ago ... The shepherds are still piping on
the hills at noontime ... the poulterer knows how

to

inflate his birds to most impossiole size; all as in
ancient ^chens."
Orotic

people continue thair hereditary aversion to BWBMMd labor.

They lovo news and political discussions.
Europe is given so much to politics.
alert and bright.

I'he

Perhaps no people in

Intellectually they are

largest percentage of she Greek students

studying at the universities seem to have preference and quali-

fications for

lav/

and medicine.

Greece, at present time, has a

disadvantageously large number of the professions named above.

Rhetorical anu literacy accomplishments possess a greater
attraction for the majority of the educated class than the field
of modern science.

The Greeks do not havs the same mental traits nor the
same charaoter; they vary according to the locality and environ-

ment in which they live.

They are very individualist io and apt

to antagonize often each other with no ability to cooperate in
their business and political activities.
Sir Edwin Peary, in his last lines about modern
(X)

Greeks says:

\

... 'aha t they (Greeks) want, both in religion and in

polltios is a few men with clear plain intelligence
who can see questions concerning their race in their
correct proportion and will speak and act in accordance

with their insight".
(1)

Edwin Peary - "Turkey and its people" •

Th<i SjftgttNHI

Greek*

used at present in Greece is modern

Leaving uside xuaay differences in dialeot , there are

two main types or language used in modern Greece, namely, the

"pure" or

Ko-^o^vy o\>

6<*.

qj^;

ijjj^Q

"popular" or Svv^oxvwvi.-

fhs former, a ro turn, to ancient Greek, is taught in the sohaols
and universities, it is the official language or the government
and the press,

£he "popular" ie the language of the people,

r

that of the Creek songs and ballads, t* is a living laiijuag6

and it ie generally employs* by

fiction,

modem writers

of pastry and

la fact, all poetry &nd fiction art written in the

popular litHJliBli

>in

the ianguage of the

valuable testimony to his ancsGtryi

modem Greek

modem Greek

not ancient Greek but it is in spite

oi'

is a very
is certainly

many differences a

legitimate child, a natural development of ancient Greek,

3

OIUFTER
A OSKEuAL

IX.

STJKVEr OF MOBEBK GREECE

EOOHaiY & FBTANCE.

1.

Finance.

The economic situation of Greeoe during the early

years of the present century, up to the outbreak of the Balkan

war in 1512 was marked by a moderate though steady progress.
Industrial enterprises for looal purposes were established in

considerable number*

Communications by road and railway were

extended, and large additions were made to the mercantile marine.

The state of public finance also shoved signs of improvement.

A series of deficits from 1907 to 1909 had to be faoed by a
portion of the proceeds of a new foreign loan raised for other

purposes in 1910.

The administration of the public finance is

under the control of the International Financial Jamais s ion
established in 1893.

This institution though regarded as an

encroachment upon the sovereign rights of the country $ has been

found useful on repeated occasions as a aaaas of providing

security for new loans.
The Balkan wars of 1912 and 1912 overburdened the
resources and finances of Greece*
(1)

This situation was relieved

Facts gathered from a. Andreades: 'Les Progrea Eoonomiques
de la Grace" , Paris 1919.

9

in

setae

measure by the assistance rendered by the Greeks abroad.

However, the eoonomlo strength of Gresoe was greatly enhanced by
the acquisition of territories of both aotual and potential value,

including the important port of Saloniea, the rich tobaooo-growing

districts of Drama and Kavalla and extensive fertile areas in
Macedonia.

In the first part of the world-Sex, during the period
of neutrality of Greece, which lasted from 1914 until 1917, there

was a narked accumulation of private oapital arising out of ship*

ping and other profits in goods.

When Greece entered the war in

1917, she demanded a large increase in military and naval ex-

penditure.

A new system of taxation was introduced, which in-

cluded a tax on war profits and an issue of national Defence
bills.

But the bulk of tha funds required at that period for

military purposes was advanced in kind from the Allied Powers.
The Greek Government treated these credits as cover for the note
issue.

During the Greco-Turkish war, the Government required

additional funds for its military operation* in Asia Liiaor.

Hew

issues of National Defence bills were necessitated by the govern-

ment, which finally terminated to inflationary issues of paper
money.

The disaster in Asia Minor in 1922 reduced the finances

and oredit of the country to the lowest ebb, and "by the end of
the year its securities were quoted on the international markets
at prices yielding 30# to the investor, while the drachma had

lost 94$ of its gold value".
(1)

Bulletin of Athens's chamber of Commerce, June 30, 1929.
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The settlement of refugees who oame In vast numbers
to Greece from Asia Minor and Thrace at the close of the war,

throw a fresh burden on the resources of the country.

Fortunately

the League of Nations assisted the Greek Government in 1925 by

a refugee loan Issued in 1984.
The financial reconstruction of Greece began with the

new coalition Government which came into power in 1926.

By way

of reduction in expenditures , fresh taxation and other Important

measures , the budget estimates were balanoed*

During the year

1927 the debts to Great Britain and United states were funded on

terms satisfactory to the country*

The approval of the League

of nations was obtained for the flotation abroad of a loan to

balance the budget, stabilise drachma exchange, and carry on the
refugee work.

This series of developments marked the formulation

of a definite financial programme and had a stimulating effeot

on business in general.

The League of Nations decided to grant

a loan whioh did not exceed h
United states 9 s share*

9 , 000,000 net, including the

Under the terms of this loan, a number

of reforms in the administration of public finances in Greece

were instituted*

These included the creation of a new Bank of

Issue independent of the National Bank, the establishment of a

mortgage Bank and in general the relieving of the National Bank
of certain functions which now hinder its ordinary commercial
work*

Under the proposed plan the Greek Government undertook

to keep the budget within a limit of about 9,000,000,000 drachmae

until the end of the financial year 1929-90 and to maintain a

,

«
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balanced budget after that time.
On Deoember 3, 1928, the u. s. Commerce Reports stated

that the pubiio debt of Greooe was shown for the firet time in

terms of paper drachma.

The debt had been computed on the basis

of 575 paper drachmas to the pound sterling (or 77 to the dollar),
at which rate the drachma was stabilised.

According to this

statement, the public debt as of June 30, 19S8, totalled
(I)

30,386,2558,419 draohmas (about ^479 ,000, 000 J

The following table I shows the estimates of revenue
and expenditure for 6 years.

Table III gives particulars of the budget for 1925-26.
In table II are shown the estimates of revenue and

expenditure for 6 years,
I.

'i'^tj j i.i l>

(2)

Estimates of revenue and expenditure from 1921-22 to 1926-27.

Year

Bevenue
Expenditure
Drachma! (3)
Drachma!

1921- 22 84,6457,545
1922-28 25,847,155
1923-24 13,097,150

Bevenue
Drachma!

Expenditure
Drachma!

1924- 25
23,347,593
27,690
1925- 26 7,020,400,868 7,020,400
1926- 27 8,821,619,843 8 ,821, 619 ,843

48,495,967
29,253,057
21,912,807

TABLE

Tear

;

II.

Estimates of revenue and expenditure from 1921-27

Year

Bevenue
Draohmai

1981-22 24,637,545
1923-23 25,847,155
1923-24 13,097,150
1}
2)
3)

Expenditure

Year

Revenue
Drachma!

Draetenal

48,496,987
29,233,057
21,912,807

j

Expenditure
Draohmai

1924-25
23,347,593'
27,690,373
1935-26 7 ,020 ,400 ,863 7 ,020,400,863
1986-27 8 ,821 ,619 , 843 8 ,831 , 619 ,343
i

f

|

\

[

Bulletin of the Athene* s Chamber of Gamma roe, June 30, 1929.
The Statesman* s Yearbook pp. 977.
At pax 77 draohmai • $U U.S. Before the ;vorld ffar 5 draohmas
• $U U.S.
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TABLE

III.

(1)

Particulars of tha Budget for 1935-36.

Brachial

P.evenue

Ordinary:

Direct tax
indirect tax

512 , 050 ,000
401,377,000

Public debt interest 1,150,087,474
Pans ions and other
obligations
419,628,239
Public security
501,547,172
Public Tories
149 ,358,4(10

184,050,000

Education

1,095,958,000
5,068,604,000

15,707,500
135,561,050
566,715,768

Sale of property
.Loans

Tax on property
Total extraordinary
Grand total

(1)

575,047,0<j>0

Monopoly
95,578,304
Telegraph, post and
telephone
194,930,000
Army end Na*y
1, 250,541,500
Expenses of other
admlnis t rat ions
940,822,674

900.000,000

0,462,725,313

Total

4,861,650,9*5

Extraordinary:

Extraordinary:
Income from ne-r
reimbursements
Other incurs

Drachma!

Ordinary:

Monopoly
Tax from Stamps
Telegraph, post and
tale phone
Other administrations for Stat©
Income from State
property
Remaining Incomes
How tax for the
payment of public
debt Interest
Total

Expenditure

12,000,000
441,160,750

15,716,600
40,800,000
50^000*000

557.677.560
7,020,400,368

xublio security
Telegraph, post ard
t elaphone
Public works
Other expenditure

3,072,518,2109

Total extraordinary

2.158.743.935

Grand total

7,020, 400 ,aj68

The Statesman^ Yearbook 1927, pp. 973

5,415,000

14,515,001
68,495,715
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2. Production. Industry ana Commerce .

Greeoe Is mainly an agricultural country and its
•oonoEiio life is directly dependant on the products of the soil.

About throe quarters of its population is occupied in egri-

cultural enterprises.

Beoause of the mountainous conformation

of the country, only 33 per cent of the area is c\iltivated,

while 32 par cent is covered by meadows and nasturage and 13
(1)

per cent by woods ana forests.

The greater pa^t of the

cult ivated lands is dove Sod go cereals, the production of which
is far frau sufficient for the oonsunrZ-ion of the country,

A great part of the area

is taken

by olive trees and vines.

The most important of the fruit trees are the olive, the vine,
orange, lemon, fig, almond, citron, pomegranate, and currant
vine.

Certain districts, however, are devoted to two valuable

products, tobacco and currants forming the main items in the

exporting list of products fur vrhioh Greece is very well known.
Cotton and rice are cultivated in small areas, especially in

Macedonia near Calonica,

Olives are abundant, about 865,000

aoraa are under cultivation; olive oil oroduction in 1925,

44,034 metric tens.
153,000,000

,

In 1922 the number of orerges grown was

of mandarines 65,000,000, and of le-aons

-19,000,000.

There were in Greeoe (1925) 200,000 horses, 125,000
mules, 250,000 asses, 550,000 cattle, 6,000,000 sheep, 3,500,000
goats and 400,000 pigs.
(1)

statesman's Yearbook 1927, p. 966.
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robaoco, the most important export item, was

estimated In 1927 at 120,858,300 pounds as compared
120,172,000 In 1926.

v/ith

The astiaated orop of currants in 1927

was 283,000,000 as compared with 515,000,000 pounds in the

previous year.
Table IV snows the acreage and production of the

U)
chief crops for two years.

Area in acras
1923
*~~1922
~—*-— '—

^roduouion In metric tons
1923
1921

—

1,026,495

959,346

239,408

210,177

Barley

P25 ,424

336,350

112,971

105,395

Maize

369 ,801

507,946

124,583

126,722

Oats

172,300

174,302

67,650

50,057

Tobacco

66,863

158,766

19 ,802

37,839

Cotton

16,112

36,149

5,929

8,009

Hew wine

306,036

300,922

179,400

153,897

QSXV nnts

154,849

98,310

182,835

98,933

v,*heat

j

The country has a large variety of minarai deposits but they
are not vary well worked*

According to the btatesUiS^s Year-

book, there are now in force about 35 joining concessions em-

bracing total area of nearly 20,000 aores#
(1)

The Statesman»s Yearbook 1927.

The principal
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minerals are lignite, iron, iron pyrites, magnosite, ohromlto,
load and naxoa enary.

Marino salt in produced in largo

quantities for home production.
The principal mineral output of all Greece for two
(1)

/oars is siven in Table V as follows:

TABLE

1924

,

(metric tons)

Vt

1935

1924

1925

Jhromite

14,830

14,980

Load

52,600

76,716

imery

22 f 523

22,700

llagnesite

58,218

90,828

Iron

£6,000 100,000

Zinc

4,861

4,607

Iron pyritos

75,051

Salt

75,000

77,714

65,000

Industry is asking a
years,

'The

tfreat

progress for the past few

development of industry on a lar^e soale has not

made much progress becausa of Xnek of ospi.tal end native coal
supply.

Pne

.1-

-jading

industrial products are olive oil, wine,

textiles, leafier ana soap.

The industrial census of 1917

snowed that tho country had 2,215 factories employing 50,124

hands.

The principal art isles of export are tobaooo, ourrants,

olive oil and wine.

Oereals take the first plaoe among the

imports, followed by textiles, coal, sugar, and many other

commodities.
{1}

The imports exceed the exports to a large extent.

The Statesman's Yearbook 1927.

.
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Exports Murine 1927 exceeded those of 1936 by 83.8 per cent
in drachma value end 29.7 per cent in dollar value.

Saports from the United Ztctoc rose

ftfCtt

Greek

£20,427.300 in 1926

(1)

to $36,432,500 in 1927,

Exports froo Oreeoe to United states

totalled $17,519,000 in 1927.

Principal exports to the United

States includes tobacco, currants, fi^s, ohrano ore, emery, olives
and olive oil.

Following is the tabic VI which gives the value of the
OOTuseree of Oro^.-je ("the ras3 of exchange to the

£

1 being for

1930, 34.26 drachma!; for 1921, 70.05 dxaoluaai; for 1922,
3.66.34 drachma! ; for 1923, 300.98 draohraaij for 1934 , 247.39
(2)

drachma!')

TABLE

Year

Imports

gfe

Exports
'

h

1920

63,558,901

20 ,032 ,426

1921

25,188,706

13,479,081

1922

19,055,921

14,964,045

1923

20,056,215

8,457,764

1924

32,555,007

13,246,176

1925

31,566,082

13,034,778

(1)

Interna % i ontl Yearbook 1Q2H, ?. 311

(2)

Statesman^ Yearbook 1227, p. £87.

,
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3.

Occupations*

Sixty five per oent of the total population of

Greece la employed In agrioulttirol occupations,

fhis

mans

that

the largest port of the population earns its living from agri-

cultural iBplnynent.

«£he

prevalent system, or cultivation for

the last i^ars has been tha extensive culture, but since the

Influx of about 1,500,000 rofikgees and the allotment of small
areas for cultivation,

tfei

intensive cvltlvation.

tendency has now started towards

The exodus of farm boys towards the

urban a*inters has increased alarmingly for tha paat few years •
^The number of

*

Agricultural laborers in Greece la insignificant,

fhe Greek

peasant likes to ovm his fomr and works on it with the aid of
all other members of the family.

I'he

an invaluable aid to her husband,

Greek peasant wuiaan is

Manual labor is hard among

the peasants, while it is unpopular in the urban centers*

Greece has a neater proportion of university bred men than
she needs at present.

••

Classical instruction prevails in the

schools with the consequence of an overproduction of a poorly

odueated

J

rolt/fcarlat and of f ice-soakers

who either agitate for

,

political positions or remain idle more or less".

The Greeks are well knot^ as mariners and merchants.
In the course of a genera* ion the Gruak mercantile marine in-

creased more than four times, while

satisfactory during the LUropesn

its.'

profit a have been very

T/ar.

The growth or industries refloated in the activity
of the laanufactuxinij centers, has given employment to many

(1)

sawidis, Education In Greece, 1917.
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peonla cap© 3 i ally refugees who flooded the country without Jobs
and professions.

The textile indue try ranks second in import auoe

among the other industries in Greece and the rug Industry

which has Just come into existonoe employs mora than 10,000

people in its factories.
There are few labor unions in Greece consisting mostly
of the raurithaa workers, tobacco laborers, and cigarette-makers

and Other minor unions srhich form the general Confederation of
Labor,

But ai we have already stafced, the largest percentage
or occupations are connected ./itk agricultural industries from

which the population mostly earns its livelihood.
4•

The Settlement

sflf

ft«fHfi#W n

Greece had \tunt recovered fror tho turaoil of the
Jorld

,/ar

Turkey.

when she found herself involved in another war with

The Greek

array

landed in Asia ulnar and after an un-

successful attempt to subdue the Turkish hordes, retreated from

Turkish territory in 1922.

Hundreds of thousands of the Greek

inhabitants soupht refuge in Greece, seme reaching there by

their own efforts and others beinp concentrated and transported

by the commission of the League for refugees.
driven

fro*'

They had beei^

their homes In Asia Minor by the advance of the

Turkish amy.

The Treaty of Lausanne required members of the

Greek Orthodox Church established in Turkey to emigrate to Greece.

Ultimately a million and a half persons took refuge there.
(X)

Hears, "Greece today", Ohap. IV.
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These people

s*era without;

homes, work or money.

To feed,

clothe, house and find etaplo^ont for those refugees became

imperative.

5ekw

very serious for the country because
of its popuia v ion.

wan

problem involved in curing for

became

represented one fifth

-ho;-

They wore without funds but Greece itself was

undergoing an economic and poliuioul oriels duo :o la years of
intermittent war.
rue G$eek Kefageo Settlement sohemo

wiu.

.orked out

accordingly, i£t&K various teehnioal agencies of the League

Ly a protocol of September 1924 an

had studied the problem.

intemationul loan of

V 5Q,C>G,G0G wa< authorised end floated.

The expend! fcuro of thip sum was put into the hands of the

nefugoes Settlement Joi^ilssion, which still functions and reports
to the Council of the league

t-jrlue

year.

More than three

quarters of a million refugee* had bean settled in productive
(

1/

work by the end of 1S23.

In 1927

t:-e

«bove sum being ex-

hausted, aroauo needed additional £45*090 ^OOfe

-through a

refunding arrangement with vhe united states Jreaeury ,$12,000,000
was mads available to Greece.

The Bqfjhggpf sett lament Commission

by 1938 had spent nearly $40,009,000 on agricultural settlement
and more than #5,000,000 on settlement of refugees in the cities.

These sums took care of 14ii,000 families placed on farms and

28,000 in cities.

More than 1,970,000 acres of land had been

apportioned, 76,000 houses were built and 7,000 were under construction.

Since 1922 tbs area under cultivation has almost

doubled.
(1)

Bulletin of the Ministry of Social Insurance, 1928, P. 11*

s
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CHAPISR
AGHIJULTtJHE

h

I.:

III,

GREECE.

Sonara* Remarks.
Ho attempt will bo mode in this ehapter to aaka an

exhaust ire study of agricultural conditions in Greece.

But

it will be our oonoern here, to disouss the various agri-

oultural problems whioh the Government faoes at the present
stage of agricultural development.
In ardor to realize the economic and social importance
of the agricultural question in Greece, it will be neoessary

for us to outline below a few reasons which will indicate the

place of agriculture in the national economy of the country,
Greece is an agricultural country

First, by the proportion of her rural population.
The exact number of the population In 1930 was 5,021,790j> as

shown by the

census books of the Ministry of Interior.

From

various classifications of the population we find that the

rural population of Greece is the population found in oonnruni(2)

ties or localities having not more than 5,000 inhabitants.

Acoording to this classification the rural population of Greece
in 1920 was 3,697,548, while the urban population (in towns or

1920 - Population - Ministry of Interior, New York
Public Library.
(2) Greece differs from othar nations which limit their rural
population to 2,000,
(1) Jens us of
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cities hawing above 5,000 inhabitants) was 1,334,248 out of a

total population of 5,021,790.

In other words, the rural

population comprise* 74 per cent, while the urban 36

p,er

cent

of the total population of Greece*

Second, by the value of her agricultural production

compared to that of industry, commerce and mining.

By the end
1

of 1921, for which there are available official figures, the
Pi
*
(1)
production of Greece was as follows:
(2)

Agricultural production per year..., 3,750,000,000 drachmas
Industrial

»

n

Comma roe-import at ion in 1921

.... 1,650, 000, 000
1
.... 1,725,000,000

Commerce-exportation in 1921

....

»

947,000,000

Third, the importance of agriculture again may be shown

by the exporting trade of the country in 1921, as follows:
Agricultural products exported in 1921 ... 795,000,000 drachma

Total exportation in 1981

A

... 947,000,000

study of the statistical returns of the import and

export trade of Greece in agricultural products shows

it

hat the

exports represent 70 per cent of the whole export trade, while
the imports take only 30 per cent of the whole in raw agri-

cultural products and 40 per oent in manufactured ones.

This

proves the statement set forth at the beginning of th^s chapter
that Greece is mainly an agricultural country, and agriculture

(1)

simonides - Meveu d'eoonomle Politique, 1933, p. 770.

(3)

75 drachmas equal to #1.00 in 1928.

*

The above figures do not take in consideration the
development of tho country* 3 agricultural resources since the

coming of the ra fusees, for the last seven years.

The follow ins

table shows the occupation of the population aooording to the
census of 1920$

General categories
of occupations,

total

Agriculture ,inimal
husbandry, Hunting &
fishing

I

.alee

Total

926,324

817,539

108,775

58.09

Industry

830,391

319,460

60,931

23.36

Conmeree

150,384

146,830

4,054

9,46

137,003

90,302

46,641

8.59

220,401

100.00

Public & private
administration,
Liberal occupation
& arts

Total

1,594,592

1,374,191

With the influx of one million ana a half refugees and their
establishment in the oountry districts and faming sections

hitherto unutili jed

»

ta3 agricultural enterprises have mojre then

increased because, the refugees are utilizing the land which

up to the present time has been neglected and have introduced
a new spirit and a new impetus in the agricultural Industries
of the country.

»

2.

The Agricultural liofoxm.
The most acute agrarian question in Greeo© has been

the breaking up of the large estates into small holdings.

As far

baok as 1860, when Greece was almost one third of its present
size, small farm holdings were the rule of old Greece and the

Islands; with the gradual annexation to the country of new

territories as Thessaly (1831) and Macedonia and Epirus (1913)
large holdings (tslflilcia)

,

(1)

formerly owned by Turkish landed

gentry, appeared in the new kingdom and according to that system

"peasants were working the land on shares submitted to the tolls

taken by the owner and tax collector, which frequently left them
(2)

no reward at all".

The main issue was, the breaking up of

large estates through the offering of fair prices from farmers
to the large landowners and the resulting purchase of small farm

lots by peasants assisted financially by the Government.

In 1911,

after many legislative decrees have failed to remedy the situation,
the Government decided to purchase not less than two-thirds of

eaoh large estate, paying for the land by bonds bearing six per
cent interest, with the agreement that the purchased land would

be allot ed to associations of farmers under favorable terms.
But this law was put into operation only when the Government

found the country flooded with one million and a half landless,
poverty stricken and homeless refugees in 1922-1929.

The split-

ting of the large estates into small holdings became then s
(1)

See map of Greece and her territorial expansion. Appendix 4.

(2)

Hears, "Greece today*, p. 55.
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reality and

tfttf

property which

ma

available at that time for

division In small farm lots was increased by small farms abandoned
by exchanged Turks and Bulgarians*

Saoh refugee family was given

a small farm plot of about ten to fifteen acres, two animals,

modem farm machinery

and seed with which to start the enter-

The work of placing more than one million of people in

prise.

the farming sections of the oountry was tremendous, but it has
been administered remarkably well by the Settlement Commission

organised there by the League of Nations.

With the land question solved at present to a satisfactory arrangement between refugees and native farmers, the

agrarian reform remedies only one part of the agricultural problem*

Other questions which are equally important and which con-

stitute the most vital part of Greek agriculture are the types
of crops to be used for better production; better breeds of

animals and new methods of cultivating, harvesting and marketing
of products.

The attention of the Greek Government has been

turned at the present time to a thorough reorganization of the
agricultural technique now In use by the peasants throughout the
country*

Agricultural machinery has been imported and coopera-

tive societies have been organised for the joint purchase of

machinery fitted to their agricultural needs*

It is

<&

difficult

task to induce the peasant to change his traditional technique

which Is simple and full of poetry to him, and adopt a new
technique which requires more intelligent manipulation and much

more expenditure*

The scheme of a few producers' cooperatives

In

Greece, which have brought such labor saving machinery and

have used it in oomon, has not been vei-y aueeessful baoausa
of the difficulty of transportation of maohinery from one small

field to another.

An addad difficulty is the type of Greek

fanning*

With the small fains existing under the present system
in Greece, intensive f aiming is far more profitable than axtans It© farming.

Sheat growing is better adapted to extensive

faming because

it beoomes easier by the use of modern machinery

such as tractor plows, machine reapers, thrashers, binders and

such enterprise becomes remunerative only whan conducted on a
large scale*

In small farms the peasant woman still reap their

grain with hand sickles.

The problem which confronts at the

present moment the Greek Ministry of Agriculture is the Introduction in Greece of a type of machinery fitted to green soil
and to its type of farming.
3.

Agricultural Production .
She agricultural production in Greece may be con-

veniently classified in four general categories

i

cereals, animal

husbandry, fruit production, and industrial and aromatic produotiu
While cereals are wall distributed, from the point of view of

production, in all parts of the country, ether products as
currants, tobacco, olives, ate. are grown only in certain parts

of the country as we shall explain below.

According to the figures of the census of 1980, only
one fifth of the territory of Greece was brought under cultivation;

36

but thee* figures took no oonsi deration of the expansion of

Greece during the later years.

Professor Hears olujms that in

1927 about 36 l/2 million stromas

out of the entire 120 million

strem&as of tho superficial area of Greece were under cultivation.

The best fertile valleys of Greece are Thessaly in old Greece, and
tho newly acquired valleys in Macedonia and ifestern Thrace.

valleys properly exploited can become the ^renaries

f

^

These
00untry

Greece at the present time is not a self-supporting
country, but she can become

diet of the Greek people.

j^uoh.

Breatf forms the

basis of the

The average consumption of wheat bread
(2)

in Greece is 0.85 of a pound daily.

Taking in consideration

this figure and considering the population of Greece in 1920 as

5,000,000, Wt find that Greece needs 700,000 tons of wheat yearly.

The country produces on the average 400,000 tons yearly, so that

300,000 tons must be imported.
Bdany

support herself.

agricultural experts believe that Greece oan

The Government has already started a tremendous

agricultural work of draining and reclaiming of swamps which will
result in the release of thousands of acres of land ready for

cultivation.

The Greek peasant needs to be taught new methods

and new ways of performing the various tasks in the f aim to

produce larger and better products.

For many years the Greek

peasant labored under tho ancient method of leaving the land lie
(1)
(2)

One stroma is equivalent to about a quarter of an acre.

3ulletin of Athens's Chamber of Commeroe,
p* 848.

Deoertfcer 1921,
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fallow.

With the coming of the refugees the system of fallow

lend has been abandoned and In its place
to tat ion of crops*

earns

the system of the

The use of fertilizers and their ooatribu-

tion to agricultural production has be»n justly realized during
the reoent years,

Thile in 1911 the consumption of fertilizers

amounted to only 200 tons, and in 1916 to 6,600 tons, the uae of
fertilizers for tha past two or three years has reached the sur-

prising figure of 60,000 tons yearly.

Below we shall give a brief

discussion of the moot important Greek products under their
general classification.
oereals.

The moat important cereals of Oreeoe are, wheat, corn,

bar l«y, oats tm& rye stated according to their Importance. Wheat
or wheat and barley bread are the most important cereal food*
(1)

of the Greek diet.

According to the census of 1920

the cereals

of Greece covered 9,125,963 stremmas or 70.62 per oent of the

cultivable land.
tfheat stands above all cereals both in regard to

acreage and value.

It is green in almost all parts of the

country and especially so in the plains of Thessaly and Macedonia

which are regarded the granaries of the country.

£he wheat

generally grown in Greece is of the hard type and can stand a
great deal of drought.

The quality of the seed has been much

improved by using Egyptian seed which, by research, has been
(!)

Bulletin of Ministry of Agriculture, 1933, pp. 7-9.

s
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found to yield twice as much as the native seed.

Com

tahas the second plaoe amoiwj the cereals of

Greece. Maize srowa best in a light sandy soil, particularly
the alluvial coil ^hieh is found in MaoeSonia, Western Thrace

and Thossaly, near

Laniia.

It ^rowo also in the western parts

of Greece ouch as Alcarnania, Arta ani ;.chaia.

Barley cones third in

irn^

stance of production.

Because of its hard socd, it can stand much drotif&t and oan
be?

grown in poor soils.

It natures earlier than wheat, oats

ana rye are groun also in poor soils.
jLivo

Skook.

Greece, like many mountainous oountries

.?ith

dry

BUMEiurs, raises ie.r^e nuubors of sheep and coats, but on

account of ens climate and lack of pastures and lowlands, is
unable to support sufficient cattle for Its growing needs.

According to official statistics animals and animal products
held second clace in the country* s list of exports during the
(1)

years 1919-1931,

and they held the fifth place in the country*

list of imports for the same period.

There were 5,811,418 sheep in Greece in 1923 as it
is shown from the bullet in of the Ministry of Agrioulture.

The

sheep is the most important animal for a country like Greece

with poor, dry pastures.

From ancient times the people had to

depend on aheep for their food, because of the uncertainty of

rain to aucport the oereal food.

Sheep can eat at places where
.

,

(1)

Monthly bulletin of the foreign eommaroe of Greece, 1920.
p. 40.

J

oattle can find little.

The large number of -oats raised in

Greece, indicates the poor soil of thn counUy,

Almost every

peasant family in Greece possesses a number of goats*

They oan

live and feed at places where sheep oannot; they climb on mountains

and can destroy young shoots of trees making thus much injury to

l

(1)

the forests.

In 1923, there were above 2,416,000 goats in Greece*

Sheep and goats are very valuable to farm hensriwlds for their
3rfeicle

milk from which is made cheese, an important ^of food for the
Greek family.
Because of the dry susnners end consequently poor

paatures found throughout the country,
develop large cattle industry.
frois

it

has been difficult to

The supply of milk cooes mostly

goats which take the place of cows in Greece.

Most of the

sows fotmd in Greece are of inferior quality and of the 571,323

cattle found in the oavntry, a larger number is used for ploughing.

There is also a great number of o?»n.

General ?ruit Pro duction*

Under this category we classify those products which
are produoed on a large scale and whioh occupy an important place
in the exporting tradJ of Greece.

Fruit industry is still undeveloped in many parts of

Greece, especially so in Macedonia and Thrace territories possess-

ing many possibilities for that type of agricultural production.
Macedonia, is en excellent place for the production of apples,
pscurs and small fruits.

The products whioh are enumerated below

are grown mostly in old Gretioe and the islands.

(1)

Ministry of Agriculture - Bulletin, p. 12.

IB

Currants until recently occupied the first plaoa in
the export tig trade of Greece,

grown on a atrip of land S50

They are small eeedlosa gapea,

illu

long and from 1 to 5 milea

(I)

The gulf of Corinth and northwestern Peleponneaua are

wide.

the beat regions for

th<r

production of currants.

Greece until

recant year* held a r\onopo2jr in their produotion, but at present

Australia and California arc becoming important produoera of
similar seedless raisins.

The largest demand for Greek our rants

comes fran Oroat Britain .?haro they are used extansivaly in oakea

puddings and other sweats.

Unfortunately for fea past few yaar8

the supply of this crop has overflowed the markwte *ith the oon~

se^uenti^ abrupt fall in prices.

In tints of overproduction

the crisis fcJiroatened to ruin the whole industry,

To remedy the

situation the government has introduced various HMMftMMi

At

present, the Central Currant administers the produotion and

marketing of the currant industry.

Greece produces nbftut 120,000

tons a year, a supply waloh mora than neat a the demand of the
world,

The soil and itimats of Greece are particularly

adapted to the culture of grapes.

Raisins and

v?ina

Tom

one

fourth of the agricultural production in Greece, while wine and
spirits made from grapes took fourth -lace in the country* a exports.

The largest of Greece's wine is exported to ?ranoe where

it is used f*JP nixing with other winaa, because of its high

alcoholic content.

Then

are many kinds of wine made in Greece,

the dry table wines and the sweet dessert a lues.

The government

la encouraging this induat ry by plantation of new vineyarda in

(1)

Foreign Trade of Greaoe, Dorigas, p. 40.
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Macedonia, ©specially in the refugee settlements,

"in 1928,

over 7,000^000 new grafted cuttings were distributed to the
settlers ".

Greece produces large quantities of olives and olive
oilfc

to feed her own population and to give her the third place

in the world* s production of these crops.

Olives and oilve oil

occupy an important place in the Greek diet, taking the plaoe
of butter.

Olive trees are found in places where the Mediterra-

nean climate prevails and grow in abundance in coastal plains*
They live long and can stand much drought •

The methods of handling,

picking and packing are still primitive end much can be done for
the introduction of new labor-saving methods.

In 1320, there

were in Greece about 20,000,000 olive trees, which produced
(2)

71,o88,300 kilograms of olive oil valued at 154,429,929 drachmas,

There are many kinds of citrons fruit (oranges, lemons,
tangerines) thriving in the Greek soil.

The Greek Government

is at present conducting an aggressive campaign for the develop-

ment of fruit industry by installing nurseries in many parts of
the country and teaching the farmers how to fight the pests.

Figs are an important agricultural item in the country's ex-

porting trade.
is mild.

Fig trees thrive near the coast where the olimat^

In 1920, the production of figs (dried) amounted to
(3)

19,765,400 kilograms at a value of 14,758,226 drachmas.
"Greece today ", p. 72.

(1)

Clears,

(2)

Dorizas "Foreign trade of Greece", p. 48.

(3)

Bulleting of the Ministry of .Agriculture, 1920, p. 53.
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Industrial ana aromatic Products .

Under this category the Ministry of Agriculture
classifies such products as tobaoco,, cotton, haschioh, flax,
silk, etc., jhe production of Y/hioh has been greatly encouraged

by the refugees,

fhey have increased the cultivation of hemp,

roses, red pepper, autumnal crocus and of licorice, all of ^hioh

have proved very profitable.
But by far the most important agricultural product,
at present, is tobacco. This industry in the last few years

has grown by leaps and bounds.

From 42,000 stremmas in 1875

and £90,382 stremmas in 1920, the tobacco area has risen to

850,000 stremmas in 1926, with a -production of 56,000 tons
(

valued at )40,000,000 for the same year.
;

1)

The best grades of

tobacco are found in »Vestern Thrace, Eastern Macedonia and
Thessaly.

Greek tobacco, because of its small nicotine content

has a mild effect, v/nich makes it excellent material for cigarettes.

In the exporting trade of the country it ha3 taken the

place formerly held by the currants, but like the currants the
tobacco is going through a crisis of overproduction and of low
prices.

The Govo rnnent after having interfered long with this

industry, has organized in 1929 the Greek Tobacco Institute for
the pronation of the equality of the crop and She development of

markets in the foreign countries.
cotton is anotner important fibrous product in Greece,
This product was grown principally in Peloponnesus and the

(1)

Hears, Greeoe today, p. 75.

district of Atrica, but it is now suooessf ully planted in

Macedonia by the refuses,

The Govsrnraent encourages the

cultivation of cotton first, because it is suited to the
oliiaatic conditions of the oountry ana second, because the oil

cake which renains after the cotton seed oil is romoved, makes

a very good fodder for a country like Greece, poor in pastures
and forage crops.

The production of silk is growing fast and with
good returns for the producer.

In 1923 the Government dis-

tributed over a million mulberry trees to be planted in Maoedonia
and has established a nursery for such trees in Old Greece.
One tenth of this product is used as a raw material for the mills
of Greece, rrhile nine tenths of the product is exported to foreiga

countries.

Summarizing the agricultural sibuacion in Greeoe

we find that the country is going through a process of reorganization and experimentation.

Waste lands are brought under cul-

tivation and neu crops are tried out,

The production of cereals

falls back as ooEipared with the production of other crops, ex-

ported to foreign countries.

Antiquated methods of farming are

still in use and tlm Government is conducting an aggressive
educational campaign, teaching she peasants how to produce larger
and better crops.

The refugees have given a n»w impetus to the

agricultural industries of the country in which they have participated as tillers of the soil, and have introduced their
experience ana technique in many agricultural enterprises making
them simpler and more remunerative.

CHAPTER

If,

In order to BH&aratiu&B the existing eCucutional
system of Greece end formulate

?

better system for agricultural

instruction we need cast e glance at the roar past,
$• may Oivide Greek education, for cur convenience,
in four periods.

?Ls»

first poriod extern c

-cor- the

sixth

century, B#C« to the third century of the dhristian era, when

Constantinople became the center of the

\l:.^nn

;'o:/id.

It is

sufficient to say here that during this period th- oncicnt Greek
;

spirit glorified in the liberal arts and formulated the beginning
of on: educational theory.

Athens, was thn proud conter of

oulture and education where the first schools have originated.

Thesecond period is that of the Byzantine supremacy
(X)

and ends with the fall of Cons tant I nap le in 14R3.
is characterized by

a

This period

fusion of ancient Hellenic philosophy with

Christian doctrine and although during this tine the aneient
schools of Athons and of other Greek cities declined or were

suppressed by inporial decree, the Greek hr.n^uage and traditions
survived and rare flourishing in the brilliant capital of the

3ysrmtlna ocipiro.
(1)

Tt la true that Lv.tin was the official languagi

G. Karapanagiotou "Early Greek Education^, Athens, 1908,

oi

iiiiw

oi o\ ha*'

oo*as?t aju;

^•'^c

ic'v.io

9*

iiw

&3

-

i<

ic^ucga

living

**» culture Fhiph drav sohcJLara fro*:

tine

the

U-wl»J.oriS a

-

was Greek, una

.Jeetern Universities

to y^te^tiaepjLe had ita rc*ts daapiy h^odded in the OariatianJiellar..l«

culture.
.

u.n\.

.iAi

I4i& to tae war

or'

i'^-ioti

i6i

5

iurki^u

pi'

iah^ekdenoe Ug21)

«

period,, l^oktxL upon ^v-aaiitiiio eclv.ea-jioa

i'na

nan,

."'hare

;hri*»ti*

ana culture

and many or

their',

i&treal;

tliay

j-.iisera1>le

abandoned the brilliant city of

imparted their knowiedfie and wisdoa.
and paoale who

laid

openly

schuxars under any

Constantinople ana iied to Western schools and

which

."01*3

witii in-

this period were apt free

ill

were no earners open to

o ir c uius tap c ea

fion

rurks, during this

diff ore uoa ann contact , and An many eases *hay

hostile to it.

diifflinuti^w

Uiii varsities

to

Joaditions were

a lit via fortune, nasi Uated to eduoat^

their children for faar of increasing their attractiveness.

Every

f our

years

a

certain auaibar

of.

Christian hoys were taken

away from their parents to be trained as

guard of the Sultan.

"

janitaharies" - body

Girds were k$pt in the hosiea and deprived

of edjiaation because of the danger of being taken in 30010 harem,

Aithcuch this was the darkest period of rurkish
slavery, education
extinct.

taa yappres/eed Greeks «as not entirely

The Greek Shuraa beosas the bond of onion between all

the Greeks in

national life.
(1)

anions

iurkish empire and the sj?m§«1

oS:

their lost

Ihe leaders and alergymea of this period

Skleros, Soaial problems of C-reeoe, p. 56.
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realized that the only way by which they oould preserve national
life, language and raligioa waa through

tin air

churches and schools

Their schools ware under the supervision ana direct control of the
clergy.

In these schools, the pupils vers taught to read the

ohuroli service

and the elements or arithmetic and writing,

The

narthax of a church or the shop of a handicraftsman were the placek
where the pupils assembled for their school exercises.

no speoial school buildings.

There were

They had no chairs but sat on mats

laid on the floor; their books were in manuscript, since the art
of printing was not invented yet.

Schools were held generally

daytime, but night schools were held in many places where the

Turks ware opposed to any kind of instruction or social gathering.

Sash pupil had one book at a time and his promotion to another
book was greatly rejoiced by his family.
The last period of thw Greek eduoation is that which
begins with the war of independence in 1321 up to the present

time).

After the independence war (1321-1323) was over,

plans for an organized system of education were disoussed.

i

As

soon as a provisional Government was established under Kapodistriak,
the movement for a national system of eduoation became general
V
and in 1828 twenty two primary schools were opened in towns in the

Aegean islands.

In 1329 Hapodistrias appointed a committee an

elementary education entrusted with the duty of organizing and

establishing a system of elementary schools*

This a omit tea gave

the elementary (demotic) schools the charaoter which they still
retain*

f'
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Two olaasoB of schools, the elementary or demotic
and the Hellenic, formed the basis of the national system

established after the war of independence.

Both schools

originated while Greece was under the Turkish slavery.

The

Hellenic schools were establisl»d by the ecclesiastical authorities, their main purpose being to preserve the knowledge of the

rhetoric and the ancient language.

Thus the foundation of the

present system was laid before 1830 in whioh year the kingdom
was organized under the protection of the three Powers, Great

Britain, Franoe and Russia.

From time to time laws have been

passed whioh taken together provide in detail for a system of
public education.

The following is a historical summary of education
(1)

in free Greece from 1829-1900.

Elementary Education .
The majority of the elementary schools were maintainec

by the communes.

In these schools the Lancaster ian method of

mutual instruction was used.

The subjects of instruction were:

the elements of the languagem catechism, reading, writing,

arithmetic, geography, drawing and elements in the physical
sciences.

The subjects of instruction were modified from time
to time but little, while the purpose to serve the people was
not realized from the very beginning.

The regular elementary

schools were made up of four classes and there were one, two,
(Ministry of Education) - Official

(1)

Bulletin, 1915.

\
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three or four rooms schools according to the number of
and teachers*

pin} lis

The teachers of the elementary schools were of

throe grades, depending upon their experience and preparation.
The grade of the teacher determined not

onl-y

the type of school

In whloli he night teaoh, but alao the salary he was entitled

to receive.

Middle Education *

The schools for Middle Education were the Hellenic
schools - corresponding to the Latin Schools - and the Gymnasia.
The former consisted of three classes and were more numerous;
the latter consisted of four classes and were founded in the

capitals of provinces and other large towns.

The function of the Hellenic Schools was to prepare
students for the Gymnasia and to cive them also a pradtioal
training*

The subjects of instruction were: Religion, ancient

Greek and Latin, Mathematics and Physics, French, History,
Geography, drawing, Penmanship and gymnastics.

This curriculum

produced a great number of academioally-t rained men with little
or no practical training for life.
The Gymnasium was a higher school with a combination

of similar curriculum, as in the Hellenic schools.

The Gymnasia

were generally supported by the State and they were managed by

their own faculty.

They were classical schools but the physical

sciences were included in their course of study.
apparatus.

They lacked

In 1356 Priest's schools were established in

Tripolis and Chalkis (Enboea),
There were a few technical schools as the Polytechnic
the Agricultural school, the Military and Naval schools, the last
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two under the supervision of the Ministers of Army and Navy.

Higher Educ a tion - the Univer sity.
The University in the beginning consisted of four
schools, for law, medicine, philosophy and theology.

school of Pharmaoy was added in the University.

number of years of study was
four.

Later a

The required

three up to 1842 and since then

The graduating students were given a written and oral

examination at the end of the fourth year but they had no ex-

amination during the year.

Attendance was not compulsory.

The students paid a certain fee upon registration.

Each school

had and has a dean elected for one year by Its professors,

while the head of the University Is called the P.ector ana was
elected by all the regular professors.

The academic year

nominally began in the beginning of September and ended on the
15th of June.

The professors taught from 5-7 hours a week.

1895 there were 57 professors.

In
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CHAPTER

V.

PRESENT EDUCAi'IQiJAL STATUS EJ GREECE.
1. Aflainlstratloiu

The ha ad of the public educational system in Greece
is the Minister of Education (and of Ecclesiastical Affairs)

who is ona of the nine members of the cabinet.
is largely

His appointment

a matter of politics and hie tenure of office is brief.

The inspection and management of the elementary and secondary

education is in the hands of the Minister of Public Instruction;
he has authority to determine what subjects are to be taught
in all the schools both public and private, and he fixes the time
that must be devoted to each of these subjects in the course of

study.

He conducts all these affairs through the Education Board,

the superintending Councils, the Superintendents, the Supervisors
and the Principals of the schools*

The Minister appoints all teachers and has authority
to appoint or discharge teachers in the Hellenic schools and in

the Gymnasia.

He also appoints one chief inspector of elementary

schools, four inspectors of intermediate schools and one inspector
of elementary schools for each of the 58 prefectures.

(1)

Taots and information regarding the present school system
of Greece have been drawn almost entirely from the official
bulletin of the Ministry of Education found in the Harvard
Law Library and from Mr. Sawides "Modern Education in Greece %
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Under the Minister comes the General Council of Public
Instruction.
seat in the
are:

It is composed of twelve Councillors and has its

M inistry

of Education,

Some of its important duties

(1) to express its opinion about

at the request of the Minister!

circulars and instructions.

programs as

viell

(2)

any educational question

to prepare bills, deorees,

To sketch the ourrioulum and the

as the material for the text-books; (3) to

superintend duly the normal Schools, the Superintendents and
Supervisors of elementary and secondary education in

C|eiB

ral,eto.

At the head of eaoh prefecture is a Hamaroh who is

appointed by the government.

As one of his duties consists

in supervising the funds of the demoi comprised in his prefecture,

he is indirectly required to look after matters of education.
In practice, the Hamarchs and the Demarohs confine their atfcentiai
to the financial affairs of the schools and leave tea supervision
of the sohools to a supervisory council, The various demoi are

required to establish elementary (demotic) sohools, but a pro-

vision in the constitution makes it possible for the government
to contribute to elementary education in proportion to the

necessities of the demoi.

It happens, therefore, that some of

the sohools in the poorer demoi are entirely supported by the

government, while other demoi support their own schools.
ITote:

"Prefecture" is a large administrative distriot headed
by a Nomaroh . Greece with the islands is divided into ZZ
'Demoi'' are local districts, a number of
prefectures.
which make a prefecture. They are directed by a Demaroh .

4E

2. Supervision .

The General Council of Public Instruction is the

highest siipervlsory unit of the school system in Greece.

Every

three years, the Board eleetsr its President and Vice-President

who are again eligible at the end of their term.

The Council

in its supervisory function divides itself into two halves,
the one being the elementary school section and the other the

secondary school section.
I.

STgERP T HSBDIIKl COUNCILS

JteTD

snPEHvlSORS 0?

ELaiCTgATTY 3CH00LS.

The public elementary schools, including the infant
schools, are divided into 35 districts.

Their respective centers

errtent and assignment are regulated by a

Ministerial decree at

the reooramendation of the Education Council.

Eash district has

a superintending c ouncil composed of the director of the

Gymnasium as chairman, the oldest judge in service, the supervisor
of the elementary schools and two other members, one of whom must
be a professional man, and the other a business man.

The Superintending Council expresses its opinion about
founding, consolidating, dividing and abolishing Momentary

Schools and Infant Schools; about the time of beginni;Jg and

ending school-sessions in parts of the district where it is not

advisable to apply the general regulations.
The direct supervision of the elementary schools is
in charge of the District Supervisor . He visits

_j

least twice

a year, all the elementary and infant sohools, public and privatej,
of his district.

He tours his district 120-160 days a year,

.
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exanines the oo ndlt ion of the school buildings and materials

and seas that the educational regulations of tha oountry are
observed*

He exercises on the elementary school teachers a

disciplinary authority and submits at the end of each tour to
the superintending Council a report about the condition of the

schools and teachers,
II.

lis

GENERAL SUPEREfTENDENTg

Theseoondary sohools are divided into 20 eduoational
departments*

For each department is appointed (a general super-

intendent of schools).

Some of the duties of the General super-

intendent are: (a) to have the general supervision of the educa-

tion of the Department and the direct control

a»f

the Elementary

School supervisors by inspecting their offices at least twice a
year; (b) to have the direct supervision of the public and privati

secondary schools as well as the Normal Sohools of the Department.

They are expected to make inspection tours of their department
120-160 days and to visit eaoh secondary institution at least
twice a year and examine the
and materials.

o and it ion of

the sohool buildings

They also submit reports to the Minister after

each tour or in case of need directly after the inspection;

(c)

the General Super lntendents call a meeting once a year for the

Elementary school Supervisors of their department, the direotors
of the city, schools and the gymnasia of their department, in

order to deliberate about Improvements.

The absence of a

general superintendent is supplied by a Councillor appointed by

a Minister at the suggestion of the Education Council.
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tj|»^y«
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,

There are also f ive eeneral supervisors for
special subjects: two for Mathematics, two for Physios and
&n$^tgtMt« '&» viMftto «tf ti£g tiBttiwwr s«fee**f wS^k
one for Gymnastics. They supervise the secondary school

instruction of their specialty all over Greece and keep a

detailed record of the efficiency of the teachers under them.

They submit reports to the Ministry, the Education Board
and extracts to the General Superintendents.

The Supervisors

of Elementary Schools and to the General Supervisors of special

subjects may be allowed a half year T s leave of absence for

appropriate study, with full pay.

^

SCgQOL PHYSIO I/ITS .

Every education department has also a school
physioian.

lie

gives hi3 inc emotions te th5 supervisors and

superintendents and cooperates with then to improve the health
of the students.

Ho sub.its regular reports, through the

general superintendents, to the r.inistry and Education Board.

He has assistants, at least one for every educational district
who also teach Hygiene in the Gymnasia.
2. ..laaentar,/ Eduoat ion .

The elementary schools have either four or six-year
oourses.

If tha school provides a four-year course it is

called a common elementary school.

If, on the other hand, it

provides a six-year course it is a complete elementary school.
Theoretically, coeducation of the sexes does not exist in Greece,
but in the smaller towns and in the rural sections, where the

school attendance is not over seventy-five, both sexes attend
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the same school and are taught by one teacher.

This arrange-

ment is not permitted after the children are ten years of age,
Greek elementary education is compulsory and
gratuitous,

The teachers of the elementary schools are of

three grades, depending upon their experience and preparation,
as we have stated in the previous chapter.

The grade of the

teacher determines the type of the school in which he teaches
and the salary which he is entitled to receive,

Teachers of

the third or lowest grade are usually found in schools where the

enrollment is from fifteen to forty.

If the enrollment is more

than fifty-five a first grade teacher is required.

The minimum

qualif ication for elementary teachers is a license from one of
the teacher's training schools.

The daily program of studies

for the year's work is prepared in the beginning of each year

by the teaching staff of each school and submitted to the
approval of the supervisor,

Wednesday and Saturday afternoons

are usually left free, one of which i3 used for a walk or excursion, under the guidance of the teachers.

Each teacher, teaches as a rule from 28-51 hours a
week, v/hile the principal from 25-29,

The regular elementary school which has six grades

meets at separate rooms under different teachers.

The hours of

instruction vary from 22-22 according to the grade; the subjects
ar©: Religion, Greek, History, Geography, Natural History,

Drawing, Penmanship, Handwork, Singing, and Gymnastics,

A graduate of

a full elementary school of six gradss

enters the third Hellenio school without an examination.

4r

The regular course of the sts-nrade elementary

sohool Is typical of all other kinds of elementary schools.
2he program of studies of a six-class elementary

school is given In the following table:

;

Table VXI

Subjects taught in eaoh grade of tho elementary school end
the hours per week devoted to instruction In each subject.

Ho*

Subject

X Religion

Hours of InBtructjo^^exjggtsfe
«+ T.-Ll
0.4
—
.„
SZC
1st
yr i»2d«yr*3d.y
4thyr
5th yr.eth yr*

U

S

2

2

2

3

3

9

9

9

9

1

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

|

|

2

3

3

3

3

2. Greek

8

9

2 . History

4# Geography

3

3

national History
PhyeioG

.

fc

Chemistry

Arithmetic
6.

g

3

Geometry
1

Drawing

a

8. Penmanship

2

7.

8
2
I

3.

Handwork

3

I

2

J

4.

2

2"

10. Singing

11. Gymnastics

games (in ths excursion) .
Total

1

I
I

I

I

23

25

SO

4
i

>

1
Note*

4

2

I

1
I
SI

33

33
i

The number of hours has bean copied from the original
verified. The sums, however, do not ooao out right.
There is either an error In the printed matter , or
•xplanations are missing.

'and

*• X^tsrm»diate Muc-ation

.

From the elementary schools the boys may pass to the
Hellenic Schools,

Kfrjlif

wbo come from the common schools enter

the first year or the three year course; but those who have taken
the els-year course from the complete elementary school enter

either the second or third year of the Hellenic School,

It was

recently advocated by the Education Council that the last year
or the sourso in these schools should be added to the course
of the Gymnasia,

'.Phis

would abolish the Hellenic schools, as

the first two years of their course la now given in the complete

elementary schools.

There usually are at least as many teachers

as there are clauses in the Hellenic school.

Hellenic Schools ttust have & diploma*

Teachers in the

The director of a Hellenic

School is called a Jcholarch . These teachers are appointed by the

Minister of Education and they have no fixed tenu?«.
The program of studies or the Hellenic School is

given in Table VIII.

'
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Table VIII.

Subjects taught in each class of the Hellenic

School* end the hours per week devoted for instruct Ion in

eaoh subject.
Subject
1st class

2nd class

~i

3rd class •
J

o
<5

JL •

la

2. Greek
3.

Mathemetlos

6,

Geography

7.

French

XX

3

4. Physics & Hygiene
5. HiBtory

XX

..."

4

2

2

9

*

3

|

a

2

2

3

P

8. Drawing

2

2

2

9. Penmanship

1

1

1

10. Gymnast Icb

|

3

3

2

1

34

35

11. Singing

Total

33

in

—
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5, Secondary

Muoation.

The Gymnasium is the representative type of secondary

education in Greece*

The first Gymnasium was founded in Aegina,

after the war of independence in 1839,

The Gexman models ehowad

their influence plainly in the secondary education of the new
kingdom.

1

Since that time the number gradually increased, end

q

present there is a gymnasium in every town of sufficient size
to justify the expense.

In the larger cities, Athens, Salonioa,

Patras, etc. there are more than one, accord jug to the population,

Kaoh gymnasium is managed by its own faculty.

At the

head of the faculty is the Gymnasiarch, who is both a teacher and
a general director*

have mentioned already that he serves

as one of the members of the Supervising Council for the province.

The program of studies is regulated by an official plan whioh

modified to suit the individual schools.

ii

In the gymnasia the

hours of instruction are 35 to all grades and the subjects are:
Religion, Greek, Kathematlcs and Cosmography, Physios and Hygiene,

Philosophy, History, Latin, French, Gymnastics and singing.

Cf

the 140 weekly hours of instruction to all the grades, 73 are

devoted to the classic languages and Trench (the latter having
only twelve)

•

To enter the gymnasium the students must pass a

special examination.

The gymnasia are generally supported by the state} but
in places where tha population is not l&rce enough

to justify

the expenditure by the Government, the people of the comriucity

sometimes support one for themselves, paying the expenses from
the income of a special municipal tax.

Pupils are required to
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pay small entrance and certificate fees.

The gymnasia are

classical schools, but the v.-yaical soienowa are included in
the curriculum of the school.

The physical sciences, however,

have bean slightly regarded until recently, since the great
importance or classic education in Greece overshadow* the

special need which the physical sciences have for

modem

education*
At rhe graduation exercises the Gymnasiarch reads a

report cf the year's work and the condition of the school, so
that the public may be informed.

In the relative value of

subjects, Grae'c, Latin, Mathematics and gymnastics count the

most.

No boy can get a gymnasium laaving-oertif icate v;ithout

at least having studied in a State gymnasium.

A repeater is

expelled, in case he fails at tho and of the second year*

Table IX gives the program of studies of the
Gymnasium.

V

Jable

IX,

Subjects taught in each oless of the Gymnasium, and
ttoe

hours per week devoted to instruction in each subject.

Hours of instruction per week.

Ha

Subject

i

1st c lass | 2nd class ^ 3rd class T 4th olas
1. Religion

2

2

2

1

2. Mathematics & Gosmogra-

4

4

|

5

12

ia

10

10

I

3

4

4

2

2

pby
3. Greek,

4. Physics

i Hygiene

5. Philosophy

6. History

3

3

55

3

7. Latin

4

4

55

3

8. French

3

3

3

3

9. Gymnastics

3

55

3

10. Singing

Total

1

1

1

1

35

35

35

36

55

5a- Secondary

sanation - Commercial schools.

The first two Stat* Commercial sohools ware founded
In 1903 in Athens and Patras.

The full course lasts four yaars

and is prescribed for all uniformly, with the exception of
Italian and Short had, as optional*.

The hours of recitation

vary from 34-41 and the subjects of instruction are: religion,
Greek, mathematics* physical sciences, commercial articles,

French, Sngliah, German, general history, history of eomneroe,

geography, theory of commerce, accounting, correspondence,

political economy, commercial law, penmanship, gymnastics.
The entrance requirements are a graduating

(?)

certificate of a Hellenic School or its equivalent and a special
examination.

The regular professors have the rank and salaries

of their gymnasium colleagues and the usual requirements are

a university diploma in addition to technical studies gained
from education abroad for many of the subjects.
commercial schools belong to the grade of secondary

schools and prepare for the commercial career, with an appro-

priate theoretical and practical course of four years.

Each

oommercial school is provided with a Library, a physical and

ch jiaioal laboratory and a commercial museum.
Table X gives the program of studies of the oom-

mercial schools.

:

Table X

subjects taught in eaoh class of the coram ere ial schools
end the hours per week devoted to instruction in each subject.

Subjects

Ho.

Bouts of instruction per week

A Gr. jB Or., o Gr.
1.

Religion

1

1

2.

Greek

4

4

I

D Grade

j

Total
2

1

11
1

3*

Mathematics

4

5

5

18

j

4. Physical sciences

2

2

6
.

5. Commercial articles

3

4

4

4

IS

5

5

18

5

IS

i

6,

French

5

7.

aagliah

4

3.

German

4

5
j

3

2

10. History of Commerce

12. Theory of Commerce

3

2

11. Geography

k.

&

3

2

!

2

Total

1

7

3

9

3

2

3

3
4

8
«

3

17. shorthand

IS. Gymnastics

2

5

2

15. Commercial Law
10. Penmanship

2

i.

2

Bookeeping
IS. Correspondence & exsroises
14. Political eoonomy

6

2

?

38

38

3
13

3

3
36

1

40
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5b. secondary aducation - Agricultural sohoolfr .
Til©

interest In agricultural education has been

developed tor the last two or throe years by leaders in the

field of various agricultural industries.
There la at present a secondary school of agriculture
at Larlssa which has an enrollment of about ISO students; a

smaller agricultural school is found in salonloa, o ailed the
-American Farm school founded in 1904, which gives boys practical

agricultural training at its model farm of about one hundred
and fifty sores.

In 1928 there were shout eighty five boys

of high school age attending the full course of the school

which lasts five- years* Four other agricultural schools founded
in Patras, Crete, Janina and Corinth respectively, endeavor to

give to the students a practical farming occupation*
In 1932 it was organized in Athens the first agri-

cultural college, mostly for students desiring to continue

higher studies in the

v*

ious agricultural fields.

The college

offers theoretical and practloal training in many agricultural
branches.

There are also two forestry schools in which students

are tratded for three years in the various fields of forest
industry.

The above enumerated schools are the only institu-

tions in the country affording agricultural education*

(1)

Ts aider os "La revelement sconomlque de la Grece

pp. 151

.

6* Hif'&er Education .

Ine Greek eduoational system culminates in the

National University at Athens,

In 1857, otto, the first king

of Greece , issued a deoree for the establisbaent of a university

Aocording to the custom of the Germans, he named the university

after himself, but in 1802 the name changed to National University.
Aocording to the deoree of 1837 there were to be four faculties:
theology, law, medicine and philosophy.

The university, since

1911, to meet the requirements of a legacy, has been divided
into two: the National University, with two schools for medicine

and for Physico-Mathemat lcs; and the Capodlstrian University

with three schools for theology, law and philosophy.
The rector is the executive head of the university

and its representative at all functions.

Each faculty chooses

one of its members who is made dean of that faculty for the

following year by the Minister of Education.

The financial

administration of tho University rests with the University senate,
a body composed of the rector of the university, the dean, and one

other representative from each of the faculties, except the
faculties of philosophy and physical and mathematical sciences.

University education In Greece has been open to women
for more than thirty five years.

Women attend especially the

school of philosophy.

The students are obliged to attend their lectures
and at the end of eaoh academic year they get certificates of

attendance la order to take their examinations.

Every student
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Is required to attend the regular seminaries of his department.

The purpose of the seminaries is to facilitate and prepare the
students, under the supervision of the professor, in independent
so lent if io thinking.

The professor, at the end of the course,

makes to the Dean and the Hector a detailed report of the work
done and submits it along with the names of the students that

distinguished themselves.

All the schools give compulsory yearly examinations
and finals for

the,

doctorates.

They are oral examinations unless

a school decides to give also written or laboratory tests.
If a student fails in a condition, he is obliged to

repeat all tho courses of the year.
It is clear that the professors of theology, law,

and philosophy depend almost exclusively, on the lecture method

and the students in their turn

depend for their degrees, with

the exception of doctorate thesis, on the oral, the yearly and

final examinations.
II.

HIGHER T&OHHICAL SCHOOL? .

Either technical education in Greece
"Polytechnic* founded in 1863.

is

given by the

It is made up of two sohoole,

the school of Industrial Arts and that of Fine Arts.

The former

Is under the Ministry of Interior and the latter under the

Ministry of Public Instruction; they were separated in 1910.
The sshool of Fine Arts gives theoretical and praotiod

training to artists and is subdivided into the sohool of Graphic
Arts and into that of Plastic Arts.
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The school of Industrial Arts has at present, only
the school of Mechanical and Civil Engineers.

four years.

The course lasts

It provides also a school for surveyors, foremen

and practical mechanics, a course which lasts two years and a
half.

The school of Industrial Arts gives technical education

for public service and the industrial activities.

The teaching

staff consists of professors and assistants who are supplemented
in many technical courses by specialists who have obtained their

diplomas in Paris or Germany.
The courses given are: higher and lower mathematics,

experimental physios and chemistry* descriptive geometry, harbor
and hydraulic works, engineering, mechanics, machine construction,
bridge, road and railway construction, topography, architecture,

electricity, ship-building, chemistry applied to arts, mineralogy, geology, forestry, administrative law, political economy,

accounting and metallurgy.

The schools of engineers, architects and mechanicians
admit graduates of gymnasia.
In addition to the above Public Technological Institute

there are in Athens and Piraeus the following private institution^:
The Athens Industrial and Commercial Academy, giving

a full higher technical education.
after two years* training.
of Mechanical Engineers.

This institution gives diplomas

There are also two Evening Schools

The technical instruction last£four

years and the requirements are: ability to read, write and use

practical arithmetic.

There is a special school to teach these

elementary subjects.

The State exercises no control over these

schools.
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CHAPTER
A CRITIQUE

VI.

OF STATE ELEMKNTAHT AHD SECOND ART
EDUCA'flOH.
(X)

1. Statistics of Public Instruction,

The statistics on public education which are given

in this chapter are for the school year 1938-1929 and have been

taken from the annual report of the director of the Bureau of
statistics on Education to the Minister of Education and Religion.

According to these statistics, there were 323 kinder-

garten elementary schools in the country with 075 teachers and
12,513 pupils.

There were 7619 primary schools, including both

the four-grade and six-grade schools, with 13,747 teachers and

a school population of 632,933 pupils.

The report does not dis-

cuss the condition of the school building for the year 1923;

older statistics of the Ministry of Education show that in 1914
there were only 3,879 primary schools, of whioh 404 were buildings
of the new type and 939 were not, but paid no rent; 2,178 were

rented private houses.

The Hellenic schools throughout the oountry had a
student population of 58,000 of whioh 45,027 were males and

12,073 females.

There were about 310 Hellenic schools, with

50 per cent of the school buildings belonging to the state, towns
or communes and tho remaining 50 per cent to churches and private
individuals.
(1)

Bulletin of the Greek Ministry of Education, 1929.

Sf A
TABL3

II

School population and the number of Teachers in the
Public Sohoola of Greece for the year 1988-1929.

Types of
Schools

—
Kindergarten

Humber of
oonools

number of
Pupils

(l)

Humber of
Teachers

323

12 ,513

375

7,619

632 ,933

13,747

Hellenic Jchoola

310

68 ,000

Gymnasia

287

28 ,216

2,733

28

3 ,013

269

2

9 ,864

75

Primary Schools
(2)

(3)

•

Commercial Schools
(4)

Universities

This table does not include private schools. There are not
also complete statistics on girl's schools.
Schools are intermediate schools; see discussion
Hellenic
(2)
on pages 38 and 48.
(3) This figure includes also the number of teachers in the Hellenio schools.
There
is one university in A-thens divided in the Rational and
(4)
Capodiatrian Schools, and the other University has Just
been established In Salonioa.

(X)

,
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In 1928, there were 287 high schools with en enroll-

ment of 23,215 pupils, of whioh 22 ,538 males and 5,677 females.
There were 28 commercial schools with 269 teachers

and 3,013 students of which 2,884 hoys and 679 girls.

The

GOBaaercial College at Athens numbers at present 20 teachers

and 388 pupils.

As we have explained in the previous chapter on the
school system of Greece, as schools of the secondary education
in the country are classified the high schools (gymnasia)

Hellenic schools and the commercial schools.

During the school

year of 1928-1929 there were enrolled in the schools of the
secondary education 90,179 students.
The number of teachers in the primary end secondary

schools for the year 1928 , was as follows:

For the infant'

schools 375 teachers; primary schools 13,747 teachers of all
grades; and for all schools of secondary education 2,738 teachers
out of which 1,217 were teaehing philosophy, 299 were teaching

mathematics, 315 physics, 350 theology, 155 French, 233 were
teaching theoretical courses, 49 music and 115 teaching penmanship and handwork.
At the end of the same school year, the National and

Oapodistrian Universities numbered 61 professors and 9,799
students, while the newly established University at Saloniea

had 14 professors and an enrollment of 65 students.

The

Polytechnic had 22 professors end 170 students.
The tabulated results of the school year of 19271928 show many interesting data worth of our consideration,

6oA
TABLB

ill

Snrollmant and Promotion of Pupils In the Elementary Schools
,

of Greece for the years 1927-1928 and 1928-1929.

In 1927-28 there were promoted from the

fifth grade of the

primary schools 41,462 pupils. From these pupils:
In 1928-29 were enrolled in the sixth grade
"

»

»

in the 2nd olass Hellenio 3ohl. 2,334 or

Mortality

»

of pupils

7,420 or 19^

total
In 1927-28

31,708 or 76$

promoted to sixth

grade

41,462 - loop

43,554 pupils .from theses

In 1928-29 were enrolled in Hellenic Schools

Pupils who discontinued their studies

1,439 or

42,115 or

?Qtal

43,554-

6#!

H$
lOoi

TABL2 XIII
Enrollment and Promotion of Pupills in the Secondary Schools of
Greece daring the school year 1927-1928
.

———————

Unrolled

promoted

Males

75,529

41,057

54 ;J

«

Females

21,487

12,962

60, a

»

Dotal

97,016

54,019

55$

lear
1927-19?,8

3ex

percent of
promoted
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dealing with the enrollment and promotion of the pupils in the

grades as well as in the Institutions of eeoondary education.

A study of the figures on secondary education reveals that
of 75,522 enrolled males were promoted 41,057, that is only

54 per cent of all pupils.

Of the 21,437 enrolled 12,962 girls

ware promoted, or 60 per cent of them.

Of the total school

population of 97,016 enrolled in secondary schools, only 54,019
were promoted.

In other ";ords, 55 per cent of the pupils were

promoted while 45 per cent were failed.

If we subtract from

this figure the 10 per cent of the pupils who were withdrawn

or were subject to reexamination in the following year, wt

have 35 per cent of the school population failed.

It should be

noted also that many of the pupils who were promoted were poorly

trained as

M

was later made known from the protest of the

Universities of Athens and the Polytechnic Schools.
The following statistics on the enrollment and withdrawal of pupils from the elementary schools of the country,
during the year 1927-1926 show many interesting facts with
regard to school curriculum and the existing illiteracy in
Greece.

In 1227-1928 there were promoted from the fifth grade

of the elementary schools 41,462 pupils.

Out of this number,

there were enrolled at the following sohool year 1928-1929 in
the sixth grade of the elementary school (last grade of the
sohool) 31,708 pupils or 76 per cent, and in second class of the

Hellenic sohool 2,334 pupils or 5 per cent of them.

Consequently,

there were 7420 pupils or 19$ who dropped out of sohool.

In

1927-1928 there were promoted or graduated from the sixth grade
of the elementary schools 43,554 pupils.

Of these, only 1,439

6a

pupils of 6 per cent were enrolled in the second or third
class of the Hellenic schools, while the rest, S3, 115 pupils,

in other words, the 94 per cent of the graduati ng

c lasses of the
(

el ementary schools have not

c

ontinued their studies .

Of the

76,289 pupils promoted in 1927-38 from the fourth grade of the

elementary schools, there ware 17 , US pupils or

Z2$>

per cent

who enrolled the following year in the first class of the Hellenic
Schools , and 54,145 pupils or 70 per cant who enrolled in the

fifth crade of the elementary schools) consequently, 5,031 pup 11^
or 8 per cent of the class ^fourth grade dropped out of school.

From the above statistics we may oonolude that a large
percentage of the pupils of the elementary schools drop out
each year.

This fact becomes more evident when we take in con-

sideration that in the first year of the elementary schools thero
are enrolled about 1955,853 pupils.

Of these, only 31,700 reach

the cisth grade or the first class of the Hellenic Schools.

In

the meantime, the reot Interrupt or discontinue their studies.

An interesting study of the population above ten
years of age according to profession and age was made by the

3ureau of statistics in the census of oonulation of Greeoe in

ID
1930 •

According to this study, out of 385,333 whioh was the

total population of Greeoe between the ages 10-19 termed as
potential school population, 129,433 boys were working in egri-

cultural enterprises, 47,921 were working in live stock business,
15,319 were working In mines and other mining industries, 37,008

wer a working in industries of products of agriculture, 19,000 in
(1)

See table in Appendix 4.
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commerce and 36,215 boys were associated with liberal profession*
It is interesting to note hera the large number of boys between

10-19 years of age who were working on farms as contrasted with

other industries.

The census of the population of 1920 has made an

extensive inquiry in order to determine the state of illiteracy
existing in Greece,

The educational status of the population

of Greece above 6 years of age was as follows t of the total

population of 4,237,747, there were 2,004,565 literate (who
knew how to write and read) and 3,233,188 illiterate, or to put
it in percentages, 47.50 par cent literate and 52,70 ner cent

Illiterate.

m

Of the total 2,105,875 mles, 1,346,302 were literate
and 756,973 illiterate, or 64,04 per cent literate and 35.96

per cent illiterate.

Of the total 2,132,473 females, 656,263

or 30.77 per cant were literate, while 1,476,209 females or
69,83 per sent were illiterate.

The claslf ication of the population according to
groups of a^es and marital condition as to their educational
status is given in a separate table which may be found in

Appendix 4.

in the same Appendix will bs found a eartogrsm

which shows the population of the literate en 100 inhabitants
above 6 years of age.

It is interesting to notice that illitera-

cy varies from territory to territory and that the same varia-

tion may be founfl between urban centers and country districts
as well as between trading regions and isolated rural districts,

Central Greece and

LWoia lead Greece by numbering

55-65 literate on 100 inhabitants above six years of age.

M
second

00X1198

Peloponnesus with 50-55, next Thessaly and Arta wit a

45-50, then Iiaoedonia and Epirus with Sb-45 and last fo stern Thraoe

with 25-96 literate in 100 inhabitants above 6 years of ago.

The

variation In the proportion of literate among the different
terr itories of Greece is explained by the fact that most of them

were for many years under Turkish subjection and with their
gradual liberation and annexation to Greece, the state of illi-

teracy has been correspondingly deoreafiing.
2. Criticism of the Present Educational System in Greece*

The present system of Greek education with its anti-

quated provisions is behind the times.

At the

present stage of

our civilization, an educational system in order to be up to date f

must prepare for life.

The most serious drawback of the schools

in Greeoe at present is a defective curriculum which requires almost

all school population of the country to take one prescribed unifork

academic oourse with no eleotives.

In the gymnasia more than half

the curriculum is given over to linguistic instruction, Greek,

Latin and French,

technical education is still in a primitive

stage, and such courses are not represented in the ourrioulx. of

the elementary anu secondary schools of the country.

Agricultural

education and training are entirely neglected in the sohools of
Greeoe.

According to official statistics, the yearly average

number of students attending the seven agricultural sohools of the
country is estimated to be 450.
In the meantime, 65 per oent of the population is em-

ployed in agricultural occupations with no provision made for
suitable instruction in the elementary schools of the country
districts.

As in all nations, the agricultural population
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lontributos a very healthy, moral and stable element to the country,

^haro is no reason than why agriculture, one of the great sources

f

prosperity in a country should ba so

>y

the Institutions of education in Greaoe.

ft m*Am m ^le^n tHjjjr

neglected

The inadequacy of the exist in:; educational system in
Jreece to meet the higher needs of its population nay ba shosm
:ioro

clearly by the following professional or occupational stra-

;iflcatien of the Greek society and itc corresponding institutions
>f

learning.

For the general occupations of agriculture with

ihioh 50-65 per cent of the population is associated are provided
»ix small agricultural sehools and one agricultural college; for
;he

professions of commerce

irith 9.5

par cant of the population,

Heist 42 con arcial schools; for the industrial and vooationnl

occupations with 22 par sent of the population, thare ere only
two private vocational schools j

for the liberal professions and

arts and the piiblic administration with 8.5 per cent of the popu-

lation, all elementary and secondary schools oparat© as wall as
the higher schccls including the universities.
..hat

are the results of such an educational system?

Starting from the elementary schocls, *a witness first; of all
bhe iaadequste curriculum v?ith Y»blch these schools pre provided.
J?he

statistics of the Ministry of Education, show that of 195,000

pupils enrolled in tne first gre.de of the elementary school only

U)
Bl,700 reach the sixth grade.

Many reasons compel the students

to drop out of school, especially in the rural districts of the

(1)

She report of the Ministry of £duoatlon does not make it
clear whether these are average figures or figures for the
year 1927-1928.
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country.

First, poor eoonomie conditions coupled with poverty,

which occasion a miserable situation. When the hoys are hungry,
dirty, barefooted, without books ana without paper, they have

no dcsiro to attend the school, and in thiB class belong
50 per cent of the pctpila.

even reached maturity

r\re

Sec and, many boys who have not

compelled to work in order to help

their parents support the family.

Third, and most important,

roeaanh is the inadequacy of the school curriculum in the country

districts,

'fhy

go to school when, it cannot prepare the pupils

to meet successfully the needs of their

lirfetf

What really

happens today with boys in the villages is simply a Strang* and
unfortunate thing.

The boys folio* the occupations of their

parent* guided by blind

rand Auric

tradition, because the school

is not in a position to open for them new roads of activity and

instruct thera new methods and new technique in their work.

The fact that 94 per cent of tha graduating classes

of the elementary schools disc mtinue thsir studies in order to

work on the ferns or other jobs, shows the Importance which
should be attached to the elementary schools of the country.

Thi

last two grades of the elementary school must be provided with
elementary vocational courses which, wi£& help, the pupils improve

$heir work.
when we analyse the school system ©f the secondary

education in Greece we discover the ssme peculiar situation.
Offioiai statistical figures on secondary education show that

of the total school population of 87,016 enrolled in 1927-1928
only 54,019 were promoted* and that many of the Promoted Pupils

were badly trained.

Whs is to blame for this situation?

A

G7

careful examination of all factors surrounding the instruction
in secondary schools, relieves both teachers and pupils of

any responsibility of failure in educational attainments*

The

reasons which explain the inadequate preparation %hioh is given
in the secondary schools, arc deeper and are due mostly to the
lac?c

of a close contact between the administrators of the system

of secondary eduoation and the modern tendencies una Ideals of
our society,

Even with an imperfect school functioning or a poor

sohool administration, a failing of almost 50 per cent of pupils

would not bs explained on superficial ijrounds.

The rejection

of such a large number of students from schools throughout the
oounfcry shews fchat thu pupils are* ttn*e&e to digest the instruction

which is given to them by tan institution* of seoonuary eduoation,
that the curriculum does not provide courses to meoi. their future

needs and that they ure asking for something else vfhloh will

eonfom to the state

of their psychology uad their mentality, as

it has been moulded by their living conditions and the present

stage of our civilization.

In other words, this moans a failure

for the secondary education, und this failure snould be taken

under serious consideration in the forma felfjj of a new curriculum
for these important institutions of the Hellenic School system.

Thousands of graduates from gymnasia, auo are unable
to attend the universities are ia a miserable situation,

living

attained in the gymnasia an over-academic instruction, they are
incapable of doing any kind of work, and look for parasltio jobs

from Hhloh they can earn a living-salary.
Another disadvantage which may be attributed to the
existing school system is the fast that the muscular and oonand
etruotiv* activities of the pupils J*** 6 1)4,911 Ignored /the national

aversion to manual labor has oeen strengthened and anoouraged

by the curriculum of tha public sonools throughout the country.
Illiteracy has baou an

»W years,

according to

^

aft* ene-iy

of the

oaasu of 1020

thxs

.

c

ountry for

—

-

national

illiteracy ior that yoa^- was 50,fc2 par cunt, emon^ men S4.67

par coat and among women oe.01 par uaut.

Ihasa figures chow a

groat inpro* daunt ovar 183S ¥»han the estimates of illiteracy

*ere

i'oi

Attica 5b # 00 and for Peloponnesus 90.45 par cant,

jgfcj

newly aatiUired terriiioriaa Macedonia mii fhraee have a larger

number of illiterates and
of whoa do not

oomplicutod.

Laos',

iha

/.it;

a the influx of the refugees, many

the Sruek language, the siwuution be ounce mo.<rf

...afugec ^ettla::jant

Joimiiissioa

has established

in SToxtheia Greece over 300 icindexgartea.s iasigaed to teach the

Greeh language to the x-ofugoe children, nNMM language is not
Grsah.
in concluding

oat-

critical rsviao of the present

system of oducation in Greece, #e reiterate oat statement that
the elementary and seeuadaiy schools of the Gauntry with their

antiquated provisions arc behind the times.
and is still ouffcriug

frora

over-classicism,

Gresca has suffered
./hen the

education-

al systam of the oountiy does not provide for agricultural ^induiitiial and othai vocational training in the pre en* stago of oujr

civilinatioii, such educational endeavor is not^dna-sided but *

poor and Inefficient.
The statistics show clearly that only

ftgf

per cent

of th© moaoy earning population is engaged in liberal professions

and it sthmlx

would

N

U NM o«

feUat B

MM fe*Nf

batto* sarvad by s feg, olaseioel

up-io-dfits eurrloaliim.

of these
sot*

no -

;,

pft^^

varied

t

PART

CHAPTER

II

Til.

THE HEED 0? A NEW RURAL SCHOOL

SYSTEM,

Inadaauata agricultural instruction la the schools ,

Greece will achieve progress in agriculture only

whan she will turn her attention to a proper education of her
peasantry, thus relieving almost half of its population employed
in asri culture from a state of ignorance which has been detri-

mental to their social as well as economic mode of living.

Many oauses contributed to the backward state of
agriculture in Greece , chief among them are the following
First, the Greek peasant has been Isolated in his

village for many years*

He was never given the opportunity to

keep pace with the development which took place in the urban
centers.

Away from the city, away from people, he centered his

life within a close environment between his farm and his home.

His children lived in the same environment, worked with him on
the farm, and as it was traditional they inherited from him his

limited agricultural knowledge and his old technique in doing

the Jobs around the farm.

A second cause,

is the poor communication which existed

In Greece up to the present time and which has been a great faotor

for the backwardness of the present state of agriculture*

Good

communication leads the farmer to a new environment, his products
are sold at a greater advantage and with a larger profit j the

middleman, a constant drain on the farmer's profits, lr more or
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less eliminated, and tim peasant oan see new avenues of endeavor

and effort to better his economic existence.
The third and most important cause of

the present state

of ignorance of the Greek peasant is his defective education.

The curriculum of the elementary and secondary schools in Greece
has been and is up to the pre tent time defective* imperfect and

in all respects inadequate for the rural sections of the country.

The curriculum of these schools is exactly the same for both the

urban and rural sections of the country*

For many generations

the pupils of the country schools were given a course of study

unad jus table to their environment* to their needs, to their futuwi
life*

Education has been defined as a preparation for life.

In

the case of the school system of Greece* education has worked

different results.
it

It has misdirected the pupil 1 s efforts end

has retarded agricultural progress.
An

academic elementary education is of no use to farm

boys who livi in the villages and work on the farms.

For many years » the farmers have been deprived of
any agricultural knowledge leading towards en Improvement in their
i

vocation and in the cultivation of their lands*

Traditional

methods of farming technique werw handed down from generation to
generation*

The schools ware unable to help the situation.

Not

one course in agriculture was provided in the school curriculum.

In this way, education was unable to fit the peasant to naet the

social and economic demands of the society of which he was a
member*

The same situation exists even today, in spite of the

present stage of progress and enlightenment in which we live.

,
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The books which are used in the elementary schools
of the rural parte of Greeoe are no different from the ones now

used in the city schools,

some of thase books are entirely unfit

for pupils expecting to live on the fame.

On the other side,

boys have been and are still encouraged to memorise what is in

a text-book and

t&eg

make the contents of tha text-b ,ok the sole

aim of the course, treating all topics with equal importance
whether they have any relation to their vocation or not.

In a

few words, the existing school system in tha country is unable
to offer to its pupils the needed kind of education.

The school

instruction does not meet a real vocational need; it is not
purposeful; it is not connected with life's activities; and it

has no definite objectives.
Greece

teachers.

,

again suffers from a dearth of agricultural

The majority of the teachers who are employed in the

elementary sohools of the country districts of Greece, are devoid
of any agricultural training and famine experience.

The Quali-

fications for employment in the teaching service are similar for

both country and city schools.

Often times, a teacher from a

city elementary school is transferred to a country school and

vice-versa.

The curriculum of the Normal sohools, where the

teachers are trained, does not include any courses in agriculture,

consequently teachers appointed in country schools do not contribute anything to the development of agriculture.

Even teaoheru

trained in pure sciences cannot satisfy tha demands of modern
scientific agricultural education.

Usually they lack a proper

viewpoint in their work and do not understand the epplioations
of scientific agriculture to farm problems.
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On aooount of the meagre salaries given to teachers
Of the schools of the country districts, many positions arc

open during the year and in many oases one
to do the work of two.

ii f

jtruotor is obliged

Teachers of the lowest grade are usually

appointed to such positions.
The most important factor in education is the teacher.
If agricultural instruction is to be effective, if Greeoe feels

the need of a strong and intelligent body of young peasants, she

must have effioient agricultural teachers.

They can only be com-

petent, when they are prepared for their work.

They must be

technically trained agriculturists, liberally educated men,

practical farmers and professionally trained teachers. Agriculture
under the inspiration of a teacher who has imagination and willingness for work, can be made a cultural subject to fit the needs

of those students who do not expeet to pursue a higher education.

;

Greece needs efficient teachers, who can be leaders in the country
and councillors in tha various projects undertaken by the com-

munity.
2#

|H

Heed for Vocational i^rioultural Education .
From the foregoing pages of this chapter, we have siven

the Impression that the present s tat us of elementary and s econdary

education does not meet the nee a of the Grecian rural population^
M& need no further proof to show that something Is wrong with the

Greek agriculture.

#hen wheat and corn crops do net give any

substantial returns to the farmer; when insects ^estroy the crops
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to the extent of millions annually j

..hen

the live stock production

decreases every year; tfhen roads are impassable in prosperous

country districts for several months each year; and when a great

number of young folks drift to the cities every year - there
must be inefficiency somewhere.
attributed

u&orj

To my mind, the fault can be

the failure of the government to realise the

important and significant value of vocational agricultural

education, when organized in the elementary and secondary schools
of the country distrlots.

rhe curriculum of the schools, as it
(1)

exists today, provides only for classical and liberal education.
It fails to give to the students an education which fits them

fee

a

vocation so necessary for the farming sections.

It will

be our purpose and our endeavor from this part in this treatise

from now cm to formulate a concise and constructive plan for an
agricultural educational system in the elementary and secondary
rural schools of Greece.
ft believe that the young peasant in his village is

entitled to receive an education which will enable him to meet
the demands of the group In which he lives.

This education

should be vocational, the purpose of which would be to prepare
one to pursue effectively a specific and useful occupation, or

to improve the efficiency of his present occupation.

The Greek Government must adopt a system of vocational

agricultural education, which will teach the young farmer how
to make the soil yield an abundance and at the same time leave
(1)

Lekae, Bulletin of the Ministry of Education,Greece , 1988.

j,
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it in good condition; an

eduoation that will break away

from the old methods and traditional practises in farming;

an education that will develop the skill of thousands of
school children and prepare tham to en tor the various ohanola

of jwpuuUu-wt industries* finally, an education that will make
the farm attractive,
Greece* a national prosperity and welfare depends

fundamentally on the farmer.

Rural life must be made as

attractive and pleasant to the village boy as the life of the
city.

The hope of the rise of a new agriculture is to be

found in the village schools of today,

These schools should

become the new institutions of learning and practical training

for the young generation.

Existing schools in villages should

be recognised to introduce a vocational course of study in

agriculture.

New types of vocational schools should be es-

tablished in tho various sections of the country.

The new

tendency in agricultural education proposes to establish the

agricultural school at tho very threshold of the farm, where
it will be available for the country boy.

The instruction in the rural schools must be different

from what it has been up to the

resent time,

cannot alone make an efficient farmer.

Eere schooling

The old system of

instruction placed too much stress upon recitation of lessons

learned from a text-b ok and the same system is in operation
at the present time in the schools of Greece,

The new method

of teaching agriculture must be different; a recitation from

a text-book will not train a farm boy to do intelligently the

•
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many

jo^>s

« garner zauat perform.

Continuous olase-room dis-

cussion, will not make a student efficient in his vocation.

The plan of inoluding practical experience as a part of the
school course, should be inaugurates in the rural schools of
tomorrow

According to Dean Alfred Vivian of the Ohio state
College of Agriculture:
"The best system of education is one
is acquired by doing and not

roe rely

in:

by hearing.

which knowledge
The pupil

Ivaras about things by working with them instead of by reading
about thorn or hearing them described.

The best knowledge is

that gained first hand by observation.,..

Recitation destroys

any originality, curiosity or spontaneity that the pupil may
possess, and the child who is naturally an investigator to begin

with beooiaes in the and a mare passive recipient of prescribed

orthodox information*.

The vocational instruction in these schools should be
based on the farm onterprises of the community.

In this wsy,

the lessons will become interesting to the pupils because they
v?ill

be connected with their life's activities, and they will

m^et a real vocational need.

The instructor must become aoqudfa-

ted with the problems of tha oOKnunity, to be able to cooperate
vsith

the students* needs.

He must analyze the jobs of an enter-

prise ana make teaching layouts of jobs.
Concluding we may say that tho teaching of vocational

agriculture in tho rural schools of Greece should be directed
toward the three following rural problems:
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a.

An improvemen t in the farm methods and practices.
How the Greek peasant oan improve the sail and get better

returns from it.
and animals.

How he can secure better breeds of plants

How he can fight successfully plant and

animal diseases and pests.

These questions are of paramount

importance to the welfare of the people who live in the
country.
b.

A sy stem of marketi ng the farm pro ducts .
Ways and means of how the peasant oan obtain money to carry
on his business, improve and develop the enterprises of the
farm,

How the peasant can sell his products without the need

for the middleman.

How he can be induced to join cooperative

societies for his own advantage.

This is a group of economic

questions which affoots the life of the peasant both at home
and in his

and is inseparably connected with the problems

.vork

cited above,
o.

An at tractive

borne

and community life.

The improvement of facilities in the home, improvements in

thfe

rural schools, a reorganized community center, attainment of

adequate social and recreational facilities and similar
questions are closely connected with an effioient management
of the farm.

The three groups of problems stated above show a close

relation to the teaching of vocational agriculture in the rural
schools of Greece.

The schools adopting the new vocational systefa

will help to solve the problems we have discussed.

Agriculture

combines industry , business and life, and in this aspect the new
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instruction will give the farm boys a course of study which
(rtll

prepare

fcheon

of their rocation.

to participate intelligently in the practice
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CHAPTER

VIII.

CHA2JJE BJ GENERAL JUaalOULUM

W&

RURAL SCHOOLS.

The new Curriculum and It a objectives .

1.

fhe curriculum of the schools of the country districts

In Greece needs a thoroughgoing readjustment in order to make it
fit into the life of f&rain. people and to qualify it to perform

the services for thano people
l'he

that,

it should parform.

changes s'hioh tha present curriculum needs, eonsis

in making the course of study xaor© directly vocational both for
boys and girls, introducing high school subjects, filling up the

studies and school activities sith an appreciation for farm life,
and paying more attention to sanitary provisions and practical

hygiene.

Th® course of the new curriculum should be closely re-

lated to agriculture and the life of agricultural people.
'fho

:vith

new curriculum should prepare the pupil to meet

an ever increasing interest the demands of • progressive

mm&ixmrtM

farming.

It should endeavor to meet the present agri-i

cultural needs of the country boya and girls who live on the farms

me

ne^ course of study will follow certain objectives

necessary for the efficiency and happiness of the young farmers.
Svery farm vocation calls for certain skills and habits of mind

which should be taken under consideration in the new ourriculum.
i'he

farm boy who will enter the rural school may be acquainted

with some problems in agriculture.

He may know some of these

well, come partially, but not well enough, and some not at all.

•

TABLJ5

A suggested

program of studies

grades of the elementary
otion

in eaoh subject.

l;ulBUUI

OJ.

JOU

l«S»

for the first

of instruction per

Hours

four

of Greece and hoars of lnstra-

schools

I

J'-liJ

XIV

week

^_
i

Third

Second

First

Fourt
tirade

(Tl*ftfl ft
<

IV'

I

1. Modern Greek

*

8
1

2. nature Jtudy

8

8

4

6

f

i

L

3. History

f

2
1
1

|

1

1

4. Geography

1

r

|

a

i
1

i

5. Hi'ciiene
6. Natural History

|

P

,*>„..
2

O

2

p
2

:
i

1

7. Arithmetic

3

3

8. Drawing

2

2

I

.

3
•aST

.

2
1

9. Penmanship

10 .Handwork

2

8

S

2

j

1

1

1

11. 3in^ing

!

IS. Gymnastlos

Total hours

1

»
i

*

j

^

»>

i

2

2

2

25

30

31

^

22
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Generally in the new course of study the field of objectives
is measured by the difference between what the pupils knot?
before

they enter the school ana what they outfit to Know to suooeed
in

the vocation for which they are prepared,

The objectives of the proposed course of study in
tin rural schools will be determined by (1) the ability of the

pupils to follow the requirements of the new curriculum;

(2)

the size of the village In which the school la located and the
age of the pupils, both of which will detemine whether pre-

vooational or vocational agricultural Instruction will be Given;
(3)

the time at the disposal of the teacher A»S particularly

of pupils; (4) the limitations whioh arise

froci

lack of teaching

resources, poor school, buildings and needed oooperation from the
community; and {5} thy finances available for Improvement and
(1)

expansion.

The new rural sohools of Greece will teach only

such kinds of farming as are accessible to its pupils under the

direction mostly of one teacher.

Tho our r ionium will make a

provision for the teaching of

fundamentals of all farming

felt*

do that in whatever kind of faming they enter, they may be in
some measure prepared*
in diversified farming

In general, tho Greek peasant is engaged
<m<3

a general agricultural preparation,

excepting regional factors, will meet suooessfully the demands
of the country people.

In certain parts of Greeoe where currants

and tobacco are grown exclusively, specif io preparation for the
vocation will be very necessary*
argued that teaching

pa.

In this connection, it is

a specific vocation does all that a more

general course can do, but in the case of farming conditions In
Greece, the training will be determined to a large extent
'

(1)

1

1

""

1

'""

"

>

Eduoation.
Bulletin Ho. 27, Massachusetts Board of

frg

IX

:
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by tha different kinds of agricultural industry of the region
in which the school is located,

livery

rural school in Greece

is looated in a particular village at a particular region.

The school in that ease will have acoess to farming resources
in particular.
'ZhQ

curriculum should take in consideration the fact

that hoys who choose farm vocation are far more likely to ohooai

a fenosn and familiar vocation of farming then one remote and
unknown to their experience.
From another point of view, whatever is put into the
curriculum of the nations schools, at the end be come a a part
of national character ana achievement.

This is done in ancient

Greece, «hen the old Greek philosophers of Athans hy properly

training the youth made Greets the center of civilization.
Sparta offered to its boys technical training in the arts of
and became the chief military nation of her time.

wear

Germany

introduces into the curriculum of its schools technological
subjects and is regarded today one of the leading manufacturing

I

countries of tha world.

Greeoo is an agricultural country with 65 per cent

of its population employed in agricultural occupations, and with
adequate agricultural training in her schools she can become one
of the important agricultural nations in the world.

The new

curriculum of the rural schools of Greece, besides the training
in the various agricultural industries, must include also sub-

jects that contribute to tho cultural development of the boys

(1)

Nolan, "The teaching of agriculture".
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or girlsy who aspire to be progressive citizens in the oiviliaatiW

of this century*
The curriouluo of the rural elementary schools of

Greeoe should include among others the following subjects.
Liodera Greek language : the farm boy and girl should be taught to

read end write their own language corractly and with ease.

They

should be asked to know only the elements of the structure of
the language and simple grammatical forms, beoauae advanced,

formal courses in language are complicated ana beyond the under*
standing of «he children at the elementary grades.

The texts of

ancient Greek authors should be translated in tha modex'n tongue

of the people and they should be available for reading in the

advanced elementary grades*

A series of useful readers should

cover toe entire period of the six elementary grades*

Lessons

in penmanship, spelling, and punot nation, should make the be-

ginning of the teaching of the mother tongue.
Arithmitle: long standing experience has established arithmetic
as an indispensable course in the elementary and sooondary school

curriculum*

Arithmetic serves two ends, it affords mental dis-

cipline for the child and empowers him with a tool of praofcioal
knowledge.

The arithmetic of the rural school should be simpli-

fied and be concerned with concrete problems to be set in the home
on the farm and in the shop.

The writer by experience knows

that the teaching of arithmetic at present in the eohools of

Greece is very defective.

History ami clviost

These courses are closely interwoven with the

curricula- of all schools.
(1)

De Vuyst,

Svery pupil who goes to the rural

'L*enseignemant agrioole".
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school should

hnov?

something about tha

government of his country.

jftjfrjgy

and tha mode of

Such a preparation in the school

is conducive to an intelligent participation in the affairs

of the aoimtr.7.

History, aa A ic taught at present in flg»oM deals

mostly with the military and political activities of the nation,
the pupils of the grades and avan in the secondary rural sahool.
should be taught about social things that pertain to the people
of their country, their noma life, their aohools and industries,
their adventures and thair achieveEiaBta.
Geography;

The rural sahool has mora Advantages in teaching

porfitabiy geography to the pupils than the urban sahool.

?he

pupils are in constant touch with nature and the mrthj the
rivers,

tfea

valleys > the mountains and th* experiences of

country life are concrete things for the boys and girls in the

farm districts,

Geography when taught in a social background

is more beneficial to the .mnils than

sintcla

manors work of

geographic names.

Hyaioae and Health, and Physioal training

:

of happiness of the population in general,

poor business and leak of efficiency.

Health is the basis
roor health means

Courses in hygiene and

health have never been taught and are not rapreeented in the
1

curriculum of the al&mantary schools in Greece.
physiology in

the*

Che study of

secondary schools of the country even today

han not mot it real purpose, for it imparts to the sfeudents a

(1)

Kern, Outline of course of agriculture - nature study.

a simple theory of anatomy w£$s no relation to h-r^ane and
health-la?/s affecting the life of the cote-unity.

In the new

curriculum, the lessons on hygiene and health should take a more

concrete attitude.

They should deal with sanitary conditions

at acme en d the farm; care of eyes and teeth; ventilation of the

sleeping-rooms and precaution fiom contentions diseases.

The

teeohsrs should advise the students to divide properly their
time between work, recreation and play.
Domestic 'joienoe end manual train ing:
science and In manual training oan

b-3

Jours as in domestic
i?eil

elementary rural school and continue to
the

ftttfi&

high schools.

c

started from the
creator extent in

The girls should be taught the practioal
i

art of nmrt&&

ttokiag) sua serving with possible equipment

t

that may be f&eaA in the nefcool or in erivate homes.

will e^nreclate suc

Ti

2?he

girls

lessons because they are adaoted to their
(1)

nature end the dutl-is of the household.

fhe beys especially

In the last gredes 9* the elementary school should be encouraged

to take an active internet in the Use of tools for making
different kinds of

Muele end slngimft

RT&sfe

on the farm.

The pupils of the country districts who live

for the most part in the village* and are secluded from the
centers of culture, should be encourage! to devote a small part
of their busy time to the study of the finer aspects of culture.

(1)

De Vuyst. L Ins e i gnement Agricole, Paris
1917.
1
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Sin&Lag

h;-a

&

always been encouraged

Qrsek

i-.v,3

and

r..:>hools

has been an indispensable part of tho <3hild»s sahcollng.

^^^MAJ^3^S&SM

rrjbjeat- *hioh will ploy

the sioat important role In thw curricula of the olsiaentary

rural sohools

Nfeg

&&S vocational agvlonlttizvl higft schools

are discussed in wore 'i^taxl in
3*

ffir^

th:.

folio «ring ^nytars.

Boy-ourrlculuE- effe cting viilatie un<; town s oheola only .

Om $x&mm&

tiS&nupt for reorganise oton of the

euyrtet&nk of She goLoofe of Greece will affect only those
institutions which «re looatad in

ftlHtJ.net

rural districts.

At thic point- it Will bo w£jn to nark the aistinetlvt character
of urfcaa

m&

rural cent ore.

One ol the distinct long bet wees
c ar^ilty le

:

.at

SSUtttaqr

iMt city

which has te do with popuiat ion.

cemonly accepted thai an urban
population than a rural
rt<J6Csunitics havir,g

cox.,

ttgtt£ttaity

unity.

It is

has a much larger

In Mht Ife&fas states

large populations wifchln s?iail areas

core

celled cities while those having ssiail ov eoattared populations

within given areas arc termed rural districts.
rural population is
k group life

district,
i?or Stout

of assault

,

for

not;

In O-reaoe,

scab tared in any gir«a country

characterises the Grecian ?aa»caatry.
trite

purpose of

=•»

-'otsotion aad because

of poor eoLiiannioatliin the peasants live in village*.
population, of these villages varias from loo people to
ft

UltTMrtWoln

She
<*>.bout

She occupations in the villages are distinctly

agricultural and it is safs to state that everyone living in
a village is mora or less engaged in sone kind of agricultural

.
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Citerarls*.

x

oo;rsaaaity

•

jaoes

i'ev?

To fep&eia tain further,

dissinot.^

faffittoAa

aLo?i cultural

B t:.:>uaa^

villa,..*

-

« rural

.1,

^who .;a population in very

panada.

In eacV village there ia en elementary school mala-

taiaed by the oax^ii^.
and

safcoal is one sUov./

two or tntfoe windows in ©&ah or

torn

is

e(j.uipmsr.';

a

M

xh* sahool

V..-J

blackboard* oftoa in poor

building

wm&ttim*

a.

few school

shares sad raapa and in rare eases & lijraiy of 5 to 10 books,
I» front of *ha ;.chool thare is ^nrugh

play

ring the laiermi ssicmn.

a*

poor aad raihygienio.

i'hc

sx-juiid

Cor ex<*roi^oa

toiiut previsions are very

typical school baa a© provision*

-X'he

for laboratories and other eaiasfcifia sahool experimented
rhe

3itvi'i3ul\3s

nav?

than, sill be eppliad to rural

elementary schools looatod in villoma

or"

aountzv diatriefcs*

Institutions for aoaoadary eduea-

tion are established ia toens and
sr-

raasbar of

CO

:.

always aa»#>late<i
;t>ir^ila

v.

i^h

•

i'h3

a

3

or tha iar

eulties.

antral
.ax

a it las

.l;:..r-r

uhaxa chore *^ enough

edfrKHlMfg*

Yili .v;es

ilff

schools, bsoau^e of the small

&tt*»di*g the somooI.

at tsffi.pt to ooinbiae

bp.Tir.;:

a

-.ilex-sat aiy

Llcffia^lidfltion is
!

io ftNNittd&lp aeri-

schools fcnaa in fetHHU 9&S -s.mil el ties in the ueigh-

fiultsaral

borhood

ettA

Ml

r.o

t:tv

em

tJapoauil'lu as

present in Grseee.

or acre school districts Sa one*

school plant to ehiah all the children*

district &ey hi transported meats wish many diffi-

In Greece, the sahool 01st ri at ia confined only in the

Tillage, as thors era not any aaaiiiered
of the oceaduaity

Wtmm

in the vicinity
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Villages are not in olose proximity with eaoh

other and the roads la oountry districts are unfit for the us a

of automobiles and quite poor for long distance transports- ion of

iysm

pupils,

ana nulss are the prevalent Eieaae of transporta-

tion in the rural parte of the sountrp,

TJat.il

a general use

of automobiles in Greece, whioh aill provide a better aba more
sonveaiaafc ir/stea of corneal at ioa, eq&solidation in the rural
.»

schools cannot be oonsiuv«rea at the pros on t uconotaio reaajustiaent
of Groooo,
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TWlgtEtrtl

'

'

1

'
i

I

iliiin

i

agricultural industrial of a rural oo&ounity

I'he
gglfF

"

be in their W$et$am$ vocations lifearaefcerietio of $ large

or saaXl ration.,
Its gnMgraphleml portion, is

bwe.au.--o

divided

six acrioultural re-ions not d'stinetly different

tafce

In any of

frorc oasi;. oi;h«r*

are alike in
,

fefc

mxy

fcfcsst

no eertain farm vocations

A f aret study

particulars^
such as the

fell tfferaa

regi

-

MbflMB

enterprises

uru flock of poultry, the home

0&r&ia, hogs for a hoso pork supply er oruiiard, bay and so on.

Still certain of these enterprises aro djiainant in
»&Sjs*»toriai»g

are

#<eterJsS3*e*

••

i-.:

types

vastly by

v-

:ji

»u-.;h

of thu particular region and

factors aa elimafco, topography,

soil transportation, labor supply, eredtfe, amrieet or euston.
i*or aaa&tple,

enterprises in S&mfift&y,

taam*va 9 huh

bew<u.i?

«?

:y

wheat «ui apples are the Soeiinant
not.

because Shay

vii-fcue-

of tmeeossi

ire
s£t*>

oonduetsf by all

ifiW ia the long

run these types of farming hare prevailed in that particular regipn
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The School curriculum in such oases will be enriched
by agricultural courses corresponding to major enterprises of
the ro ion in which the school is located.

In Peloponessus bhe

outstanding farming enterprises center around currants, olives,
figs and grapes.

I

any of those farmers kee

a flock of poultry

and live stock besides their major enterprise.

In Macedonia

the peasants are more or less engaged in the diversified system

Animal husbandry is the major farming enterprise

of agriculture.

in Iperus and the development of this agricultural industry
shoiild be

in

tlk)

very much encouraged by t&a course of study prescribed

curriculum of the schools of that region.

Last em part of

I

Thrace and the

ac.donia are tho best agricultural regions fitted

for the crowing of tobacco.

Those districts provide excellent

land for tho cultivation of this crop.

ly in hast era Macedonia, as

.vail

..heat

us corn.

also grows abundant

The northern part of

aoedonia make the best

Thesaaly with the central and /estern

px*airlos of land vjhore onimal industry can flourish,

sterea

Hellas does not provide any big agricultural opportunities but
this region can encourage horticulture end cotton growing to the
best advantage.

The curriculum of the t\iral elementary and secondary

schools should endeavor to foster the development of the above

industries by offering to tho pupils a related course of instruction.
4. General remarks about school Grades .
VJe

have already explained in oha:>ter V the general

administrative system of publio eduoation in Greece.
purpose hure to discuss in brief

t;:o

It is our

school grades in elomontary

29

education as they have boon modified recontly by a legislative
decree.
The elementary sohools in Groeoe have cither four or

six year courses.
it

It called

ft

If the school provides a four year course

com on elementary school.

If it provides a six

year course it is a complete elementary school.
From the elementary schools the boys may pass to the

Hellenic schools.

.Those who

graduates of fourth grade -

,

come fro<: the sensual schoela, -

enter the first year of the Hellenic

school iJhich has a three year course; but those

v;3io

have taken

tho six-year course from tho oomplete elementary school, -f,raduat^s

of th a sixth grade,- enter the third year of the Hellenic soho>l.

Graduates of tlu Jlellenio sohool enter the Gymnasium which has
four year courses.
i'he

system of

;30hool grades, as

explained above,

brought much confusion and inefficiency in the administration
of public education,

i'he

Hellenic schools had no real reason

for existence as long as the complete elementary schools prepare*.

students for the gymnasia.

There was no reason, again, for

maintaining two types of elementary schools, o as complete the
other incomplete.

By a legislative decree eassed bn June 19 39, the
(2)

Hellenic schools are abolished;

two of the throe grades are

given to common elementary schools and one added to gymnasium.
That is, n the four-year course elementary school

(1)

(3)

6ul

added two

Journal of the Greek Government, June 1939.
The law has not been put in operation yet for financial
reasons. Journal of the Greek Government, June 1929.
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grades - formerly belonging to the Hellenic school -

and by

this arrangement all alomontary schools of Greece have a six year
course or six evades.

The Gymnasium takes tho Inst ;-rade of

the Hellenic school, increasing its course of rtudy to 5 years/

By this rearrangement of school grades, the pupil

graduating from tho sixth grade Is roady to enter the Gymnasium.
The average student may graduate frc& the Gymnasium at his
seventeenth or eighteenth year.
schools

ft&tf

The four year course elementary

typical of the ones found in villages and rural

The farm boy was required to graduate from the fourth

districts.

grado before ho left school to

,'jork

on hio farm,

tfith

th a new

arrangement he will be compelled to study two years mora.

In a

way, tho new legislative decree is of more benefit to villages

than to urban centers, as it affords the farm boy an opportunity
for highor education in his own environment instead of going to
the cities.

Only 5f of the farm boys are economically able to

attend schools outside their own village; tho rest of the farm
population, because of insurmountable difficulties, had to be

satisfied

.

ifeh

a fourth grade primary education.

This statement

may sound strange in the light of tho American system of education, but it is nevertheless true.

This?

single reason Aex plains

the state of illiteracy whiah prevails so hoavily upon the rural

population of Greece.

The new school arrangement opens new opportunities
and bettor advantages for the farmer.

His education until the

present time has boen devoid of any course in nature study or

elementary agriculture and the school, as a whole, has not helped

him

ixwjs

in his vocation.

The ne.

educational measure should
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direct its attention to theproblem of vo national training in

these schools.

The new ourrieulum of the rural elementary

schools should give a complete course of r^tudy and vocational
training, bee aura as tho statistics show, the largest numbers
of the sohool population drop out after the sixth Grade.

During tho first four

grades the pupils should be

given courses in liberal education and nature-study, tho latter
being conducive to elementary agrioulture.
The fifth and sixth grades should be 9tefe*Yi&t8fe
to vocational elementary agriculture.

~iven

It should not be tho ain

in these grades to attempt V3ry technical information, but it

should arouse an intelligent interest in tha processes of agri-

culture as it is related to their future vocation.
jtoerioan educators might argue

that it is entirely

impossible ot teaoh a pupil of the fifth or sixth grade ele: touts
of agriculture and that such provision in the ourrieulum may be

doomed to failure.

Still, there is much to say on the other side.

Greek pupils are characterized by early precocity.

They are

quick to grasp and understand the lessons which are given to them.

To bo sure they are

ft

little superficial in tho general ->rooesr

of ao quiring and storing knowledge, but on tho whole, they are
ready by the fifth and sixth grade to understand the general

principles of their vocation.

A second reason

fox-

putting vocation. training in the

curriculum of the fifth and sixth grades of the elementary rural
schools is that there is a need for it.
90-94;

As

of the school population drop out as

v-e

have already state*.

K)M

as they have

finished tho elementary eduoation provided in the sohool villages,

v3

About five par cent of

fan-,

boys attend

\i; h >r

institutions of

learning in tho cities.
fhese figures show clearly the need of vocational

instruction in tho fifth and sixth grades of the rural school.
Otherwise, thero is no other possible way by which vocational

agricultural training ?*ould be provided for the school pupils.

Extension and club work will be very helpful, but such activities
do not take the place of agricultural instruction in the sohojls.

Extension methods nay help tha farmers after they have started
the work on their farms.
i'he

above major reasons compel the writer to believe

that during thj fifth and sixth grades the pupil has the only

opportunity to acquire the first steps in vocational ajrioulture,

which will be of ines timable value to him when he loaves the
school to work on his far

.
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II#

THE TEACHING OF NATOHK STUDY IN TUB RURAL SCHOOLS.

1.

General remarks *
The study of naturo under tho now ourriculura will,

for

m

first time, bo introduced in tho rural schools of

Greece.

Nature study io intended for the first four Grades of

the rural elementary schools, and it is our concern here to

discuss briefly its theory and objectives, an 6 its contributions
in the school life of tho country districts.

Naturo study is a clear understanding of the fore as
of nature.

It is a study of natural objects that are familiar

to every boy and girl in tho school and in the village,

^he

instruction in nature is intended to cultivate in tho child a lots
for the natural and the beautiful.

The boy begins to understand

more clearly the laws of nature as they are manifested in the
free open air and in tho changing environment in which he moves.

Tho significant value of a lesson in nature
boy or girl in their later life

Prill

is the fact that; tho

be always brought faco to

faoe with the same natural object which has boon a subject of

Nature study

their studies during their early school years.

has tho power to instill in a person* 8 daily life a perennial
interest.
The general aim of naturo study is

(1)

to train the

senses and the observational povjers of the pupils so that they

may enrich their minds with useful experiences;

(3)

the second

04

aim is the acquisition of a store of valuable; knowledge and
useful
information direct from tho natural world; emu

(»)

instruction

in nature will give to the pupils of tho first grades an opportunity to familiarize with fee coumon things of life and take a
syxapathothio attitude towards natural objects which directly

affect

th.;

interests of human life.

Keen and direct observation

is the keynote of nature

'Mature study should be here tho content and spirit

study.

of tho work.
oult- re.

ITature-study should be pre-vooational to a^ri-

It will underlie and prepare for future work in arri"

culture whether taken up in sohool or a life vocation
i'ho

(1)
7

.

pupil through nature-study learns how the f lowers

got .heir pollen carried by tho bee or wind; how tho seeds are

planted in the garden; how the chicken broods tho chicks and
he is in a position to learn anything that has something to do

with farming*

The boys eag-rly ask tuosfcions about tho thousand

end one wonderful things in nature and they experience a groat
joy and pride

.hen they learn 1 .teres ting stories about birds,

insects, animals and plant life that hitherto were unknown to
them.
at

As tho pupils are promoted to higher grades, they look

tho natural objects v;ith a

rowing interest and with a better
order|.

appreciation of tho causes that have created the present natural

They realize that agriculture and its various industries are in
constant touch Tvith the processes of nature and an intelligent

understanding of these nat viral things is of extreme importance
to them or other people who live in Sh^ country.

(1)

Nolan, The Toachins of Agriculture.

It is true
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that a cloco knowledge of the workings of nature will adjust

people best to tho environment in which they live.
Corns took,

or. &, B.

Profe sor of Nature Ctudy at Cornell University,

indicates clucrly the value of nature-study as it is connected
with agriculture v/hen he sa/s that:

"In ord..r to appreciate

truly hie farm, tho f armor must needs begin as a child with
nature study; in ordor bo bo successful end

njake tho

farm pay,

he must needs continue in nature study; and to make his declining
years harpy, content, full of wide sympathies and profitable
thou,~ht, he must needs conclude sith nature-study; for nature

study ic tae alphabet of agriculture and no word in that great
(1)

vocation may be spelled without it*.
The instruction in nature sho

;ld

center around tho

following four general topics:
1.

Consideration of human needs and activities; this topic

may include 3uch questions as home conditions,
food, clothing, hygiene, religious activities,
(2)

and community life.
2.

mtire school year; discussion in

Plant life for the

a general way of fruits and fruit trees, wild

flowors, cultivated flowers, garden

>lants,

various orops, native shrubs, oo^on useful plants
cereals, and forestry products.
8i

aiimal life for th

i

active school year; a general dla-

dusslon of eomnon domestio animals, animals used
for farm work, birds, inseots, wild animals, with

(1)
(3)

A. 3. Gaaptook, Handbook of Nature ntudy, 1934.

Kern, Outlines of ooursa of Nature ctudy for California
Schools, 1937.

9e

a special attention to cattle, swine, sheep
and horses.
4.

Observations in the inorganic world and soil studies;
a simple discussion of natural phenomena, as,
changes in weather, rain, snow, winds, temperature,

freezing, appearances of soil during the four

seasons of the year and climatic conditions of
(1)

surrounding places*
a.

Nature study for Grades One and Two .
The purpose of the first and second grades is to give

to the pupils a 'general acquaintance with the aommon things and
processes of nature**.

The general topics for consideration

should be trees, flowers, insects, home, food, and slothing and

domesticated animals.

The most interesting material from nature

should be selected and used in the classroom exercises.

Class-

room discu: sions should take a general character instead of
detailed ones pupils of the first grades in asking questions
are satisfied with a general and simple answer.

Repetition of

the same material will unavoidably oo a in the next grades and
the pupil being more mature, will be able to follow it by a

detailed and careful study.

Another important factor in the teaching of nature
Is the sequence of seasons,

fhe selection of nature study
(3)

material should be made according to the sequence of seasons*
(1)

Nolan, Case method in agriculture.

(2)

Heald/". Course of study in Elementary Agriculture for

Wisconsin Rural schools.
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Starting frou the beginning or tho year, during the

autunn months there la a variety of topics to be token
natural world,

fho children may

loam

and nuts that crow in the district*

freer the

to name different fruits

Lot each ohild brine to

aehool tho bast peaoh, apple, orange, grown at hono; arouse
interest in tree planting and loaf color ins; name some wild
(1)

flowers grown in tho vicinity of the school.

The discussion of conmon domestic animals
and interesting to the children*

:-Lavo

la

vital

then none tho various

aniuals of pasture and barnyard; di sauss tho

.-did

animals found

in the locality} create a desire to ioarn more about bird life.

Jhildren are always intero. tod in inseets as for

example boos, butterflies or grasshoppers.

Have the pupils

know snot an insect is and whioh two or three

core ion

insects are

injurious to pardon, field and orcliard.

During the winter months conditions at home nay be
(3)

discussed in tin class;

labor needed in the construction of a

house; heat and water facilities in the house; another important

question is that of health and hygiene at tho hone.

another fundamental neod.

fhe pupils nust know the different

kinds of food that arc consumed at hone.
of clothing,

from colds,

i'ho

Food is

Another need in that

use of right kind of clothing for protection

fhe teaohor shovlxL give many health talks; dis-

cussions about proper air, food and vzater necessary for a
(1)

(2)

Millar, Lessons in ilei-ra.tuxy agriculture for ..labama
schools*
Dadisnan, Llonontary exercised In Agriculture*
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vigorous life.

During those months some phyoioal nature-study

may ho given; observe olouas and

loam

to read the thermometer;

toach the care of plants and animals In tho winter; observation
of the signs of spring*

the children for

th-j

During those months arouse interest in

spring garden work.

For the spring months

tfee

tcaoher sho Id look for

(1)

early spring activities in nature.

The pupils should note

the opening of the flowers and leaf -buds in tho trees;

loam

the names of the flowers and where they grow; what is tho

principal cereal in tho village.

Have the students identify a

fov?

of the most important

shade trees; choose one tree to find out all tlM interesting

things possible as age, height, shape, naimor of growth,

direction of branches, oolor of loaves, limbs and bark on trunk*

From

c

nversations with pupils make a list of different

varieties of vegetables growing
district*

m round

the various homes in the

ihet insects appear first in the spring; where found

and which ones are destructive to fruit orchards; how they are

removed.

Make a list of farm animals and their contribution to
the farmer*

.-tufty

in some detail the horse and his contributions

to farm work.

Make a study of tho various phenomena of the inorganic
??orld;

appearance of moon when it is full.
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S.

Nature

,'itudy

Tor Grades Three and Four ,

Pupils of those graues should
c our so

lie

given a continuation

in nature-study , tho work based largely on an observation

basis ana should deal wish the" common tiling? and processes of
nature.

J

It must bo remembered that children or those grades

want to know more details*

la previous pages we have referred

to the fact that a large number of school population drops out

about tlu fourth grade to work on the homo

fam.

It becomos

important then, that the work in nature-study of these grades,

should give to the future citizens correct

an.i

holpful inform-

at ion along biological and educational lines, enabling l-hom to

adjust themselves best to their environments,

these .Trades should center around the larger

rhe study in
arid

more important
(1)

groups of nature material which touches human interests.
Pupils should prepare their assignments at home, keep good notebooks prepare charts, etc.

The curriculum of

tils

school should

not provide course in technical science for the intermediate

grades, but it aho-ld attempt to create an interest in the

natural world, so that the farm

bo./

or girl may become an in-

telligent farmer and make a real contribution in the economic

welfare of his community, having a better understanding of the
laws of nature.
fne work of the third and especially of the rourth

grades shot Id be preparatory to the teaching of elementary
agriculture in the fifth and sixth grades,
should deal with trees, domes tio, and
(1)

-si Id

fhe course of study

animals, soil,

Kern, Outlines of course of nature gtudy for California
schools.
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insects, garden

field and orchard observations, human

>vork,

noeds ana interests ana elements of physical nature-study.

Tho aotivitios of tho farm and home during the

jtuan

autumn months will provide good material for tho beginning in
tha nature work in tho third and fourth crudes.

of the scho

harvest

ol,

discuss tha work that is b3in

At the opening

carried on to

;

crops of tho f ield, orchard om. garden; the part

tl\ 9

which the children have in ths harvesting process; miscellaneous
activities as pruning, spraying, care of live stock and poultry.

Trees and insects

3 ho Id
,

furnish the larger topics for the

autumn work.
Lea sons in hygiene should bo given nuoh consideration;

discuss structure and oare of teeth, bones and their relation
to muscles.
In discussing human needs, make a list of the pr incir>a{L

social, educational and recreational needs of the people of the

Labor saving tools on the farm.

community.

:

odern conveniences

introduced into the homes of tho community.
'inter s tuqy

Sin pupils of these grades during the winter period

,

may study and observe the tutorials

U:

ed in building the bouses.

Domestic and wild animals, soil and rock studies should furnish
the larger top ios for the winter work,

atudy of evergreen trees

and their special adaptation to winter conditions.

Elementary

study of tho following industries, fishing, lumbering, mining

manufacturing and f arming, using tho mate ials of those industrial
(1)

for nature-study work.

(1)

II

j

aid

ft

Dllle, agriculture in Ohio Llanentary schools.
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Pake a list of

I'll;:

domestic anincln of the community;

market value of eaoh kind o? farm cnimal.

Lore detailed ob-

sorvaticn of soils; growing of plants in rots of rich soil and
poor soil; kinds of soil in the cmmunlty.
lighting f&4 ventilating.

r:othods of heating,

Jontinuet ion of lessons in hygiene.

Elemental"/ study in the physical world with demonstrations in

the field of electricity and engineering.

The >vork for the spring season may deal with garden,
in
birds, flowers, weeds and/ general with field and orchard ob-

servations.

3y this tine, pupils begin to take an interest in

doing things by themselves.

The work of th3 school should be

related to practical interests of the farm, with .vhieh the pupils
are associated*

In the study of cultivated vegetables, the

teacher should select one as tap tomato for illustration 'en
a detailed study of it.
fhe

may

'

make

J'lowsrs should be studied xaore carefully

of insects sho Id include a detailed discussion of

noth and buttsrfly and the devastating grasshopper » life history
of

-

ioy

paito, its brooding places and methods of eradication.

E1ei»ntary discussion of physical phenomena end the inorganic

v>or'
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CHAPTER

X

THE TEACHING 0? rXSiEHTAHT AGRIGULTU;^ HT

1•

TRT:

TO LAL SCHOOLS,

General aQ£3a.l'ks .

The teaching of eluiaentax'y agriculture in the
ratal schools Of Greece will begin with the fifth and sixth
grades.

3ush teaching may »Ot meet sith ideal conditions

regarding the ages of the pupils am. the conditions of the one
or two-room schools usually found in Greece, but the urgency

of tho matter will not admit delay*

We have already shown that

about 94 per cont of the school population drop out as soon
as they have finished the elementary education prwidod in
tho school villages.

If any provision should be made for

agricultural instruction in the rural sohoois, by which a large
number of boys

m&

girls could be trained to become better

citizens and more intelligent workers, this provision should
be loads before the pupils leave vhj elementary school,

iiaviron-

nental and living conditions ar e such in Greuoe that an ideal

method of approach

-would be impraotioable

and with no results.

If the Greek Government « ishes to develop a strong agricultural

population by proper training, it must adapt its plans of
organization to the conditions as they are today^when it is
impossible to modify the conditions so suit other plans.

The Greek boy or girl is characterized by early
pracooity and thoy usually enter
years or ago.

Many

froys

school

tfhon

they era seven

In the rural schools attend the schools

mm

irrigruarly, interrupting for
Choir studios again.

&*

or two yoara and resuming

The immaturity of the Greek pupils is not

an accurate argument against their state of *p reciation and
understanding of th a tenants of agriculture.
villages, surrounded by nature

.

They live

in.

hich ia not difficult of appre-

hension when tho natural environment manifests itsulf in turns
of plants, Grasses, f loners , animals and treos.

i'lia

boys have

grown with things that are included in agriculture and have already
taken a iyffipatheihia attitude before they erter tho school,
rV

in tho

'

1th one who Is a&ciuaAnted with living conditions

.•uropean

villages the picture of people living under the

same roof with animals, may not look strange.

The fact

thai: the

pupils are in ature,is a strong argument favoring the use of the

natural environment as an instrument for thair prao tioal training.
The subjects of the curriculum of the rural school
must be so arranged that the pupil 1 s immaturity will not be forced
to work opposite results.

If the first four grades of ti» ele-

mentary sohool are given simple lecsons in nature study, the
fifth and sixtl: grades whic}

include more nature pupils, will be

necessarily given advanced lessons in nature study*

If these

advanced lor eons are looked upon If the mature pupils from an
economic point of view, tho lessons recede from the realm of

nature study and become simple lessons in elementary agriculture
This argument oan be bettor illustrated by

fcfes

following example

.

/£>3A
TA3L3
A.

des

XV

suggested program of studies

of the Elementary Sohools

for the fifth and sixth gra-

and hours of instruction in eaoh

subjeot

!

Hours of istruotion per week

Number of 3ubjeets
I

Fifth

1. Greek

Grade
8

2. Agriculture-Plant Industries

10

3. Agriculture-Animal Industries
4. Arithmetic -

Geometry

3

5. Histery

2

6. Geography

2

7. Natural Eistory-^hysics-Cheaiatry

3

6. Hygiene

2

9. Else tires

2

Total

32

3ixth Grade

-
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a lesson on the apple may be given with much advantage to the
first-grade and sixth grade pupils, but if the teaoher undertakes to give ths same lesson on apples to both classes, his

attempt will bo a failure*

Upon this prinoiple, tha writer will endeavor to
construct the subjects and lessons on tha curriculum for

teaching agricultural elementary education to tha fifth and

sixth grades of tha rural schools of Greece.
2. Instruction in Slomentary Vocational Agriculture *

Instruction in elementary vocational agriculture
for the fifth and sixth grades does not necessarily mean an

abrupt change from nature-study into the elements of agriculture.

Nature study embraces a large variety of observational experience
for tha young pupils of tha first four grades and it is very

difficult to draw a line separating it from elementary agriculture given to higher grades*

The one shades into the other

with an indefinite demarcation*
President Andrew Soul, of Georgia state Agricultural
College, states; "The teacher is forever stumbling over the words
'elementary agriculture* and wonder in; what their significance

may be.

The real need is to teach tha child about the life by

which he is surrounded, and when this is done, agriculture will
be effectively taught no matter by what name is denominated.
... for, strangely enough, everyone has boon trying to oonvert

the simple eleiaentary facts of nature into an obstruse subject,

difficult of appreciation and ooiawonly called agriculture
(1)

for want of a better name".

(1)

Proceedings of 12th UBfttf Conference for Education in the
South*

i
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The agricultural work, th*m t which will be taught
for the fifth and sixth grades will be mostly nature-study

viewed from an utilitarian attitude on the part of the students.
The teaching of agri culture in the higher grades should not he

understood to mean only training in farming and its

varf.

ous

industries* hut it should endeavor to include in its scope a

larger participation in the activities of the pupils and in the
life of the camaunity.

Elementary agriculture in the rural

schools should he interpreted to mean a sympathetic appreciation
and a careful study of the problems of the community of its

agricultural industries, its sanitary problems, its social
conditions and its needs,

jilenentary agriculture if taught

in this way, will have a fitting and most beneficial place in
the curriculum of the rural school.

Many pupils who drop out

of school, usually, after the fourth grade, if they be given

assurance that for the next two years thoy will be prepared for
the vocation of farming, thoy will be still willing to keep in

touch with the school, even after graduation.

In case of

students who wish to continue the study of a-rloulturo or study
in any other vocation, in higher schools, they will not be handi4

capped by their agricultural training in attending these schools.
Instruction in elementary vocational agriculture may

be offered either by the use of a textbook and agricultural
bulletins in class exercises at the school or by the home project

method in connection with club work in which case the home-fara
and the field take

the place of books and school exercises.

The tendency at present is to put considerable Importance to the
home project system which is practicable and within tha means
of the school boys.
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W$ shall discuss briefly these methods of instruction

here, because both of them seem to bo applicable in the new

curriculum of the rural sohools as well as in th e social life
of the Hellenic oomnunitles.

The use of a suitable agricultural textbook in the
class room exercises is very essential for the pupils who may

turn to it for reference when they are confronted with a
(1)

certain agricultural problem.

The textbook may be supplemented

with various agricultural bulletins containing detailed information of the principles and practices of the major phases of
agriculture, such as agronomy, animal husbandry, fruit growing,

animal diseases, farm business, etc.

The teacher should make

regular assignments in the textbook on farm praotioes, proceeding
the laboratory exercises, the latter taking at least one third
the class room work*

oi

"A very good method and at the same time

one wholly practicable, would be to give two or three formal

classroom textbook recitations per week and require two or three
definitely assigned pieces of home work of an agricultural naturi
(3)

per week".

It has bojn found profitable by expenenoe, to

combine the last two grades in the Instruction of elementary
agriculture*

In the case of the rural sohools of Greece,

the fifth and sixth grades should be combined whenever there is

a small number of pupils enrolled in both grades.
:
,

(1)

De Vuyst, L* enaelgnsment Agrloole.

(3)

Holan, The teaching of agriculture, p. 24.

(9)

Heald & Dllle, Manual for Teachers of Grades seven and eight

•
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The most Important pert of this system of agricultural
instruct ion is based upon the seasonal, agricultural and school

conditions of the villages in whioh the schools are located.

The a gri cultural subjects which will be taught in the school
during the year should be arranged in such a way as to accomplish
two things at the same time; that is, while the principles in

these lessons are discussed in the class room exercises, the

actual farm operations and practices and the things that the
community needs should be taught in seasonable order.

Some

agricultural, topics can be '"taken up early enough to prepare

the pUT)il for doing the thing nell by the time the material is
(1)

ready on the farm*

1

•

The most important topics should be

selected for school work and especially those that have local

application and can arouse initiative and action on the part
of the pupils.

Duo consideration also should be given agriculture

subjects which will be instrumental in the improvement of old

methods of farming in Hts country districts.

The selection of

topics should be also influenced to a great extent by the home
projects of the pupils which may be taken at various seasons.
Agricultural textbooks should be also supplemented
with illustrative material such as pictures of different products,
graphs, charts and collections in tha small laboratory of the

school of samples of soil, of plants, seeds, injurious insects,
rocks, eto.

The best laboratory equipment for the country schools

is the field laboratory

which is incomparable with the best
(2/

laboratories within four walls found anywhere in the world.
Heald, Elementary Agriculture for Wisconsin Agricultural
Schools
(2) Miller, Elementary Vocational Eduoation for Maryland sohools.

(1) F.
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The toaoher of the elementary school need not enter into any
scientific experiments, because the praotioal exeroisee in

f armin,; operations are designed to reveal truth to the pupils
and in this way they take the place of the experiments,

it

should be a well established principle, though, that each agri-

cultural topic discussed in the class room shoxild hare a definite
time allot ed to it for laboratory practice.

We have mentioned above, that the work in elementary
agriculture may be given to both grades combined and the work

may be divided in two parts offered in alternate years.

The

first year*s work should take up plant life in general and the

second year should be devoted to the animal husbandry.

The agricultural teaoher following the seasonal arrangement of topics, will not find much difficulty in finding

adequate material to illustrate the principleo of farming.

Following ar « some general topics in plant life for the first
and second year, classified under the season in which they sho Id
be taught.

The teacher, after consulting his supervisor, may

divide the topics of each season according to months in which
theso should be taught, with due consideration to the climatio

conditions of the looality, home projeots of the students, local
needs of the community and initiative and interest of the pupils.

Torsos In Plant-industries for the First year of
(1)

Elementary Agriculture.
(1)

Ilsald

& Dille, Agriculture in Ohio Elementary schools;

Leake, The Means and Methods of Agricultural Education; and,
Nolan, The teaching of Agriculture.
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APTIMK SEASON*
1, Crops - tfh3st,oorn, barley ,oats, methods of sowing, cover crops.

2, The Orchard - picking, grading, packing, storing of apples,

and othor fruits.
S. Vegetable and Fruit gardening - small fruits and storing of

vegetables.
4. Flower gardening -

home ana school, Forests.

5. Fall plowing - new methods, use of machinery.

1. Soils - methods in Improvement

,

use of manure.

3, Orchards - study of fruit buds, pruning.
3. Crops -

testing of seeds, red clover.

4* Farm management - records and simple inventory.
5* Community work - hygiene, exhibitions.

sraiBtt SEAS PIT.

1. Soils - fertilization, manures, planting, preparing seed beds.
3. Orchard - spraying, cultivating the ordhard.
S. Vegetable gardening - cultivating vegetables, small fruits.

4. Plant diseases
5. Flower gardening, grases3, forests.

Topics in Animal Husbandry for the Second year of
(1)

elementary agriculture.
(1)

William, Agricultural schools; also Federal Board of
Vocational Education Bulletins 139, 94, 37 55.

.

no

1. Farm animals - labor animals, types, breeds, improvement.
2. Dairying - care and feed of cows and

5. Poultry - houses, feeding,

young oalves, beef

judging.

4. Swine - feeding, types and breed.
5, Buildings - for farm aniiials, water supply, ventilation,

location of stables.

1. Farm animals - horses, sheap

,

cattle, breeds and uses.

2. Poultry - breeds, mating, diseases, selection of eggs for

incubators
$• Insects - control and winter habits.
4. Sheep, scats, hogs - their feeding and management.
5. Dairy - milk as a food, improvement in pastures.

SgfllffG

SEASOH.

1. Farm animals - feeding and breeding, management.
2. Insects - growth and injuries to plants, bees, control
3. Farm management * simple accounts.

4. Poultry - inoubation of ohioks , natural and artificial breeding.
5. Community life - club work.

The number of topics listed above give an idee of
the wide range of the work to be covered each year by the pupils

although no attempt should be ^*de to teach everything in the
school.

The subjaot matter of ths first yaar may be given to

both fifth and sixth grades combined; but in case tho school
attendance is large, the first year should be given only to

Ill

fifth grade.

fhe seoond year is for fifth aud sixth grades,

but ih the case of large schools, the second year In animal

husbandry should be given only to the sixth grade.
2he program of studies in the rural schools should

be covered between the months of September and May, because
early in She summer the boys are busy with the work in their
home-farms.
2 « The Home-Project write in the rural schools.

A new method in teaching vocational agricultural
education in tb ; rural schools, Is the home-project method
tfhioh xsay bo

of Greece,

introduced to a great advantage in the country sohoo^s
rhe home-project work is largely associated with

secondary education in the United states, especially sith high
schools of agriculture, high school departments of agriculture
and country agricultural schools.

In Greece , the home-project

method shot -Id be associated with &igh schools of agriculture
as we will mention in the following chapter, but it should be alse

introducted in the elementary schools in connection with club

work

conducted with students of the fifth and sixth grades.

The home-projeot work fits particularly well with the social and
economic conditions of the country dlstriots of Greeoe as well
as with the educational conditions in the same places.

The

purely agricultural population of Greece lives in small villages
in which is located the elementary rural school of the community.

Of the larga number
(1)

ox*

boys who discontinue their studies before

Stimaon, Vocational Agricultural Education.

,
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(15

they reach the sixtn grade

on account of economic reasons

there will bo a considerable number of thea who will be willing
to join a club and undertake to work on project In his farm

under the supervision of the village teacher, in case it is
impossible for him to follow
rfith

Ifci

school exercises regularly.

the regular pupils in the elementary school the home-project

work In the fifth and sixth grades should prove of great interest
and inestimable value to the boys and girls who, will live on the
farms,

fhe boys and girls* club work

.7111

pupils of the fifth and sixth grades who

be organised with

v/111

work on various

agricultural projects; bacau>*a o? thj paramovuit Importance
of the clubs in tho agricultural developTifmt of

tfei

community.

We shall discuss thoir organisation in more detail in one of the

last chapters of this treatise.

Hero, we will be concerned

only with the homa-projest and its applicability in the rural
schools of Greece.

According to

a.
:

v.".

itlmson, state supervisor of

Vocational agricultural Muoation in Massachusetts,

,T

a farming

project §* a tiling to be done on a farm, <vhich, preparing to do
it and carrying it out to a successful result, involves a
IS)

thor oughgoing educational process^.

The project to be tried

at iche home farm by the pupil with the consent of the parents
is a larvae problem for tho boy which can be solved only by

aa$|©n

fr»

his pp.rt.

Kueh problem may take tho nature either of

(J.)

3ee Chapter TI, Statistics on Public inst motion.

(2)

R.

stlison, Vocational Agricultural Education.

us

planting a number of trees of untried fruit on a piece of land

which might be utilized for other purposes and tha whole project
to oost an amount of money large enough to shalce confidence in

the hoy in case of complete failure, or the project may take a

milder way by which the pupil may take responsibUity in a farm
enterprise already tried by his father on the home-farm,
rhe home«project of instruction arouses interest and

initiative in the pupil and it helps him in the way of carrying
(1)

accumulated Information into praotioe.

His responsibility for

oarrying the project to a success, trains &lm in the vocation

which he selected for tha future,

±he pup Us of uhis age need

constant supervision and assistance in order to do thework right

from the beginning and the best thing that can bj said about the
home—project is that this method affords the best help coming

directly from the school through the instructor,

Aocording to Mr.

J. H. Lane, of the

States Relation

Service, of the United states Department of agriculture,

fche

home-project #ork when adapted as part of instruction in the

elementary «ad secondary schools should include the following
require! lent s: (1) there must be a plan for work at home o ova ring a

season of more or less extended period of time|

(2)

it must be a

part of the instruction in agriculture of the school;
must be a problem mere or less naw to the pupU;

(4)

(3)

there

the parents

and pupil ehovjd a;*ree with the teasher upon the planj (5) some

competent parson must supervise the home work? (6) detailed reoordjs
of time, method, oost and inoono must be honestly kept;
(1)

.iUiams, Agricultural Sohools, 1925.

and (7)

11A

a written^report based on the record must be
?ubaltted to the

teacher.
i-he

home-pro 3 sot msthod of ins I motion fits rea&rk~

ably well with the
of Greece.

ram

activities of the boyi In the villages

Xh& boy assists in the farm home in vnrious ways

and the object of phe project will be to train hin to do the

work rith more efficiency end intelligence,

lD.tr oduo lag in

this

way a vitalising spirit in the jobs and enterprises of the farm.
He will be asked to keep records where no accounts are kept,
ho will be asked to introduce economy in knowing how to utilize

properly the products and eliminate wastes,

i'he

hone project

work will employ new net hods in cultivation and production of
crops and new ways in market lag the products* and this is of

paramount interest to the farming conditions of Greece where

antiquated technique characterizes the Grecian farm education.
Greek parents will like the home-pro jeot plan because they will
be, too, indirectly educated,

They will net have to

:ond the

boys away from home for agricultural training, if they can

help the* stay at hone end avail themselves of the instruction

offered by the school.

(1)

From Rolen., Wam teaching of agriculture.

Ill
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XI.

AG-ICTJLrUBAL UTSTRUCTIOH IH SEGGSFuAH? SCEOOLS

Prelimi nary Bemarke.

A well organized agricultural aduoational system In
any country can never be conceived as being complete, without

en efficient system of secondary eduouliion.

Agriculture in the

primary schools* as described in this treatise, is nature-study
eoupled with economic utility, designed bo prepare the pupils
of the

lasfc

grades to take a sympathetic attitude towards the

vorafcion of f arming.

i1 hs

work of the secondary schools is

ft

step above the work which 1b given in the elementary sehools.

Ihe agricultural instruction in the high schools should be
practical agriculture, training the pupils for the business of

faming, and making them intelligent and efficient citizens.
At this point, we cannot 50

tfftoh

further and ask how much agri-

culture should be taught in the high schools and how much time
be given to it, before we consider

existing high schools in Greece.

thf»

aims and objectives of the

According to official statistic,

there are at oresent 7 agricultural schools in Greece, only two
(2)

of which have courses in secondary agricultural education.
(1)

Bulletins of the Greek Ministry of Education, 1928.

(2)

Ibid., also Mears Greece today, Chapter XXXi

1
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All other Institutions of secondary education, even those In
purely rural territories, hare a uniform liberal curriculum,
devoid of any course in agriculture.
This sicrply mo ana that, the agricultural institutions

of secondary education in Greece, are no sufficient in number
to impart to the rural population a vocational education; it
also means that the other schools of secondary education are

crowded with educational ideals that have little in common with

farming occupations and with rural or industrial life in general*
The organization of the high schools for the last

thirty years up to the present time, has not contributed anything
substantial for the promotion of industries in Greece, but it has
encouraged boys, by its classical education, to desert the ranks
of farm occupations instead of helping them realize their value.

Of course, frora the foregoing discussions in statistics on public

education in Greece, we have seen that the percentage of pupils
who attend institutions of secondary education is very small,
and one might naturally ea^ect, that the percentage would show

a much smaller proportion of rural children who would be in

a

position to attend high schools, especially when these are locate!
in considerable

istanoe from their own village.

Mr. Lefas,

chief of the Bureau of secondary Education, in the Greek Ministry
(1)

of Education

has stated recently in his report on Greek

secondary education, that the present organization of high sohoolji
in Greece has failed to realize its educational objectives and

(1)

Journal of the Greek Government, July 1929.

U7

has attributed

tliat

failure to the pre ent difficult ourrioulum

of the high schools.
It is true that a reorganization of the schools of

secondary education, as far as a modified oourse of study and a

readjustment of the schools to the life of the people are con-

J

cerned, would undoubtedly induoe a larger percentage of element*

ry school pupils to continue higher studies in desirable wooatloxk,

than the present system accomplishes with its classical curricula.

A readjustment of the oourse of study in the high
schools or gymnasia, can be accomplished only with a modified

organization of these schools,

'/hat

type of seconuary school

should be introduced in Greece to meet both the agricultural and

liberal demands of the people, is difficult to deoide conclusively at present.

In Greece, both sides of the auestion

have been discussed at length and exhaustively, without any

fruitful and conclusive results.

The writer realizing the present

limitations under which he is working will not attempt

at

this

time to give a conclusive preference for the course of study to
be introduced in the secondary schools of Greece.

He will,

nevertheless, attempt to suggest the type of school and courses
of study in these schools that are closely connected with the life
of the rural population of Greece.

In other words, the disousslqm

of this chapter will deal with the type of the rural high school

that may be adapted tot&e agricultural conditions in Greece.
The census of population gives us helpful information

regarding the population and administrative division of the
country.

(1)

According to the census, the rural population of

Census of the Greek Population, 1920 - Library of Congress.
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Greece Is tha population found In localities, communities or
towns having no more than 5,000 inhabitants.

According to the

adsiinistrativo division or Greece, there are 38 Prefectures,

137 provinces and 4,749 communities.

The large Unit which the

census puts on rural population, means that there are many villa?"

ges and towns with as union population as 5,000 which are predominaefcly

rural or are located in rural sections of the country.

Gymnasia end other institutions of learning are usually establish*
ed in the capitals of these provinces*

There are two types of aecondary schools that may

be introduced with equal benefit to the rural conditions in
Greece.

First, the vocational agricultural high school: this

school should be established in oil provinces of Greece and es-

pecially so in provinces distinctively agricultural, offering
vocational agricultural training to boys who have already decided
to enter farming and who could be trained for their professions

much better in these schools than in the present classical
gymnasia,

.-rid,

second, the existing gymnasia, with reorganized

course of study and oorralated vocational instruction, cor-

responding mostly with the High r>ohool Departments of agriculture
in this country

.

These schools should be established in all

parts of the country both urban and rural, offering to the students

an all around education and enabling them to pursue higher studiet
either in the universities or in the College of Agrioulture.
(1)

The writer lias consulted many books on this subject,
such as Leaflets 11,44 end Bulletins of the Bureau of
Education, Department of Interior U.S. ,Stimson*s Vocational
Agricultural Education.

Hi

These two typee of schools of secondary education
should take the olaoe of the classical gymnasia which are now

functioning in the urban and rural parts of Greece,
3« Tns Vocational

^rioultural High School .

The wocational agricultural high schools will meet

a real need in Greece*

To these schools will 20 students who

cannot 50 beyond the secondary schools, being Interested in

agriculture, choosing the rooation of farming for a definite life
work.

The aim of the vocational agricultural high sohools

when organized In Greece must be a vocational instruction in the
agricultural industries and a training which will be meet useful
to the pupils when they go home or take charge Of the home farm.

The view of the Federal Board for Vocational Education
was probably ex ressod by its agent, H. M, Skidmore:
"It is the purpose of courses in vocational agricul-

ture to aid In developing a type of farmer who shall

pomess managerial ability and business capacity, an

aptitute for farming and the necessary technical

knowledge and skill to produce and market his pro-

auof. an* 1.0 one who

la

.apeM. of

hi»Jf

to our constantly ohanglng social and economic life."

The organisation of the vocational sohools In Greece distributed

mostly In towns of the rural provinces of the country, has many
advantages.

(1)

Skidmore, iUK. - Annual proceedings V«2*A* 1939, p. 1006*
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1. The vocational schools whan organized In country

district will compel a larger number of pupil* to continue
studies in secondary agricultural education than the gymnasia
are doing at present «lth their olassioal education.
2.

She vocational schools can serve the local fern

needs of the com unity more successfully than the gymnasia.

The ourriculjm of the gymnasia Is uniform for all
schools and all parts of tho country, whereas the curriculum of
the vocational school may vary or adapt itself to the needs of

the community and respond easily to the dominant Industry of the

locality*
4.

Tooational schools can serve a large area and in

the case of Greece the largest area that they will, serve is the

province*

The country is at present divided In 137 provinces

80 per cent of which are inhabited by rural population*

Agri-

cultural schools should be established first in the purely agricultural provinces //hioh are in Immediate need of a praotlfal

agricultural school, and later in parte of the country where the
rural populatianshades the urban centers*

These schools should be located in all oases outside
the town or the village, usually near a farm where the students

can have their practical training*

The pupils oho come from the

village or town in which thd school is located may have their
projects carried in the home farm, but pupils *ho come to the

school from cities or other towns and are unable to com ute
every night at home may have their training at the school farm,

carrying their projects in the same place.

The school should
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have at least 100 acres of land In order to carry the experiment work done largely by students as well aa the projects

undertaken by students who live in other villages or towns,

/'he

equipment of the schools should he such, as to b* easily imitated

by the practical f tuners who wish to introduce new methods in
their farming enterprises,

The farm of the vocational school

should be a model farm for the peasants of the surrounding towns,

The buildings and the equipment of the shhool should be at the
same time simple and inexpensive and within the reach

of

the

farmers who wish to follow the practice of the school farm.
All species and breeds of animals should be kept at the school
for demonstrating purposes at modern and inexpensive quarters.

The main object of the vocational school in the
country districts is to teach the farm boys and adult farmers
indirectly, by setting an example v/hioh can be followed to the
greatest advantage by them*

As the Massachusetts Board

of

Education puts it: "it should be the aim of the school to
establish the highest standards of production; that is, it
Should undertake to show pupils what farming is at best; because

boys whose home farms are producing inferior crops and animals^

will have standards by which their home production may be gauged!!
The course of study in the vocational sohools should

cover a period of four years.

The organization of an agricul-

tural course of study in these schools, which for the first
time will be established in Greece, should be guided by the

following principles:

Bulletin of the Kassachur.etts Hoard of
Education, 1916

Ho. 2S.

13*

(1)

courses of study must be well adapted with the agricultural

and economic conditions of Greece and particularly with the

needs of tha people for whom they are intended;

(2)

courses of

study should be wall balanced ana flexible enough for expansion
and development from year to year; (&) tha course of study should
not be narrow and specific

,

but general end inclusive, represent-

ing tha most important inter eats and needs of

fchf

oouuiunity in

which the school exists*
rhaae principles when stated from the standpoint of
the community are interpreted to mean a course of study that will

be of greatest use to the pupils, and will represent the most

important agricultural interests and needs of the community*

the comaon age of pupils that will acteml the vooationajl
agricultural school is 14 aau in many cases 15 or older*

The

pupils in the beginning of the first year will be required to
chose their project which they will carry in the home fara under
the supervision of the instructor,

rha instruction in tha school*

should be correlated with the project work undertaken by the
pupils in each of the four years*

ill projects should be weighed

by the financial risk which they involve when operated in the
home or sohool farm,

The pupils during iheir first year should

undertake to work on projects which involve the siwalleat financia).
risk and let the projects with the heaviest risk for the fourth
year when they, are mora mature ana more trained in the farm work*

The curriculum of the vocational schools should not

be constructed in such a way as to give a narrow specialized
agricultural education to the pupils becauce they happen to live
in villages and secluded localities that are away from urban
centers.

While the vocational training of the pupils should be
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the aim of the school, the importance or giving to the boys
a more varied education should not be underestimated, as this
tends to develop the character of the future citizen of the miral
communities.

In making t&i course of study in the vocational

schools tho tendency is to devote 30

to intensive agricultural training

pot-

v/itli

cent of the pupils* time

related study in scianoes

which are related to agriculture and 20 per cent of the pupils'
(1)

time

"so

cultural and recreational subject*;.

She plan of study which follows below is a proposed

curriculum for a four year course in vocational agriculture,
suggested by ainliA? ourrioula of wooational schools in the

States of Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois, v.'isconain, Iowa,
Massachusetts, Hew York end modified carefully so that it nay be

adapted successfully to

tiu>

farming ocanonio and social aun-

ts)

ditions of Cireece.

Following the plan of the i-aosachusetts school system
as it applies to ths country agricultural ichu-ols, the ins-

truction in tho vocational schools of Greece

Trill

be divided in

three part si 50 per eont of the pupil's time will be giv* purely

to agricultural training accomplished Mostly by projeot
$0 per cent of the time

tfill

viork,

be given to courses in various

agricultural sciences as botany, chemistry, entomology, veterinsjry
science, arithmetic, ate* and the rest SO par cent of th3 tine
to cultural and recreational subjects as

,

history,

modem

Greety,

social sciences and music.
(1)

Ibid.

(2)

Curricula for LSaall High Schools" - Adams, Jesse 2., Indian!
1924. * Curriculum Building in the Hural High School" Perrin, L..N. , school P.eview, vol, XXXt, 1923.
Getman, A.K. - Vooational Education Kaga2in»,Kay 192S, p. 657.

.

1*4

atmxcmm

fob a course ih vocational ag^ iouL-ruRE
F IRST YEAR.

Agriculture

.

Science

Citizenship

Plant production

ArithuU)t io

v"ege t a ole

jj'urxa

gar deiiiiog

shop

Mo darn

C-reeic

Elective

-.vork

Agricultural projects.
SEOOHD YEAR

Animal husbandry

Biology

History

Poultry and Dairy

Physiology

Hygiene

Fruit production

Ch.Giaiei.ry

Scciel sciences

Grapes, olives, rigs

liitomciogy

citizenship

Agricultural projects.

Horticulture

e.lec£ive

Agricultural projects
FOURTH YEAR

Farm management

Agricultural economics

Farm mechanics

and farm accounts

Physics and drawing
Special agricultural
courses
Agricultural projeots.

Government

Hygiene
Recreation

The failure of the intermediate education la Greece
to meet

tivj

educational and occupational needs of the people, is

reflected to a large extent upon the present organization of the
cours o of ttudy in the Gymnasia.

A radical change, at present,

in the curriculum of these, echools, will be Impossible and will
meat a great deal of opposition on

tlie

of the existing classical gymnasia,

part of the advocates

i'here is a

oertain tradition

behind these sokools that teach classical literature, languages
and general liberal education and the attempt to throw as ay all
these experiences, will necessarily be futile and unprofitable.
At the same time a

nay keep what

v?ay

must be devised by which the gymnasia

is best in them and

discard such courses that may

be prof itiibiy replaced by new subjects having a direct bearing
on the economic ana social living conditions of the people.
In other words, tha curriculum of the existing gymnasium should
be modified by introducing in it vocational instruction and

oorrelating it with tho work that it is now offered in all
schools of

i;ku

country.

Tho proportion of time that should be given to

agricultural subjects in the gymnasia, should be determined to

a large extant upon the location of the school, the farming and
Industrial conditions or the surrounding territory, the character
of the population (urban, rural, semi-urban) and the interests

ana needs of the pupils and of the community in which the sohool
is established.

The gymnasia at present, are well distributed

in all parts of the country and are as a rule organised in the

18C

capitals of provinoes, where the population may insure a con-

siderable attendance at the school .
or country districts who wisb to

attend the nearest

^TUiwte

iHlgti to live for

Pupils from tho villages

tnfco a bigjb

school education

in tne town or city whore they are

the whale school year,

'^he

.Inclusion of

vocational subjects in the curricnlym of the gysnnaeia, will,
tnimistaJrably, induce a larger number of beys and sir la from

villesee, to continue their education in e practical field of

leeming which will prepare

the:"!

for a definite line of work.

The txsctdJiat i ••r of the ClymnasttBB Department of
iir*riculture «?houl* be siitnle end inexpensive as there is no

farm required neither mechanical equipment for the practical
i'he o'eraonst nation

training,
worfe of

of far*? methods and the project

^he pupils choultf be carried on their home farna or
(1)

in the farms of the neighborhood.

that should be appointed in

th*»

agricultural department will

hare to be determiner!, by the number of students attending the
school,

i'hese instructors should hare a r/eneral agricultural

knowledge,

a

practical training and be able to inspire sympathy

end confide^ oe towards the profession of scientific farming.

Primarily, the instructors *»*t be well acquainted

<ith the

farming conditions of the territory and the problems of the
community in which the school is located.

have fruit trees

ar.<i

Any Gymnasia that

gardens on their premises should place

their management under the agricultural department requiring
the atttdents of a~ri/mlttxre to devote a part of their time to

(1)

willitaas - Agricultural Schools, 1935.
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such practical culture that may be counted as laboratory

Y7ork.

fhe pupils after fining proper training in the school should

r

be allowed to work on neighboring farms and put in p aotlee the

nm

principles

tlxat

thoy nave learned at the school,

such a

work gives to the pupils en added interest and a responsibility
in the management Ox the farm,

'while pupils show interest and take

pride in work dotit at BChool they show even greater interest and
(1)

take greater pride in vark they do on the premises of farmers.

ThQ course of study in all agricultural departments
of the Gymnasia should cover a period of four years*

The agri-

cultural work which is carried throughout each year should he
oomplets by itself*

Forty per oent of the pup lis ' time 3hould

be given to intensive agricultural instruction, including the

project vfork both at the iopartmont and at the pupils home.

The remaining 60 per cent of the school time should be devoted to

liberal education and to the teaching of biological and natural
sciences*

i'he

proportion of flag ^iven to agricultural instruct iOn

and project work, may vary from plaoe to place according to the

n^eds of the pupils and the a ricultural industries of the community.

If the gymnasium is located in a district where the

growing of olives and gp« ®s is impracticable the courses in
these subjects should be much more limited than if the school
is located in a locality oqo&. for live stock raising.

(1)

Bulletin of the Massachusetts Board of Education,

(Z)

ibid.

1916,ITo.23|.
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We will not be concerned here with

course of

fche

itudy of the other departments of the gymnasia Wfciah off or

liberal education io the pupils, as thle woulfl not be within
1he province of our undertaking, but we

mil

attempt to outline

telow a nodal curriculum of studies for the Agricultural
]

apartments which will bo establiBheu in each of the gymnasia

1

hrou&out the count 17.
There are certain things which ouglit to ba found in

well organised course in agriculture*

«•

?he use of a textbook

:n the class r.>o» will ho vary useful to the pupils who will

have to refer to it for many tvrrioultur

a.

•vofcleii-s

time after

Agricultural bulletins, end other reference materials

1

lme«

1

hould be used freely at home and in

th.>.

The department

soheol,

should have two laboratories for practical work repaired to be
tone in the department , although the p.?ejeet work will bo always
(

endue ted at the pupil*

md

s

home farms*

Shartsj maps, and pictures

collection of materials for Illustrations should bo found

in every agricultural department of tha r-ymansia.

Tho study of agriculture in the %mnasia to be useful
1

ad practical should include the various forces

iarmer has to deal.
(

£M&

which the

These forces, for our convenience, may be

reuped In three larre divisions: the biological, physical
(1)

h** eoon-.nicsl.
•

The biologies.! group Includes everything

hat pertains to .ilant and animal life.

Botany and physiology

are closely related to this division an 3 those sciences should
lis

correlated with the m^ficnltural instruction of ;he above
'The Zi&i school bourse in Agriculture", Bulletin
of the University of 71sconsin, No. 13.

1) list oh,

\
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subjects.

The i>hysical division Includes agricultural

technique, mechanical

fam

operations and soils.

Instruction

in physios and elementary chemistry should be introduced in

the teaching of the items of the second division.

The last

division is concerned with farm management, marketing of products, bookeeping, social and economic condition of farmers,

community problems and home making, rural economics, rural
socoiology, courses in home-making and relative subjects should

be taught to promote efficiency in the subjects of this division .
1

Following is an

ar.

angemont of v;ork in agriculture

and related sciences for the agricultural departments of the
(1)

gymnasia.

Agricultural Instruction

Academlo st udies

40 per cent of pupil* s time

o:

aolon ces

60 per cent of pupil's time.

FIRST YEAR.
Botany

Plant production

Vegetable gardening
Elective

Agricultural Projects

l.Cathematics

Ancient and modern Greek
Iie<LUired

and elective academic subjects

(l)I.Iassaohusotts Board of Lduoation, Bulletin

TTo.

23; Hummel,

materials and methods in High School agriculture; and,
Ferris Ju-riculurs building in mral JIigh schools.

»

ISO

SECOND YEAR.
Live stock production

Physiology

Inseots

Entomology

Poultry and Dairying

Mathematics - Greek

Agricultural projects

Aoademio subjeots.

THIRD YEAR.
Smlla end or op production

Elementary chemistry

Orcharding

Biology

Plant diseases

Hygiene

Agricultural projects

Aoademio subjects

FOURTH YEAR.
Citrous fruits

Physios

Farm management

General science

Hural economics U rui*al sociology

Eleot ive

Farm mechanics

Academic subjects

Agricultural projects

Community projects
(1)

The curriculum

,

flexible as it is, has been con-

structed to suit especially the needs of the agricultural
communities.

In certain localities ?ihero the provisions of the

curriculum arc inapplicable on account of climatic or environ-

mental conditions, tho course of study may bo rearranged with
the approval of the supervisor of the school.

In oase the

new legislative decree, providing one more gracio to the high
schools, is put into operation, tho first graclo of the gymnasia

(1)

-Curricula for tJmall Kisfc 3ohools - Adams Jesse I*, Indiana,
KJurriculum Building in the aural High aohool" -Ferris,
ai, 19.33$ Getman, .\.K. .H , school :ievi ew, vol.
Vocational Eduoation Magazine, Lay 19.-JS, p. 657.
'

1934.

;<

I

should be given a general course in elementary agriculture

preparing the pupils to an advanced agricultural instruction
in the upper grades of the school.

The project work should be carried throughout the

four-year course in agricultural instruction either by indi-

vidual pupils or by groups at home or at school.

Individual

projects should be conducted at home while projects which require a number of pupils as in carpentry, cement work, and

building should be conducted at the school cooperatively.

The

project work has not been introduced before in any of the schools
of Greece and for this reason special emphasis rhould be placed

upon it.

The pupils from the beginning should be encouraged to

take a vital interest in projects which will put in practice the

theoretical instruction of the school.

The teaohers should be

acquainted with the needs of the pupils before assigning to them
projects in the various agricultural industries.

from the parents and their

oo

The cooperation

nsent in helping the boy to conduct

his project at the home-farm, should be regarded as a vital

point in winning their interest in vocational education.

Model

projects in the various agricultural industries will be found
in Appendix

II.
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CHAPTER
THE TiUIKBJG 0?

3*»

(BUfflBuiS OF

XII.

VOCATIONAL AGdlCULTU

:£.

Keoossity for Training Vocal, long], Teachers .

The success of the new educational agricultural system
of Greece, will depend alraost entirely on the teachers who must

have both the proper training and the capacity to direct the work.

The new system recp.ires real men and 'somen to vitalize the propose^

agricultural movement.

The organization, administration end course

of otudy of the rural schools nay bo bused on modern and sound

scientific principles, but no other factor will raise the standard^
of vocational education unless we provide for better agrici Itural

teaching.

The now educational leadership demands teachers vltb

broad scientific and academio preparation - men and

'./omen

who

have skill in their profession or in the practice of their voca-

tion

an.

;i»o

know the principles of modern science which &

present begins to enrich the course of study in the schools.
The elementary schools of the rural oarariunities of Greeoe

have suffered on account of the handicap of poorly equipped
teachers.

The majority of then have neither professional nor

vocational training.

According to state requirements, elementary

school teachers in Greece must have a school training "equivalent
to two years of high school in this country and three years of
"

(1)

normal training in addition.

(1)

Meers, "Greece of today'' p.

These requirement* have been
2E>3,

2*8

entirely neglected Tor the past ten years on account of the
intermittent wars and consequently, a largo nunitor of poorly

equipped teachers are to be

f.

una among the elenentary schools

of the country districts; and also in the schools of the cities.

Teaching positions in Greece are not of permanent tenure; they
are all under the jurisdiction of the Linister of Lduca'uL on.

Teachers of elementary or secondary soiiools may be transferred

from cities 1$ country districts with little or no vocational
education and in many instances without the slightest compre-

hension of the needs of Conakry life and the special
oonducted there; such teachers - and

thex^e is a

vjodc

to be

large number of

them - keep down the standards of efficiency.

With the new agricultural educational system to be
introduced in the rural elenentary and secondary schools of
Greece, should bo demanded a special training end definite
ciualif ications for elementary and secondary teachers of agri-

culture*

i'he

training of both primary and secondary teachers

should include:
1.

A sauna and p^attioal Knowledge of "all

round"' agriculture

and a certain skill in its manifold operations.
2,

Academic training in the sciences and humanities, for the
appreciation of other subjects related to the vocation of
the pu nils and to society in general.

S.

Personal quality that will command for the teacher respect

from the population of the oonnunlty, of which he should
be the educational leader.

1£4

Ability to survey tho needs of the oonmunity and upon the

4.

basis of his findings to establish the program of the school,

Ability to hold

5.

in

Hi

'a

position of oivio arm social leadership

(1)

community

7
-

The teacher of agriculture must possess

a spirit of optimism, ooraon sense end enthusiasm for the

vocation of faming, ho should bo an adviser to farmers as
well

a teacher, ho sho ltl recommend changes and improve-

r.s

ments in pro jo,) ts undertaken by the onramuni ty; by helping
the farmers in tho solution of tho r>roblems of the community, he will always have bohind him a united nub .lie
(3)

support,
fha agricultural teacher must be prepared to render

special service to the community,

rho club work will bo of no

value to tho pupils without tha interest and enthusiasm on the
part of the teachers he must also be trained to contribute
direct service in tho agricultural field J he must give export

advice on various agricultural problems and diroo t 6he projeot
ffttft

of hi

.u

ils,

:ractioal farm sacporioncs is necessary for

tho toachor, because tho duties of his profession compel him to

cone in touch v?ith tho farmers in many

-.vays

a3 for example,

farm demonstrations, agricultural practices, even in.

class

olub and project v/ork, exhibition an" farm conferences.
(1)

Bulletin ho. 27, Federal Board of Vocational B uoation.

(2)

Federal Vocational education, Bulletin ho. 123,

m&,
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Tho duties and

trie

original training or the teachers

of the secondary schools as compared to tho teachers of the

elementary agricultural schools arc outlined in the following
section.
3-

Original rrain ing of Agrioultural
The schools of

Laming

.i'eaoh -rs.

v.hich are organized for the

purpose of training toachore , are social institutions set up

by the society for tho promotion of existing oduoational standardu,
The purpose of teacher-training institutions, whether these are

associated wlta colleges, Normal schools or High Schools, is
one that nay be expressed in general terms and which applies to

all schools regardless of academic standing; this purpose is

clearly sot forth by tho Federal Board of Vocational Education
as feeing "the turning out of teachers qualified to find in the

service of agricultural teaching a true calling, capable of

adaptation to changing demands and oapable of growth in safcio(1}

faotion in suoh adapt ivenese".

In the United states, teacher-

training departments for rural teachers have been established
in Agricultural Colleges, Normal schools and Secondary Schools;

teacher- training departments for teachers of secondary schools
are usually found in Universities or Colleges which have schools

or departments of education and in Agricultural Colleges which
have or Bay not have departments of Education.

In Greece,

teachers of gymnasia are al .ays graduates of universities or
colleges.

The training of agricultural teachers for the rural

(1)

Federal Board of Vocational idueublon, Bulletin No. 90.

(2)

2*ogbt,

(3)

Federal Board of Vocational Education, Bulletin No. 90.

The Kural Teacher and his

>?ork, p.

104.
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schools

iof

Greece will follow, as far as possible, the

ATOerie*n system of teacher training departments in the colleges

and institutions of secondary rank.

A»

j^iqiniiic

feaohors for

oiral ^lananter y .iolioola.

The purpose of Normal sohools in Greece has been
up to the present time, the aoedemio training of teachers for
all sohools.

The course of study of the Normal Schools is not

available to the writer, but from unofficial resources it is

known that the curriculum of the schools

roviOos little if

nothing for the vocational training of the teachers.

In order

to turn out agricultural teachers capable to direct vocational

work in the rural schools, the normal schools nust be either
reorganized or developed by the addition of an agricultural

teacher-training department.

In general, the normal sohools

must adapt themselves to the prevailing condition of the re .ion
in vihieh they are located and respond to the needs of the popu-

lation.

In urban centers where there is no immediate need for

reorganisation of the course of study of the school, special
courses for students may be added in the curriculum to mast the

demands for vocational instruction.

In agricultural sections

of the country, the normal sohools must make such arrangements
in the course of study, as they may seem to be of greatest

assistance in the preparation of rural teachers.
The training of rural teachers in the gymnasia sho^ Id
be also encouraged, because tho number of

organized in Greece, is not
country.

tall

noma! schools already

distributed in all parts of the

The practice of training teachers in the high, sohools

has been in force since 1054 and has been adopted by many states
in this country.

A majority of the hi

p schools in

which teacher

.
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training is given as part of tho regular oourse require
four
years of work for graduation leaving most of the professional
for the last yoar,

v.OA'k

./hen

these subjects are taken in lieu

of other academic subjects
Thw course of study in normal and othor secondary
school departments should emphasise (l) subjects in practical
and o<*aaoroial agrloulture [2) special methods and management

of rural schools, and
I

o'-oi

(3)

problems related to

com. .unity life,

rural schools may be established near the teacher-training

departments for the student teachers in the training classes.

The curriculum distribution in the course of study

m

of the teacher-training departments should be:

agriculture

50 per cent

3c lance

20

"

10

"

Humanist ic

.

Professional

10

Llectives

10

3 • ^rain in;; reach

.

:-rs

"

for -hira! Seconda ry 3oho_ols

The preparation of teachers for the gymnasia and
other rural secondary schools, should bo done in agricultural
colleges, and In normal schools offer in.': advanced courses in

agrioulture and v vintod sciences,

The course of otudy of the

teacher-training departments of these schools should include:

The hiral teacher and his

ork

(1)

Foght,

(2)

Federal Board for vocational ^duoati

r

,n,

p. 10S.

,

I

iscallaneous No,
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^fruuiQs ia Agriculture ,

a.

.uainal production

b # Plant product!

c.

Para metliods and business

o,

opociol farm problems to be net
2

d.

n.

Agricultural engineering
»;ith in

'^MaM J^ yoianoes

certain regions.

r elated to

..-i

culture.

a. Physical and biological sciences.
b. Advanced studios in sciences

teach science in

*'•
r

^al

(1
thfi

high school as an additional duty.

aooial studios.

a. Agricultural pcononios
o.

for student:; who expect to

b. iiural sociology

Problems of rural conrauniti«».
4. studies in the Improvement of teach ing.
i

a. organization and administi^ation of the .airal school

b. Professional tralnin;; of the teacher.
c.

Planning of typical courses in vocational agriculture.
The curriculum distribution in the four year course

of study of the teacher trainin^-departrwnts in the agricul-

tural oolleges should be:

Agriculture

40 per cent

Kmianistio

15

n

Golence 25 per cent

Professional 15 per cent

Lloctivos 5 per cent.

The above distribution of the curriculum has been
suggested by the reccrnendafc ions of the federal Board of
(2)

Vocational Education

and has been constructed purposely

(1)

Federal Board of educational Education, Bulletin No. 90.

(2)

Ibid., Bulletin No. 9E.

•
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flexible, to noet the farming conditions of the various

territories of Greece.
S. Training Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Service .

Tho re is a general

1aoo.3n.it ion at

present of the

need for better training of teaohers in service beforu any

rod

improvement can be mad* in the technique of teaching

Meay States in

gala,

country have worked out various schemes

in training their teachers of vocational agriculture in service.
It has been found that many

no-.v

teachers graduating from courses

in agricultural education are not fully wt9 ured to make a

success of their teaching profession.

m

If thir; is true of the

teaching of literature , matheaatist &&$ similar subjects it
iiust

be more so

courses in vocational agriculture.

./ith

A

great vsriety of problems arise in rural schools directed by

teachers who for the first time caie
of teaching.

In

men;/'

j-itofc

teacher be guided in his

.in

touch with the problems

cases, it is important

r*ork

11

at

tho

and bo „iven an opportunity

to improve his professional capacity while in service.
The training in service of the school teachers in

Greeoe consists merely of the visits of the District supervisor
ttfioe a year,

who examines the condition of the school buildings

end mnterisils and sees that the educational regulations of the

country are observed.

His visits art not concerned with the

professional improve ient of the teachers in training in ssrvioe.
Tills

explains »hy

ft

large number of the teachers in the element-

ary schools of Greece arc poorly equipped tad unfit for egri(1)

federal Board for Vocational Education, Bulletin No. 135.

•
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cultural vocational

v?ork.

A number of methods of training

toaoliors in service

Lave boon put in operation in the United States that may be

profitably Introduced in the school s;/stem of Greece.

These

methods that may be effectively employed by the Creek f'inistry
of Education are grouped as follows: (1) "eatings and Jonforenoeji
of teachers,

(H)

visitation by suparvisor or itinerant teacher

trainer, {Z) training courses,
courses,

.and

(5)
(1)

(4)

extension or correspondence

professional books, bulletins and other

literature.
1. Meetings tend ^onfor e noos of Teac hers.

The purpose of holding aeetinss of teachers of agri-

culture , is the exchange of ideas on practical educational
issues and

fch-j

classes end th

lans

development of
laboratory.

demonstrations , papers

ant<

-Cor

improved v/ork in the

In these meetings, lectures,

discussions by vocational teachers

should play an important role,

auch educational meetings may

be held in different parts of Greece and may take the form of

sectional or general Meetings.

..hen

sectional, they should be

attended by the teachers of ona only prefecture and sho- Id
hold meet in ga in She various parts of that department •

Teaohers

should bo compelled to attend at least one of those listings

each year.

The general meetings should be attended by teaohers

belonging to each of the 20 educational departments to vrhlch
the whole of the country is divided.

The general superintendent

of the schools in Greece should bo in charge of the teaohers'

meet ings

U)

I -id.,

Bulletin Ho. 123.
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3* Visitation by Juporvisor or itin erant Teacher Trainer

The practice of Tie it lag the teaoher to be trained
is coi/mon in all European and ..nerican school systems.

It is

important from the point of view of tho smooth organization of
the school as v.oil as of the professional improvement of

teacher.

t

fc

he

In Greece thy nature of the supervisor's visits is

designated primarily as supervisory

,-ith

no attempt for a oloser

participation in the training of t anchors.

The new vocational

agricultural system of Greece will require trained BSi experienced
supervisors to help the teachers in their work.

employing on itinerant teacher trainer to visit
are in need of help
coronet rat ions,

Greek

I

anfl

The method of
&fee

teachers who

Improve their work throuch advioe and

bo of inestimable value if adopted by the

r

.:ill

voder iling to thi" -yr torn, the number

inistry of lduoation«

of itinerant teachers to he appointed should depend upon the popu-

lation and the

numbe.:'

of -.chools established in each prefecture.

The lonjth of visits of the itinerant teacher should Vary from
one to seven days, and his work shovJLd deal with

improvement

in tonchin: teohnir-ue, planning of course of study, organisation
(1)
a;\

'

Bfliwgwwimt| projects and study".

Visits should also be

made by the staff of the Prefecture Board for Vocational 'Education ana by local authorities.
Intensive

ii.in,,

;our;;ee.

The best time of the year for offering soon courses
is the summer,

x'hs

length of the

c

mrse may be arrange* by the

dlt.L-lct supervisor, but it usually varies frcr. throe to six

(1)

3.

193S.

Dickinson, Training in service for Teachers of Agrio ult un»,
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attendance in thj summer school course should be

weeks*
OiJtional;

it

should bo oompule ory only for the beginners or

for those who are in need of help,

fho summer course should be

hold at a toaeher~training sohool v?horo thorc or© many facilities
for class work

demonstrations in

raid

th-.j

field,

fhe purpose of

the course should bo the improvement in teaching method*,

planning of oourso of study, ana General management of the school
Demons rat ions, field observations, discussions on selected topics;
fc

and reports should bo the main means or training.
-•

graining

th.- .v

;

:.t

•,
,

.io\ or

Jo::

1

rgg on once Jou:/sos

,

Such courses whon offered should be correlated

vsry closely with

ttta

work v/hich a teachar is doing, "so that his

correspondence stiv'y bocomes a

or the

/-art

bo making for his daily olasaes*

;

'

.

oration ho ohould

This system may not be of

temsdiafce valuo tc Or-ecce, but it will be- of advantage to teacheri
(1)

v/ishin

;

to moke Ore its for an advanced degree or diploma*
5. x rainin.; through Books and

ni

ublioaS ions.

Publioations in mimeographed form with interesting
educational, articles and a bibliography of

nev?

books, is a means

of keeping the teachers up to date, of advancing and of advising
thorn hov

to attack now difficulties.

to the touchers at leas 5 every four

News letters should be rent
vwaoks ;»nd

should be employed in giving suggestions
(1)
(2)

oorso al letters

-hen occasion demands.

Fedoral Board for Vocational Education, Bullet in Ho* 1S5, 192p
lXwortnont of Interior, Bureau of Education, Circular
1919.

ITo.

18,

,
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CHAPTER

XIII.

3UPERTI3I0N.
3upervisi on of Vocational i^rioultural i.;auoation .

Adequate supervision is one of the two most important
factors In the success of a state program of vocational education
the other factor is proper teacher training*

By supervision is

meant the improvement of the school program in

broad sense,

e.

inoluding the improvement of teaching and She assisting of school
boards in

t ho ir

educat ional v»ork.

the two main dutios of

fetal

This is most clearly sho?m by

supervisor which are: first, the

improvement of taachors who are already in service and second,

the assisting of com unities which are interested in the pro-

notion of vocational education in the schools.

According to this

definition, tho supervisor is an advisor to the community and to
tho taachors by setting before the former tho possibilities of

vocational agricultural instruction and by assisting the com-

:unity boards in organizing satisfactory schools and courses in
agriculture.

The new agricultural educational system in Greece

in order to euoceed, it sill roquiro an adequate system of agri-

cultural supervision.

The

c

econd part of tho chapter

with tho organization of supervision in arooco,

*.vhilo

r;ill

deal

it would be

profitable here to state the qualifications and responsibilities
of tho supervisors of the rural schools of tho country

The aualiSioations of the supervisors of vocational agri(1)

cultural education, according to bright and Allen
(1)

are divided

"Supervision of Vocational Education",- bright and Allen,
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Into three croups, the first comprising functioning information

to promote the work or supervision, the second croup including

professional ability, and third providing for personal characteristics necessary for a supervisor.
The duties and responsibilities of the supervisor of

vocational agricultural education are many, hut they nay he
summarized for convenience in three large groups.
1. Promotion of Vocational .^.ricultural Lduoatlon.
ISsny

education, but

communities in Greece are in need of vocational
fchoy

a_-e

unable to suggest for Sfaemselvee im-

provements in the oourse of study in the schools, unless they
havo the export opinion and advice of the supervisor,

lie

is in

position, through supervisory contacts, to suggest how the

community may obtain a vocational school or department, to

arrange eichibits and contests an! to direct the educational

work of his district.
2 • Supervision of Vocational Agricultural Inst rue tio

of tho sc hool Population within the dis t rict .
In this phase of work the supervisor should prepare
his plan for supervision, visit tho schools, assist in the

formulation of programs

ancL

make sue; est ions «tth regard to

instructional material and project work of the pupils. ''Follow
up supervision' of the project work of tho pupils in the rural

schools is one of tho important duties of the supervisor.
g, (a) I tinerant teac hing in the most important school

centers of the districts i and (b) promotion of a

^
^

program for the improvement of teachers in service .

(1)

National Society for Vocational Education, Bulletin

L'o.

35.

1413

UHder the now system of vocational education
in
Greece, the supervisor vjlll be expected to cooperate with the

teachers in the formulation of tho program of 3tudy including
seasonal outlines of lessons, job analyses,

sttggestlftSUl

for

project work in tho various agricultural industries and temporal^

supervision of club work,
The promotion of the problem for the improvement of
teachers in service becomes more effect ivo through a close

personal relationship between tho supervisor and the teachers
of vocational education.

In Graace, tho defect ivo system of

supervision reduces the state of personal relationship in a
form of official duties, and the supervising responsibilities
of tho supervisor oall for ordering but not for advising and

assisting the teacher in his

\iovk»

The supervisor of vocational,

education should go to the schoo 1 end get acquainted with the
teacher, talk over the problems of the school, provide the

teachers with suitable forms and guides for tho

-;ork

of the

olass and become intimately acquainted with the problems which
tho teachor is facing,

i'his is

the surest way of securing a

transmission of idoas from tho supervisor to the teacher,
The foregoing discussion of the dutios and responsibilities of tho supervisor of vocational agricultural education,

shows the seri

?us

pro lems which are related to the supervisory

field.
3, organisation and distribution of supervision .

In the fifth chapter we have already spoken about the

existing supervisory system in Greece*

The General iounoil of

Public instruction is the highest supervisory unit of the school
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system In Greece,

Up to the present tint, the Council has been

concerned with the elementary and secondary schools,

,/ith

introduction of vocational agricultural courses in the

I

the

ublio

Jchools or Greece, the Jounoil in its supervisory function should
divide itself into three sec ti oris, tho elementary, secondary end

vocational school section.

The present discussion will be con-

cerned only with the section of vocational supervision,

Greece,

according to the existing public educational system, is divided
into 05 supervisory districts.

The school population included in

those diatriets varies according to the urban or rural sections
of tho country.

Vocational agricultural supervision should be

carried over those districts in which tho public elementary
schools register a large number of rural children and where courses
in agriculture and allied sciences are offered.

In urban districts

vocational supervision should be carried on in industrial and

othajr

vocational schools, as wall as in departments of agriculture established in gymnasia,

The vocational agricultural secondary

schools should be temporarily under the jurisdiction of the super-

visory unit of tho district.

The direct supervision of all schools

that offer course in agriculture should be in charge of the

District i;upervi;-or of Vocational

.Agri cultural l.duoa&ion.

The r.uporvisor will deal with many problems in his
district; he will have to orient himself with the agricultural

conditions of the territory under his jurisdiction, make an
educational survey to determine tho needs of the population,
ask for the cooperation of tho district* s ocd .unities and devote
(1)

the rest of his uime to the toaohers and their work.

(1)

supervision and the Improvement of Teaohing,

<*',

The
Barton, 1922,

•

•

U7
agricultural supervisor shovid arrange hie itinerary so that he
ean visit at least twieo a year ail elouentary agricultural
schools, vocational agricultural secondary schools and depart-

ments or agriculture in tho gynaasia.

fhc district supervisor

in h|8 visits should examine tho condition of the schools,

sucGoct

ar- angoiuonts

Tor tho class-room and lahoi*atory and arrange

for tho provision of demonstration material which nay be pur-

chased or collected in tho community.
.Vith

regard to tho training of teachers in service,

the agricultural supervisor aided by an itinerant teacher will

nahe the follow mg arrangements eacn yoar.

(1)

Sand a letter to teachers info ruing them that they will

1.

ho subject to visitation by a member of the teacher-

training staff
S. Affrsage all details for meetings and confez'ences of agri-

cultural teachers within his district.
£.

arrangements for sum. .or courses and individual

i.alce

training courses.
4. Cooperate with the Est one ion service of the prefecture for

teacher-training courses through extension or correspondency
5,

;

alee

tho necessary provisions so that

"news letters'* may be

sent to the teachers at l^ast once a month.
In each district there is at present a Guporint ending

Council ouaposed of tho director or tho gymnasium, the oldest
judge in service, the oupervisor and two other members, one of

whom is a professional man and tho other a business nan.
(1)

Federal Board for Vocational
and IBS.

In

duoation, Bulla tin No. 122

•
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districts with predominating rural population, the menbarsliip
of the district Jounoil should

b<s

increased by the audition of

two mora members who are wAtWttB successful farmers or deeply

interested in the development of tin agricultural resources of
the country.

Besides the supervisory division of

ttfce

oountry in 35

districts, there should be established also ten General Supervisory

Departments, in each of
country*

fchs

ten territorial divisions of the

Each of these divisions has its own special agricultural

problems and corresponding agricultural educational needs whioh
could be efficiently solved by the supervisory Departments, under
the jurisdiction of whioh should come the district units of super*

vision.

A general supervisor of vocational schools should be

appointed for eaoh department •

ho should have:

1. fhe general supervision of vocational education

in his department
d« supervision over the >*ork of the district aricultural

supervisors

an.

supervisors of other vocational school^

in the oities of his department.
3. Supervision of the elelmentary and secondary vocational

agricultural schools,
'file

General

general supervisors should be sublet to the

;ounoil of Public Instruction, appointed by the Minister

of rublio iiducation through its reooiaaendat ion.

U9
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XIV,

RURAL SCHOOLS.

School Work.

2ne main objeot of agricultural

Mansion

work carried

outside tha sohool is the vocational education of the boys, girls it
in general of farmers who come under its influence .

It intends

primarily to improve the practices of agriculture and the farm
hoiae of

tha people who are not in touoh with the school*

work therefore is vocational and educational*

The

According to the

Smith-Lever Extension Aot, tha objeot of the cooperative agricultural extension work is "to aid in diffusing among the people
of the United statea useful and practical information on subject*
relating to agriculture and home economics and to encourage the
(1)

application of the same*.

The extension work is an agency

which cooperates with the school in its endeavor to diffuse
practical knowledge and useful information among tha people
living in the country districts.

In this way the extension work

supplements the rural school amd endeavors to reach people that
are not reached and cannot come under the influence of the sohoolL
In Greece, no attempt has been as yet made for co-

operative extension work in the villages or the country diet riots,

In Europe, many countries notably among them, Denmark, Scotland,
Belgium, Sweden* Germany. England and Wales, Spain, and France
(1)

U.S. Department of ^agriculture, Circular Ho. 85.
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hay* introduced various forme of agricultural extension activities

to help their farmers iraprove the farm methods and tha home living
conditions.

Greece needs this system; it is practical, easily

organized and far reaching in its results*

The work of the rural

schools in the villages in Greece will carry the pupils to the
end of the thirteenth or fourteenth year*

There are two im-

portant questions to he considered at thia point.

First, the

practical work which must ho done hy th3 pupils of the last two
grades outside the school and the role of the teacher in the

farm activities of the hoys and girls; and, second, tha thing*
to be done for practical education of the large number of pupils

who graduate from the elementary schools and the pupils who
drop out of the school before ther reaoh their thirteenth or

fourteenth year*

The United States Department of

/.gri culture

has solved

these problems by introducing tha extension work as supplementary
to rural school instruction in tha farming districts of the

country*

The Greek Government imitating the example of the United

States must introduce in tha country various forms of agricultural,

extension work such as boys and girls' clubs, young farmer 4 s clubp
and agricultural extension courses.
3* Boars end Girls' Agri cultural Clubs.

Club work Is a part of the general system of extension

work provided for the boys end girls interested in small agricultural enterprises.

It was organised for the purpose of teaohiog

young people agriculture and for obtaining their cooperation in
farm end home improvement*

Every member who belongs to these

clubs is required to demonstrate some better farm or home practice
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and show a vital interest in the work fbitth he has undertaken.

The work of the clubs is both vocational and eduoationalj it

promotes a&rio-olture and home economics, and at the same time
it develops the character of hoys and girls training then to

become loaders in their community.
Club work will find a hospitable place in Greece

because it fits in with the educational needs of the country
districts, by reaching the boys and girls, who for various

reasons have dropped out of school, and by giving them vocational

instruction and practical training in the branches(of agriculture
in which thoy are interested*

The organization and financial

support of the club work should become a part of the Hellenic

system of public education*

The work of the club should be so

organised as to stimulate the interest of the Greek boys in the
education given in the schools and at the same time induce the
boys and girls of the rural districts to prolong their attendance at the schools,

CSlub

work will be very successful in

Greece because all children in the rural communities and in the
far;,

homes are living in the midst of an agricultural environ-

ment full of farm practices and operations with which they are

more or less familiar.

I?

rom an early age they have been

accustomed to observe the various farm operations, the wheat
planted, thejalivea picked and crushed, the raisins dried and
the cows pasturing on the tsaadows.

The club work in this case

will not teach them anything new, but it will endeavor, with
adequate instruction to "teach both the adults and the children

better ways of doing the things they are already doing, and to
give them a broader interest and intelligence in dealing with
their farm and home problems".
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She organisation of the boys' and girls' clubs in
Greeoe should be, in the beginning, a part of the general

educational system of the oountry.

Later, when toe Extension

Service Syatem will be established in Greeoe, the administration
of the clubs may be transferred to club and home demonstration

agents,

She work in eaon village should be carried on with boys

and girls 10 to 16 years of age, in many oases through groups
of 10 to 15 members,

Each group should elect its officers

and an adult farmer of the community who will be its leader.

Every club member will be expected to conduct a small farm
enterprise with the purpose of showing better praotices in his
woikj he should take part in carrying out some of the club's

demonstrations; keep record of his work and make a final report
of the results of his farm operations.

of the club, the members ass Is ted by

l

In the first few meetings
he local leader and the

teacher of the village school, should discuss problems related
to their work and to the demonstrations.

Later they should be

asked to work on their projects and report at the meetings their

experiences and

tiie

progress of their work.

Demonstrations

should be organised at regular times and at places where the

people of the community can examine and appreciate the work of
the club membars.

The club from titie to time may add other club*

froa the neighborhood village for holding combined demonstration i

or for afternoon excursions with various programs of entertainment.

At such meetings the club members have an opportunity

to develop self-expression and to impress upon their minds the
(1)

Boy's and girl's 4th Club-work- 1985 (dept. Circular 548)
n
"
«
.»
«
»
512
1922
f?
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spirit of o oop a rat ion.

The

dub

more than anything else will

afford another opportunity for the development of leadership among

farm youth, a quality which is so needed in tho^distriots of
Greeoe.

Oluh work may be also organized with rural young people

above 4th Club age*

These farm boys whose ages are usually

between 13 and 24, may be old enough for elub work but not in

position to take aotual responsibilities in the farm.

The or-

ganization of "young farmer's clubs* which has already been started
in many States of the Union, will be realized in Greece only after
the Extension service has been established.

£

Training Courses for Olub Leadership .
The organization of olub work in order to produce

practical results must be aided with an efficient training program.
Local leaders must be trained to be in a position to promote the
work of the agricultural clubs.

In Greece, the question of local

leadership will meet with many difficulties on account of lack of
Loaders.

The problem of training courses for local leadership

most be of paramount importance to Greece, if an adequate system
of olub organization is attempted for its rural districts.

Local

irolunteer leaders should come year after year from the villages
to

serve for the development of the clubs, but the State should
(1)

provide for them an adequate agricultural training.

In Greece,

such a training prohram may come from the folllwing agencies.
1. Agricultural Oollegea and secondary Schools .

In those institutions should be offered courses in

rural sociology and rural leadership.

[1)

In similar social

Foster, R.G., How shall 4th Leadership be trained?

s

sciences the factor of rural leadership should be strongly

emphasized In connection with club movement, the boy and
girl scouts, community organizations and general projects
of improvement,
8.

Local Training schools

.

One day school training is usually suggested for

local leaders who can attend training schools in convenient plaoea.

In Greece, the leaders of a province may

meet in a designated village school where the special
training course should be offered by the supervisor*
training staff,

The content of such courses should be

typical of problems in agriculture, community improvements

history and development of agricultural education, club
organisation, ideals and standards of club work and agri-

cultural demonstrations.
3.

Personal visits by Supervisow, Teaoher and Looal Leaders *
The making of visits to club members for the encouragement of their work, is another means by which improvement
in the club organization way come about,

4,

District Training Courses.

Arrangements may be made so that a number of local
leaders and adult club members may attend the training

courses offered at the sampua of a vocational agricultural

school for the development of the club work.
courses can

b#»

Such training

effectively given in Greece only after the

olub work has bean organized over a period of some years.

Any of the methods stated in the foregoing discussion
will be instrumental in affording an opportunity for training in
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leadership for olub work.

But suoh training ia neoessary for the

organization of efficient asriouliural oluos throughout Greeoe.
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ADULT SHJGATZCK,

and Charaotar of Intension Teaching .

1.

Extension
.
.
„
The main principle of the cooperative work, is the
.

.

attempt on the part of the state to reach large numbers of adults

farmers and to teaoh them better farming methods through de-

monstrations in their own farm-homes.
The character and purpose of extension teaching
endeavors to Improve the standards of living of the people who
live on the farms, by damont rating how homes may be made attractive and oomfortable , and how farm practices may bo improved.

The

whole system of cooperative extension work consists of objective
lessons conducted by farmers who follow the instructions of

county agents,

A general classification of the activities of the extension work has been formulated by the committee on extension work
of the Association of .American Agricultural Colleges and Ex-

periment Stations, showing the scope and extent of extension
teaching.

This classification includes in general the following:

A* Formal Teaching - consisting of:
1. Reading courses

2* Correspondence courses
S. Movable schools
4, Demonstrations on farms
5,

Agricultural clubs of all kinds.
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Advisory reaching -

o oasis ting of;

1. Farmers 1 institutes and conference*
3. It ins rant teach are, field agents, ©to,
3. Agricultural literature, including leaflets and

bulletins.
4. Damons t rat ions, contents, exhibits and fairs.
C.

Cooperative extension work - including:
1. Conferences and meetings on rural progress

2. Cooperation with other organisations, chambers of
commerce, etc.

2ne foregoing discussion gives a brief outline of the

cooperative extension work in the United 3tates#

It will be our

concern here to show what forms of the extension service system

may be successfully introduced in Greece.

The nmi organization

of the Creels kinistry of ..grioulture provides for the establlsh-

ment of a Department of "If armogis

meaning 'application',

based on the general principles of the extension service

>vork.

Until the present time the extension work in Greece, consists

mainly of travelling agents frak village to village, whose purpose is to help the farmers in their work and make propaganda

for modem agricultural practices.

The Covsmment has made

no provision as yet for club organization of any kind.

It will

be our purpose here to suggest a few forms of agricultural ex-

tension teaching which will be adaptable to the social and
eeonomio make up of Greek agriculture.
of the Creek Ministry of .agriculture - Legislative
laws, August 19^9.

(1) Bulls tin
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2 * Or^miz&tion of the Sxtenaion
Sorsl oe in Greece.

The Greek ministry of Agriculture by establishing
the department of

'£farmogia

f

,

realises the great need of re-

organizing agricultural instruction in order to help the farmer
assume a new attitude toward himself and his business*
The new scheme of agricultural education in Greece will
be more successful when &t the same time cooperative extension

organized for the country districts.

v/ork la

By accomplishing

a general refona of the practical education in Greece , the

Govorimnt will bo in a position to get a new focus on agriculture
and its problems.

All extension activities should be plaoed under the
jurisdiction of the Department of "Efarmogls" oonneoted with
tho Ministry of Agriculture,

Greece is divided into 40 agri-

cultural sections, each ona presenting uniform agricultural and
oliraatic conditions and canton economic interests.

In each

seotion is organised an agricultural Council at the head of

which is a supervisor who directs the various agricultural projects undertaken by tho 'Jounoil,

The regional administration of
should be pieced in the hands
section.

of the

•

(tf

-uhe

extension work

the agri cultural council in east,

In each council where should be appointed, by decision
inlet ry of Agriculture, an agriculturist who will direct

the various activities of the cooperative extension work.

The

chief of extension service in each agricultural section of the
oountry, in order to pronoto tho various forme of extension

activities should be aided by a group of agricultural extension
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agents whose number should bo determine;? by the number of ad-

ministrative provinces in osoh soot ion,

They must be practically

trained a-ricvlturists haying graduated from an agricultural
school of at least secondary rank.

The Ministry of Agriculture,

during stumers or other periods of the roar, should open intensive
courses in agriculture In the various agricultural schools, for

training agricultural experts

vfb.o

are to bo employed ti extension

agents in the provinces of the country.
In addition to the agents, the Department of

r

'Efarmogi8

,»

as the central and coordinating office of the Extension service in

Greece, should employ a number of advisors, general farm advisers,

live stool- advisers, animal and fiah-broeding experts, orchard
experts and hone advisers, Who nay be attached to the central

department, but whose duty will bo to travel in tin agricultural
sections of the country and assist in the work conducted by the

agricultural agents.

These experts sad advisers should be also

instrumental in promotir^ various agricultural industries and otheif
projects that require experience and more scientific knowledge.
£*

"^ arra

Demonstrations and othor Exten sion A ctivities,
Under this heading we shall discuss the various forms

of extension work that Kay be successfully adapted to the agricultural conditions in Greece.
A,

Farm Demonstrations.

The most Import act end by far the most useful form of
extension torching is the farm rtenonstration.

Demonstrations

are objective lessons and when conducted by extension agents
they serve to prove the truth of the lesson which they teaoh.

,
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They deal with problems of the oom-iunity, or the individual
farmer, and of the home maker.

In Greece, the demonstrations,

whan properly conducted, will contribute considerably in the
change of the conservative ideas of the rural people In trying
out new things for the improvement of agriculture,

such demonstr ac-

tions must attract the interest of the people and they must be

conducted on problems that are vital to the economic interests
of the farmers.

The agents before starting demonstrations, must

make known and advertise their purpose by meetings, bulletins,
newspapers or other means whioh seem advisable to them.

In many

cases the demonstrations should be repeated in order to produce

effective results.

In view of the fact that at these demonstrations

the largest percentage of the attending Greek farmers will be

either illiterate or with inadequate schooling, the practice

demonstrations should be simple and devoid of factors that would

make them difficult and inoorjpeehensive to farmers bound by old
ideas and customs.

When the first results are satisfaotory,farm

demonstrations Will become more popular because the people will

have more faith in them.

In general, farm demonst rat ions will be

adapted more easily to Greek agriculture when they deal with vital

farm problems,

v*hen

they present a solution which is practical and

easy of application.
B. Home Lanegsmant for rural rfomen ana Girls .

The home of the farmer must be as attractive as the
home of the people who live in the oitlee.

Home demonstrations

will bo as necessary for the rural districts of Greece as farm
(1)

smith, 0*9*j United states Department of -agriculture
Cooperative Extension tffork, 1924, with 10 year review.

.
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demonstrations which are emlcined la the foregoing discussion.

Only a small percentage of the women in the village are able
to read and write? consequently-, the tsftdu&ttl ^or^ in order to

be carried over by the Acorn demons t rati or

and must fulfill an immediate need.

i

agents must be practicial

The women should form groupe

or clubs for the mtrpose of studying hone-naicin^ problems.
Temporary or itinerant courses in home management ehould
be organized for young count rv *>irls who have* finished the oom(1)

pulsory primary school but ura not able to attend regular sohoolsj*

An average neriod (of about 15 day courses) Should be organised
yearly In all orovtnoes of Oraooe with the cooperation of the
aganeiea or the

}Sx tension

Sarvioe.

These courses should bo held

in the buildings of agricultural schools or conducted according

to the itinerant system,

'i!he

instruction ^iven in these courses

should include the oare af poultry and ho^s, the Kitchen garden,

child hygiene, health subjects and drese-meiring and upholstering
courses.

The organisation of rural women's associations should
be encouraged by the Ministry of Agriculture i*
Greece.

*H

parts of

Owing to the faot that a large percentage of women are

engaged in rural occupations > the ob iect of the rural women's
assoctotions would be to aid the farm women to perform their part

in the home and on the farm mora intelligently and with greater
•

interest

Young farmers * olubs have been organized under various
(a)

names in meet of the European countries and in the United States.
(1)

Extension Service Circulars No, 44, 63, 67.

(2)

Ibid. ,No. 33, 62.

.

lis

Club work has not as yet been started in Greece and the or-

ganisation of young farmers* elubs rhould bo encouraged by the

Extension f?ervtos.

The objaet

the club a should be the

o.*

awakening of interest in tha buaineso of farming trough the

organization of cc&notitions in vegetable growing, plowing,
milking, homo industries} and other farm work.
there should b3 or.-snlsed at 1»j

by the

nsr:e of

t

o

l«

In eaob village

local group designated

a person or legality for aistinotion from other

The ner.bers of the so clubs should elect their officers
the
who will be/leaders ton all projects undertaken by the club,
clubs.

Tli'?

local central administration of the

Is a board of efficient farmers

ir_

cooperation of the extension agent,

should be rested

each village, who, with the
*

ill bave the general super-

vision of the affairs of the clubs.
^ • Other

ggtfjssl ca

Activities

Tinder this headinr we Rsey include all other forms of

extension work, which may be included In the official program
of extension ircrk or sponsored by the initiative of the field

extension events,

Under this group nay sore:

1, Sources in agriculture for young peasants*

2, Correspondent a courses la agriculture
8,

MaiMtions, contests and fairs,

4. Instruction for farmers through the radio.
5. Development of faasa bookkeeping,
6.

Conferences and

roe stings.

7. Even in? a choc In for adult fanaers.
e. Boys'

and girls* agricultural clubs.

1G3

Specifically, the urganiza/iiioa or the boys' and girls' clubs

will ba *t f lr»
country,

bui;

t

a pare or the pubiio educational system of the

whan g&e esuuoilsioaeut or the Kxtension Service

wiXi be fully developed, the administration of the orubs may be
fcrani>ferreu

Sue

g&hs

4# ^fcohalon »ork

Jepurumant or
-au/ax

!,

iufarmos»,is

vomunity

oax*erui exu^iiiaiiiou

ox'

uiv;auisati jn.

social conditions of the

trlUI

average rurul co^Munity in Greece, will reveal tne faot that
there has never been 'given the

subtest

attention on the part

of th© StMftt or the coiiimututy members tnamselves ror any projects
in rural community organisation.

Greece

at;

present, roes through

a process or national organisation ena transformation in her

Industries and a^trieulture.

Oonswquently, rural ocrjwunity or-

ganisation should, receive wore and more attention on the part
of the State and the extension service .vorkera.
lixtenalon

lit

fact, the

se^ioo in Greaoa should consider the problem

coifaaunity orgaaiv&atioa as one of the most

its progreaa or rural expansion «ork.

offices in

ttitt

of rural

important projects in

rhe regional extension

agricultural aeetions ff

c."0

country should work

out each year a program, oy which all members of the oesnmunlty
vyi.il

cooperate in working out togetnar various kinds of community

activities,

The ventral ^tsiision office should employ a special-

let whose duty should be wo supervise the various ooraaunity pro-

grams suggested by

k)*e

regional extension offices and aid in

puUiiiG across all oibar projects

that;

deal with oormunity im-

A typical program of rural oommunlty organization should
inolude the following projects:
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Hural fecial Org anisation,

t*
•i*he

deal

first attempt for ruifcl social organization should

<ith the

TV^flg

OROh

rtf

CO:

:

mi ty

.

The beet

local contracts should be nod a to ensure successful results.

Among the activities eaoulfl bo included the building of a oanmu-

nity nous s,

cs-r. .-ruction

of goo*! reads, beaut if icetloa of the

school, tho church, the pnrks end ether ^nblie places, organiza-

tions of olubs a&d associations,

raid

tho securing of fire engines

for the village.
2. Qoremmlty SfrrtSS*

Under this heading we nay classify other activities
that nay ho rmdartahen cooperatively by the aeabars or the

existing organisations of the eomnxciity.
for the

lrr>rovo:tw»nt

They include, schemes

of education, probler-a in community ad-

ministration, health subjects, cooperative extension

v/orfc,

training for leadership, religion, holding of conferences and
oth.ir

activities in *hioh

th<2

oorfiunity is into rested,

3. Oosgaunltv ReoyestisjEU

Kural recreation is often instrt* lental in breaking
down conservative and individualistic attitudes on the part of

nany farmers,

'j'hin

is true among the Greah peasants,

A re-

ore at i one 1 program should inc hide indoor and outdoor games,

oontcts, fairs, pageant o , plays

,

singing and nu«ic, pionios

during the simmer, an* other fsaaa of entertainment.
llti

shove program of cor<nun it y organization may bo

modified to meet the needn of the community and the efficiency
of organisation of its members.
(1)

Extension service Circular No, 43.

1G5

Tho now scheme for the instruction of

c..vi

jultural

education In tho public schools of Greece discussed at length in
the forogoin

chapters of this treatise, is by no means complete

and ideal la all its respects.

The writer, from the outset has

pointed out the difficulties and the limitations under which he
The new system of agricultural education follows

was laboring*

closely but with

fflsRny

modifications the agricultural school

system of the United ntates.

It may be that many more nodifica-

tions will have to be made when the &0W scheme for agricultural

education
it is

Is

put in operation in the public schools of Greece and

probable that in the years to come better and more com-

prehensive studies will be made upon

I;

hid

sowe subject.

Hie

present study, without beinf- conclusive, marks only tho beginning
of the trend of thought in a new field of Hellenic education.

The new system of agricultural education, therefore, may have
limitations that are unavoidable in any studies made under similar
c ir our. is t&noe s •

Our critique of the existing public educational system
In Greece has showed that the most serious drawback of tho schools
is the defective curriculum which requires almost all school

population of the country to take one prescribed unif >m academic
course with ao elect Ives.

Tho same acuj.omio curriculum is applied

to all elementary schools of the country districts, with no

provision Tor agricultural instruction -hen

it is

officially

,

1G6

stated that 94 per cent of tho Graduating classes of these
schools discontinue their studies in ordor to work in the farms

or othor jobs.
tttli

05 per oent of the population employed in agri-

cultural occupations and with no provision for agricultural

Instruction in tho schools of the villages, the need of a new
rural sohool systeir

becomes imperative.

Tho rural sohoels of

the country, districts should bo equipped to teach -vocational

agricultural education.

This movement could bo realized by

bringing about a change in tho general curriculum for tho rural
schools of the country .

The new curriculum,

en.

ichod

..ith

vocational agricultural subjects and having as an objective the
praotioal training of the pupils for the vocation of faming,
would

b-.j

6

lioable to all schools,

t'U-

;

jsoeoially to schools

in the villages and rural sections of the country.

The most important provisions made for the

m

rural

school 3/^tem may be summarized as follows:
1.

Tho first four grades of the elementary schools in the

villages
s'.ibjoct

.eons should be given courses in nature study as a

:

p re-vocational to agriculture.

3. Tho Fifth and sixth grades, corrosp nding to 7th and 8th
gru5.es in the

United States, should be given courses in elementa-

ry agriculture.

The subject matter in those courses should be,

in reality, netura study courled with economic considerations.

The homo project work ray bo begun in these grades.
3. Agricultural instruction for the schools of secondary

education,

& distinction is made here between vocational

B ricnltural high schools which will give to pupils purely

vocational education

find

the gymnasia which v/ill organize
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departments of agriculture

agricultural education.

for-

students interested In advance

Both -types or schools are provided

with adequate and up-to-date ourziculum of study.
4.

original training ana training to service of touchers of

vocational

a.-

and definite

;ri culture.

Provision iu made for special training

uelif ioat ions for elementally and secondary school

teachers.
5.

A now plan of supervision

is suggested to meet tho needs

of the system of agricultural education, including the improvement

of to aching ana the assisting of school boards in their educational

work,
6.

Agricultural educational agencies working outside uhe

school such as hoys' and girls'

a;

riculturul clubs una various

forms of cooperative a ri cultural extension work intended for
adult education.

The study of the new agricultural oduo.jAioual system
in Gre,ee«|

a step forward in the agricultural reform of the

balsas

country and it represents a timely movement.

Greece, stands now

at the threshold of a now era, full of possibilities for creative

work

an<!

well provided with examples that can teac.

new duties,

fh

-

!

.".ri

the people

cultural program sponsored at present by

the Oreo'. GoToriiment , intends to reorganise the various agri-

cultural industries of tho country and introduce new and better

practices in agriculture among the farmers, but all these measures
of reform will deal with adult farmers, with peasants who have

already been accustomed to antiquated agricultural teclaiipue, so
that it is difficult for them to change.

fO introduce reforms

ono must begin especially with children.

It is easier to moJce

io a

changes and direct the thought of tho child at an early age

than it

U

at a time when habits have already been established

and are difficult to ohongo or to eradicate.

The new system of

agricultural instruction in tho public schools of n-reeoe will

endeavor to redirect the pupil*
of constructive work, and it

thoughts into o definite line

3

..ill

air.,

at building a strong

agricultural population.
The development of agriculture is a national question
and the progress that nay be realized at a certain tixae will

depend almost entirely upon the efficiency of plans that intend
to promote the social and economic conditions of the people who

live in the country districts.

Agricultural educational schemes

that spur tho farmers to action, that are indue ive to making
tho vocations of farming profitable and desirable and that endeavejr

to improve the living conditions of the people, 7>lay the most

important role in the development of a nation's agriculture.
The new system of agricultural education aims to accomplish the

above end3 in Crreeoe.

It will take time to improve the country

thorouplily: but it is true, on the other hand, that slowly but

surely a new rural population will rise that will mark the

beginning of a new era leading to a civilization comparable
to that of the most developed countries in tho world.
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a, Vocational education at a Jounty Agr icultural ..ohool.

Intensive training
80 per cent of the? pupil*

(1)

'rtonsiv©
s

time

50 nor cant in project
study and project sork,
centering on:
A. Projects or Ulie pupils.
a. At home, as a rule
b« *,t school rarely
o. Pupil responsible
supervised by
instructor.
(1)

3 0|fr of

the pu-.il* a

(2} 80 per oont
related study
correlation with
project \ioxk and
study of the
follow ing sub-

20 per cent

jects of ins-

English

time

cultural and gooc.
citizenship,
training in such
as -

truction.

Hirtory

Farm arithmetic
B. Projects of the school
a* 111123 1 rat lift of
b.

well-proved methods
Jrial us to adaptability oi' proposing
me t: ,.ods , a rops etc •
to local conditions,
jchool responsible*
in group projects.
,

c.

J.

substitutes for projects
a. (fork, on approved fana,|
with agreed upon
©ducat i oral duties.
b» ..'orl: on she school
farm witt duties,
o. Employer chiefly
res jnsible, but
supervised by t 'e
instructor*

Citizenship

Farm biology
Government

Farm rhysics
•;oononics

Farm Chemistry

Farm

ntoiaoiogy

Farm veterinary
science

pr awing, freehead and iieohanical.

Hygiene and
physical training.

Farm drawing
I

ucio

Farm shop work
tiecro&tion

Farm typewriting

Farm accounts
Farm j urnal
reading
Agricultural
economies.

(1)

Kassaehu etts Board of Education, Bulletin

:<o.

72, 1C16.
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Intensive training
per cent of pupil's time

Project study and nrojeot
correlating on:
(1)

ork

Projects of the pupils

rxtensiwe
50 per cent of pupil*

I

time

cultural vnC good citizenship

training, selected from one
or move of the regulsr high

a.

At home an a rule

school courses, and dealing
b. H96J? hone occasionally

with
e.

(2)

Pupil responsible but
fcupervi ?ed by instructor

subjects as -

English every year

Projects or the Departments

social science, including

a. At the

tMBtflt&lty

high school rarely

b. Neighborhood de-rtous tret ion
o.

(:>)

sucli

Instructor responsible, but
uses projects for group
instruction in observation

substitutes for Projects

civics and eeonomiOs

Natural science, including
elementary science, biology,

physios end cher.iisjiy.
Drawing freehand and meohanij}al.

on approved farms /ith
Jhop work
agreed upon educational
duties.
b, ja&ployer chiefly responsible Business, indu ing typebut supervision by instructor.
writing, bookeeping, comagricultural
Remark.The
(4)
mercial geography and cominstructor must as a rule
mercial law.
assume full responsibility
Physical training.
for teaching the related
Music
study required for the proper
Pecroacion
understanding and execution
a,

-;ori.;

'

of the projects of the pupils.
Correlation cf project NVXfe
and related sciences*

(

I)

fiftfe

•
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I

I

PUOJlvJTO

3Y"

II.

'f

ITLj

.

A« Short J line rrojeots»
i^rpnpiffi;

Selection of seed corn
Gerraination tests of coeds

Jleansing and grading seod ':r&in.
<

v

n imal

I

I^ob and iy ua:l

_

dairying :

Dehorning calvos
..'hito-washing interior of stalls and other buildings

Keeping a lib reoord for a v?eek
Testing milk of all oows for butter fat ^roduotlon.

Killing thistles and other ^?eeds with brine or oil
Treatment
Gard ening

:
i

m

Select in; seod potatoes.
Jro hard in^

:

Grafting - shade tree pruning
ou ltry

:

Jangling or gradin

;

eggs.

m echanic s;.

I.easuring and calculating area of fields of the farm.

(1)

Hat oh,

:

'Suggestions for school and horao projects in

agriculture'. University of

.isaonsin, Ho. 767.

.

:
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A*

Long

firao

..

rojaots*

j-groncany:

Growing a corn crop
Improving grain by ear-to- row melihod

Growing a plot of alfalfa.
.rJiiikal

Husbandry and Dairying:

Feeding balanced rations to

faro,

faking general care or a team of

animals for a given season
-vork

forces for a period.

Keeping food records and butter fat procmotion for
date raining net profits,

goils and Fertilisers:

Improving acid soils by use of lino.

Horticulture

tt&(9

gardening

Growing vegetables Inntha garden
Project In potatoo, oabbage, tomato, onion or cucumber.
orcharding:
r

I

'fill in.

;

an. cover cropping the orehard

oultiy:

Feeding rations for egg production
Bees:

Gar© and raanagOLiont of one or nore hives or bees.
Id oner lies:

Market st;udy - keeping records of daily or weekly voices
of grain and live ctock on

ifea

local and general market*
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PROPORTION OF LITERATE ON 100 INHABITANTS ABOVE SIX YEARS
OF AGE

Western Thrace

25-35

%0M

Macedonia and Epeiros 35-^5

t—

Thessaly

;

q

and Creta

Peloponnesus
Pf*5fl

^5-50
5^-55

Central Greece & Evvoia 55 - ^5

Reference
Census of the Population
of Greece in 1920.
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3DU0ATI0MAL SUATOS OF THE FOFtfLAIIdf A0OO3D3H TO AGES AND

MARITAL OOKUXHOS-

li

a 1 e s

TXT

Age

Total
Bao lielor s

parried

Literate
Bachelo rs .^airied,

Illiterate
Baokeiors married

15-19

346,760

6,037

133,027

3,006

58,739

3,021

20-24

170,732

17,092

141,916

10,930

31,316

6,962

25-29

97,451

55,440

76,62c;

00,414

20,620

19,054

SO yrs 119,809

803,255

85,081

457,024

34,728

375,251

911,622

491,637

507,374

146,111

404,248

end above

Total

637,530

| e g a 1 9 a

15-19

253,280

12,330

117,3)1

",290

134,479

9,502

WNU

139,705

37,046

51,759

31,052

77,946

45,194

25-29

55,752

126,421

2C ,742

35,042

132,009

90,579

30 yr

45,223

937,035

16,721

151,450

28,502

769,532

492,960

1,133,332

;30,024

318,445

273,936

914,887

& above
Total

Reference:

Census of tie Population of Grajoe, 1920
(1)

Know in g to read and write.
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